Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Tuesday, May 8, 2012 Meeting of the Board of Directors
th

Location: Offices of Davis & Gilbert, 1740 Broadway, 20 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Stefan Mrozewski – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Joe Sena – Division 4 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 5 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 6 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 7 Rep
Dave Fredericks – Division 8 Rep
David Jordan – Division 9 Rep

Brad Goldstein – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Sanjiv Jhavari – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Kerry Gibbons – Member-At-Large/D10 Coordinator
Justin Hill – Member-At-Large/Coaching Coordinator
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
Rich Reid – Member-At-Large/League Manager
Jeffrey Reich-Hale – Member-At-Large/Community
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:34 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – April 17, 2012
Motion (John Wetsell, Jeffrey Reich-Hale) – to approve the minutes of the April 17, 2012 meeting -passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – None

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen –
i.

ii.

1

Thanks -- Josh wanted to take the opportunity to thank the Board for its hard work
during this past year. Josh noted the large number of challenges that we faced with
the hurricane, facility closings, and other sudden challenges. Josh also thanked the
Executive Board for their help and support throughout his first year as commissioner.
Josh also thanked the membership for their support and patience. Josh is looking
1
forward to next year, and hoping for a year with fewer kerfluffles.
Summer Permits – Josh noted that all permits through July 1 were already taken
care of, so many of our initial summer sessions are already paid for. Josh will put in
the request for the remainder of the summer and through the fall as soon as he is
able. Josh noted that the permits end at July 1, 2012 to coincide with the end of the
Department of Education’s fiscal year.

Brian Carroll arrived at this point (7:37 PM), although as a result of conflicts he had to leave before taking part in substantive
business.
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iii. Opening and Closing Duties – Josh emphasized that it is important to stick to the
process we have in place for performing opening and closing duties, and
transitioning with other Board members. Josh said members should seek out their
relieving Board members, and vice versa. A Board member should never leave the
gym without a replacement Board member there to cover the duties. It is also
important for Board members to check in with referees and let the refs know that the
Board members is there, where the Board member expects to be, that he/she is on
duty, and can help with issues. Josh said that these procedures have been send to
new Board members when they joined the Board, but that if any senior Board
2
members wanted a refresher, he will send them the e-mail that lists these policies.
Based on a suggestion received from the recent election surveys, Josh will be
getting magnetic white boards to list the Board member who is on duty and other
relevant information. The magnetic Board should be put on the doors of the gym
that the on-duty Board member will be sitting in. When transitioning, the Board
member leaving the gym should update it. When closing the gym, the Board
member on duty should put it on the larger white dry erase board in the closet. Leah
asked if we could replace the lock on the Rustin closet door, and Josh said we would
be getting a new lock. Mike asked about timing of duty assignments, noting that
there were times where Board members were assigned duties when they would
otherwise be responsible for warming up with their team at a difference site. Josh
said assign Board members in the best way that we can, but there is no perfect
solution unless we start assigning Board members who would not otherwise be at
the gym. Josh noted that it is ok to have another Board member cover an on-duty
Board member temporarily, as long as people are informed and there is a Board
members on site. Daryl suggested that the League Manager figure out who is
coaching teams, and take that into account. Josh said that we do not assign based
on when a person is coaching, but if a Board member is around and free to perform
duties, they should let the League Manager know. Seth said it is important to be
proactive, and if a Board member believes he/she can take shifts to help out other
Board members, they should actively let the League Manager know.
B. Vice Commissioner – Clovis Thorn – Clovis said that he has consistently replaced the game
balls at Rustin and that they continue to go missing. He said we will remind the referees that they
need to help keep control over the game balls, and Board members on duty should make sure that
the balls are returned to the ref bags during the closing process.
C. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz –
i.

ii.

Goals for Upcoming Year – Seth thanked everyone for their support and being able
to return to the position. Seth said he has two major goals for the upcoming year –
the first is to help train the future leaders of Gotham. To that end, Seth asked any
interested Board member who is willing to take on the challenge of holding an
Executive Board position to contact him, and he will train all interested through the
course of the year. Second, Seth is looking to help improve the communication
process within Gotham, and asked for feedback and suggestions from the Board on
ways that might be done. Seth is thinking of some new ideas, such as a “Did you
know” information sheet, and improvements with the way we use the website.
Election Results – Seth reviewed the election results with the Board. The Executive
Board was re-elected, and the Bylaws amendment proposed at the April meeting
passed overwhelmingly. The final results are attached as an appendix to these
minutes, and incorporated by reference. There were no questions about, nor
challenges to, the election results, and, accordingly, they were adopted by the
Board.

D. Treasurer – Lew Smith – FY2013 Budget –

2

Manny Ciccone arrived at this point (7:39 PM).
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Proposed Budget -- Lew was working on reconciliation of the FY2012 Budget, and
the proposed FY2013 budget until 2:30 AM. Lew presented the proposed FY2013
Budget to the Board, and some budget alternatives with some comparative
examples. Josh explained that for several reasons, including the rescheduling in the
fall season, the dues reduction in the fall season, and leveling off of interest in the
spring, and the combination of Power E and F in the Spring, the FY2012 budget had
a shortfall of over $52,000. This shortfall used up most of Gotham’s existing reserve
funds. For this reason, it is important that the new budget not anticipate deficit
spending, or we could wind up running out of money entirely. Of the proposed
budgets, only one, which contains a proposed, across the organization dues/fees
increase, does not anticipate deficit spending. Under the proposed FY2013
budget, League Dues would increase to $150 ($130/summer), individual Power
dues would increase to $240, Team Power dues would increase to $1,400 per
team, and Open Play fees would increase to $15/person/week.
Discussion about the Proposed Budget – These minutes constitute a breakdown
of the major points raised by Board members. They are not organized by
subject area. A easier-to-read summary of the Board’s reasoning behind the
approval of the FY2013 budget can be found at
www.gothamvolleyball.org/budget. Mike asked why the Spring Fling was part of
the budget, but the Green Apple was not. Lew explained that the Green Apple is
run, along with the Golden Apple, out of the Big Apple financial structure and,
therefore, does not use Gotham funds. Daryl asked when the last time the Board
gave the Power coaches a raise, and the consensus was that the amount we pay the
coaches has remained constant. Lew explained that the organization has to pay
over $10,000 a year in PayPal fees because we pay a per-transaction rate, and as
PayPal has become more popular, this has become a greater expense for Gotham.
Noting that security is a massive expense in the budget, Dale asked if we had any
alternatives or ways we could cut those costs. Josh explained that when Waseem
Akhtar was commissioner (2005-07), we were able to, for a limited period of time,
hire our own security at a substantial savings to the organization. However,
Department of Education regulations leave it up to the principal of the school to
determine whether or not to mandate school security and most, including the current
administrations at all of our Gotham facilities, require us to hire school safety and will
not entertain our hiring our own security. Daryl asked if we could split security costs
with other groups using the school. Seth explained that he learned, while
Commissioner, that we cannot do that because the more groups using the school,
the more security is required. Rich asked if we were getting refunds during the times
when security wasn’t there, and Josh said we can if we submit the dates that security
is not present. Seth said we should encourage our membership to use the Gotham
Store, because this raises funds for the organization. Seth noted that when the store
was first established, division reps would remind captains about it and we got a lot
more business. Now, Seth lamented, no one seems to mention the store anymore.
There was a discussion about the decrease in interest in the Friendship
Tournaments, and some suggestions on how to improve them that were ultimately
reserved for another discussion specifically about those issues. Bob noted that this
Spring the tournaments did return to the enrollment levels we had assumed in the
budget. Clovis suggested finding a way to bring in income for the O. Henry space on
Wednesdays. Manny suggested moving the Monday night open plays to
Wednesdays. Joe S. noted that moving the Division 4-6 Open Plays to Wednesdays
would isolate Division 4 from being able to use the open plays. John said he did not
believe the membership would object to a reasonable dues increase, but that we
should also focus on ways others than a dues increase to increase revenue. John
suggested ads on our website and creating a pre-formatted e-mail newsletter that
would also have ads in it. Josh pointed out that our tax status limits the amount of
revenue that we can generate from sources other than member dues. Seth said he
believed that a dues increase is unavoidable, and noted that it has been six years
since we last increase dues. Justin suggested raising open play fees to $20 and
many on the Board were concerned that was too great of an increase, and would
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reduce interest in open plays. Justin was more concerned about the increases in
Power class dues, which are pretty significant and might discourage people from
taking Power. Josh said he believed people would pay the cost because the training
we provide is still a bargain. The Board also noted that Power is our most expensive
program, and has actually been subsidized by our other programs. Bob noted that
there is no proposed increase for Friendship Tournaments and suggested that we
raise the per-team fee to $100 for weekend/$80 for weeknight tournaments. Bob
also suggested cutting the hours we use Fashion High School, and some of our
other facilities, to save money. He noted that we are not adequately using the time
we have allocated to Friendship Tournaments right now. Lew said that we have
always valued the ability to grab space when it was available. Lew noted that ever
since he was commissioner, when we found space, we grabbed it, because it is a
scarce commodity and we don’t want to be stuck in a situation where we need to find
extra space. Leah suggested having an annual membership fee like NAGVA. Dale
said it is important to balance the increased dues with some reductions in expenses,
which is why he wants to re-emphasize the importance of seeing if we can do
something about the security costs. Dale said if the Executive Board members have
asked recently, and been told recently, that we must use school security, then that is
fine, but he requests that the Executive Board approach the school about this issue if
they have not done so recently. Josh said he would do so. Josh pointed out that we
have tripled the amount of space we have used in the past 6 years, and that
increases expenses. Joe S. raised the concern that members might think that we
are picking the new dues numbers out of the blue, and wanted to know the rationale
for them because different percentage increases are proposed for different
programming. Seth said that no one is picking numbers out of the blue, and that his
understanding is that Lew and Pam worked to recommend numbers to achieve
certain revenue targets. Daryl pointed out that the current proposed increase to
Open Play fees, from $10 to $15, is a larger percentage increase than all the other
proposed increases. Daryl suggested an increase $12/hour, to lower the percentage
increase. Someone pointed out that other volleyball leagues charge $15 for less
open play, and Daryl responded that we don’t want to match those leagues, we want
to be better. Lew said that we are better, even if we match the price, because we
serve a particular community. Lew said we should not forget our mission statement,
and the community aspect to our organization is how we are “better” than the forprofit volleyball leagues. For example, Seth said that if we went with Daryl’s
suggestion to reduce the recommended Open Play fee from $15 to even $13, it
would cost Gotham about $4,000. Seth did not feel that we could afford that
difference, just because it might “look better” at $13. Joe S. reiterated that it sounded
to him like the increases were random. Seth said that Lew and Pam recommended
these increases after considering a number of factors including the effect on the
program, the length of time since the last dues increase per program, the cost of
providing the program to our membership, and member ability to pay. As a result,
the proposed increases are not random numbers. Eric said he believed the
membership will understand that the Board’s hands are tied, but we need to do a
good job of communicating it to the membership.
iii. Motion (Lew Smith, Seth Eichenholtz) – to approve the FY 2013 Budget. Lew
indicated he would not accept any changes to the proposed budget as “friendly
amendments.” (Friendly amendments are changes to the proposed budget that are
automatically added to the proposed budget without a Board vote.) Before the
budget was approved, there were two motions to amend the budget.
a. Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Leah Hughey) – to amend the FY2013 budget
to increase the proposed costs of Friendship Tournaments to $100
(weekends)/$80(weekdays) – passed by acclamation.
b. Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Manny Ciccone) – to amend the FY2013
budget to reduce the proposed cost of Open Plays from $15 to $13.
Seth said he was making this motion to ensure that the proposal of Daryl to
reduce the proposed cost of open plays, at a cost of $4,000, be voted on by
the Board. Before making the motion, Seth asked Daryl whether a motion to
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reduce to $13 was acceptable to Daryl. Daryl indicated that it was. Motion
failed by voice vote, with no voting Board members indicating
approval.
c. c. Justin considered moving to amend the budget to take away one
weeknight of O. Henry use to save costs. There was a brief discussion that
the Board would like to try to come up with programming to generate
revenue from the space, but would cancel the space if this effort was
unsuccessful. It was mentioned that if we do not budget for the additional
space, we won’t be able to reserve the space if needed. Justin withdrew his
proposed motion.
The motion to approve the FY2013 budget, as amended regarding Friendship
Tournament fees, passed by a vote of 16-0-0. The vote was conducted by roll
call with each individual vote listed in the minutes below:

Board Member
Josh Christensen
Clovis Thorn
Seth Eichenholtz
Lew Smith
S. Mrozewski
Brian Carroll

Vote
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Absent
Absent

Board Member
Dale Shoemaker
Joe Sena
Manny Ciccone
Brendan Becker
Mike Hess
Dave Fredericks

Vote
Yes
Yes
Yes
Absent
Yes
Absent

Board Member
David Jordan
Brad Goldstein
Leah Hughey
Sanjiv Jhavari
Bob Arcari
Kerry Gibbons

Vote
Yes
Absent
Yes
Yes
Yes
Absent

Board Member
Justin Hill
Joe Hom
Rich Reid
Jeffrey Reich-Hale
Pam Tong
John Wetsell

Vote
Yes
Absent
Yes
Yes
Absent
Yes

Lew thanked the Board for their good questions and participation in this process. Justin asked that
minutes reflect that we will make efforts to reduce expenses because we were forced to raise
revenue. Clovis feels that the discussion has been really informative, that we learned about the
value of various Gotham programs, and how they related to each other, and we should work on
reviewing our expenses in future meetings. Seth said that he would prepare an explanation of the
dues increase for the membership to read. Seth said he would send a draft to the Board, for its
review, prior to it being distributed to the membership.
V.

Old Business

A. End of Season Tournaments – Josh gave a recap of the Division 1-5 End of Season Tournaments at
CCNY. Josh said there were fewer poles and nets than we needed. We found out a day or so in advance
and Josh was able to negotiate a solution, in part by going all “holler-monkey” on them. However, when we
arrived on site the morning of the tournament, noting was set up. Josh and Lew helped set things up, and
some others did help out, while still others did not. Fortunately, by the end of the day, the tournament only
ran 30 minutes over schedule, ending at 8:30 PM. Josh also said he was concerned because he heard that
we ran hours behind the schedule. He reminded the Board that the start times are just the earliest times that
the tournament will start. We reserve the facility until 8 PM, and the tournament can conceivably run that
late. The reason for this is the unpredictable nature of the tournament. It is important in these tournaments
that we keep them running. Also, there was some feedback that certain divisions were upset with the courts
they were assigned to because they were “higher” divisions. CCNY, specifically, has a show court, and some
wanted to play on the show court. Josh said that there is no preference based on division, and all players
should play on the courts that they are assigned. Justin noted that some courts in vacant and that to help
move things along, perhaps we should adjust the schedule. Josh explained that sometimes courts stay
vacant because referees or other factors prevent the tournament from moving forward. He said that during
the Division 1-5 tournaments, things ran as quickly as they could. Joe S. said that he was one of the people
there early and did not know his help was needed. He asked that there be more communication when that
situation presents itself in the future. He mentioned that Joe Bannon was sweeping courts but that the
divisions yet to play at CCNY should be aware that the courts can get slippery, and that we should have
supplies to block the courts and help mop. Josh also explained that there was a kerfluffle with the medals,
and we will give out the Division 1-5 medals at the End of Season Tournament. Bob, Seth and Lew reviewed
who was handling what responsibilities for the upcoming Division 6-10 Tournaments.
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B. Spring Fling – May 19-20, 2012 -- Eric explained that because of slower registration, he will be capping the
tournament at 12 teams and it will only use Rustin. We will seek a refund for the O. Henry space. Classes
for those who will be reffing during pool play will be held on the Tuesday before the Tournament. Lew, a
certified NAGVA ref and NAGVA Board member, will be running the class. The open play to practice ahead
of the tournament will be held on Wednesday, May 16. A portion of the proceeds from the tournament will be
donated to the Gotham AIDS Walk Team.
C. Pride – Josh still needs volunteers to be marshals during the Pride March. Clovis offered to be one of the
marshals, but we still need one more. Jeffrey is coordinating the event – contact him at
community@gothamvolleyball.org.
VI.

New Business

A. Thank you to Bob Arcari – The Board took a moment to thank Bob Arcari, who has served on the Board for
the past 15 of the past 16 years, and will not be returning next year. Bob said that the last time he “retired”
from the Board, it lasted one year, so who knows what will happen this time.
B. Summer/Fall Calendar – Josh proposed the summer calendar, and also set the dates for the transition from
Summer to Fall seasons.
i.

ii.

Summer League Season Schedule -- Summer league tryouts will be held on
Sunday, June 3, with matches starting on June 4; a week off on the Monday
after the Fire Island Tournament (July 23); the final week of week play will be
August 13, with one division’s tournament on August 15 and the other on
August 16. Josh’s original proposal suggested a week off on Monday July 2, but,
because the date would not necessarily interfere with the July 4 holiday
(Wednesday), the Board found it preferable to give off the Monday after Fire Island,
so members participating in that tournament can stay on Fire Island and/or rest that
Monday. Jeffrey noted that the tryouts were the same day as Queens Pride, but
Josh explained that we needed to hold them on that date.
Fall Season Tryout Schedule (TENTATIVE) – Josh proposed TENTATIVE dates for
the Fall season. While we will try to follow these dates to the best of our ability, we
may need to make adjustments based on permit availability. We will hold tryout
open plays on August 22 and 23, Division 1/2/3 Tryouts will be held on
Saturday, August 25; Division 4/5/6 tryouts will be held on Sunday August 26;
Team Power Tryouts will be on Monday, August 26; we will hold a combination
of Tryout Open Plays and NAGVA Boston Friendship Tournaments on August
29 and 30; September 4 will be the first night of play for Divisions 3 and 4;
September 6 will be the first week of play for Divisions 1 and 2; Division 7/8/9
tryouts will be held on Saturday, September 8; Division 10 organization will be
on Sunday September 9. September 15 will be the first week of play for
Divisions 5-10; tryouts for all individual Power classes will be held on Sunday,
September 16; September 22 will be the first week of individual Power classes.
There will be no play on November 7, 8, 10, 11 (Green/Golden Apple), and
November 21, 22, 24, and 25 (Thanksgiving). Division 3 and 4 will end their
season on December 5 and Division 1 and 2 will end their season on December
6. Divisions 5-10 will end their seasons on December 15. We will aim to hold
the end of season tournament on December 9 or 15 for Divisions 1-4 and
December 16 for Divisions 5-10. As a result, Power will not be held on
December 15 and 16, and will have its week 11 on January 5/6 and its week 12
on January 12-13. Josh had proposed a schedule where Divisions 5-10 would play
on the weekend of January 24-25, but other Board members raised concerns about
holding play that weekend, which is the weekend after Thanksgiving. That schedule
envisioned Divisions 5-10 finishing play on December 8 and being able to hold their
tournaments on December 9, 15, or 16. As a result of the Board’s concerns, we will,
to the best of our ability, make the schedule to hold Divisions 5-10’s tournaments on
December 16 (which will likely result in 5 divisions playing at CCNY, and 1 division
playing at Rustin), and not hold play for the weekend after Thanksgiving. However,
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while all agreed this was the ideal, this solution is tentative pending the confirmation
of CCNY, Rustin, etc. for the fall season. Leah had raised a concern from the
previous season about the timing of Power tryouts. Josh pointed out that the
concern was about the membership preferring individual Power tryouts after League
tryouts, after scheduling it the other way around during the Spring season. Under
the proposed schedule, Power tryouts will be back in their traditional spot after
League tryouts in response to that concern. Seth said he hoped we would provide
these dates to the membership as soon as we can, to make sure that they will be
available for the August tryout dates. Board members urged that it be made clear in
any communication that these dates are TENTATIVE and may be subject to change
as we reserve our facilities.
C. Other Summer Programming – Gotham has reserved Rustin Campus for Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays throughout the summer. We also reserved the O. Henry School for the same nights. Josh wanted
to review what programming we would offer in these spaces. Summer League Play will be held in Rustin on
Monday nights, and O. Henry School will be used as practice space for that division. Division 1/2/3 and 4/5/6
Open Plays will be held in Rustin Campus on Thursday and Wednesday nights, respectively. That leaves
space in the O. Henry School free for summer programming on Wednesday and Thursday nights. For the
space in O. Henry, we would like to offer a series of clinics (setting, hitting, 6-2, introduction to volleyball, etc.)
that will apply to different skill levels. Josh will consult with the Power coaches and come up with a schedule.
Someone asked what time the permits start. Josh said all Rustin Campus permits start at 6:30 PM, all O.
Henry School permits start at 7:00 PM.
D. Fire Island – Fire Island Tournament will be held on July 21, 2012. Josh is considering not holding a party
this year because of the logistical challenges involved. Specifically, the Pavillion will not be available (fire
after last season) and the Whyte Hall space usually has a dance festival, but Josh will double check. Josh is
considering not doing a party for FI because no place to have it. If we do not have a party, Josh will reinvest
the money in the tournament give-aways and prizes for the medaling teams. John says if we can get Whyte
Hall, and want to hold a party there, please let him know because he can check into sponsors for the event.
Daryl suggested an event in Cherry Grove. Josh explained that we held an event there one year and there
was very poor attendance. Josh will not be available on the day of the tournament, so Clovis will be
overseeing things on site. Clovis will need help with, among other things, getting the nets set up on site and
collecting score sheets. Leah asked if there will be a doubles division, and Josh said there will be doubles
available if there is sufficient interest to support it. Manny asked if we were keeping the tournament open to
all, or making it just Gotham members, as discussed last year. Josh said the tournament will remain open to
all. Justin asked if we can use the proceeds from the tournament to support Gotham. Josh said in the past
we have made a donation to a charity, but he is not opposed to giving a portion of the proceeds back to
Gotham.
VII.

Reports
A. Social – Daryl said we are still looking for Board members to sign up for shifts at the End of Season Party.
He passed around a signup sheet.
B. Tournaments – Bob reminded everyone that we need to send out notifications for the upcoming
Friendship Tournaments for Spring Fling teams (May 16) and NAGVA Championship teams (May 17).
C. Community – Jeffrey is still hoping more people will sign up for/donate to the AIDS Walk. He can’t
personally be there because he has Spring Fling. He’s also organizing Gotham’s Mets outing on May 15.
We have about 10-12 tickets left, contact him if interested. Jeffrey will try to organize a Pride comedy night.
Queens Pride is on Sunday June 3, and he’s hoping for a good Gotham turnout.

VIII.

Announcements
rd

Rich’s team knocked Lew’s team out of the NAGVA Baltimore tournament. Bob’s team finished in 3 place
and thanked everyone for rewarding time on the board. David J. said that it is great to be back on the
Board, and he is also very excited to start in the gay softball league. Jeffrey announced that his hotel
opened. Seth said many thanks to all for discussion on the budget, and welcomed David J. and Sanjiv to
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the Board. Lew thanked Bob for his service to the Board, and lamented that he will now be the most senior
member of the Board. Sanjiv said his first Board meeting is eye opening, and is excited to be a captain for
first time in the Fall. Leah enjoyed the match mentioned earlier, specifically where her team eliminated
Lew’s team. Clovis said was playing on Sunday and hit elbow on floor and looked down and it was pretty
messed up, but he continued to play and his team got silver. Justin was excited that his Division 3 team
won double gold. Josh played in the longest volleyball match of his volleyball career, 33-31, 26-24, 15-9
IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Manny Ciccone, Rich Reid) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 10:47 PM.
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Gotham-Wide Election Results
Commissioner
Josh Christensen
Write-In

Division 1

Division 2

Division 3

Division 4

Division 5

Division 6

Division 7

Division 8

Division 9

Division 10

Power (Non-League)

Total

Percentage

43
0

42
1

50
2

50
1

45
0

53
3

51
0

50
1

34
1

16
0

25
1

459
10

97.9%
2.1%

Vice-Commissioner
Clovis Thorn
Write-In

42
0

44
1

51
1

55
0

45
0

54
1

53
0

52
0

37
0

16
0

27
0

476
3

99.4%
0.6%

Treasurer
Lew Smith
Write-In

43
0

44
0

53
0

56
0

47
0

56
0

53
0

51
0

36
0

16
0

27
0

482
0

100.0%
0.0%

Secretary
Seth Eichenholtz
Write-In

44
0

44
0

51
1

57
0

46
0

55
0

53
1

53
0

38
1

16
0

27
0

484
3

99.4%
0.6%

Bylaws Amendment
Yes
No

42
2

43
0

50
4

55
2

49
1

56
5

55
2

44
5

43
3

16
1

25
2

478
27

94.7%
5.3%

Total Votes

48

46

56

59

53

62

59

56

49

19

29

536

MISC ADDITIONAL INFO
Commissioner Write Ins
Armando Andrade
Seth Eichenholtz (2)
Peter Gouvitsas
Leah Hughey
Dominic Petruzelli (2)
Rich Reid
Pamela Tong
Kyle Williams
Previous Resposne Rates
Spring 2010
504

VC Write Ins
Brian Carroll
Leah Hughey
Dominic Petruzelli

Treasurer Write Ins

Fall 2010

Spring 2011
529

Secretary Write Ins
Mike Hess
Joe Sena (2)

Write ins are only noted if they are members of Gotham
otherwise they are counted as abstensions

Fall 2011
542

530

Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Tuesday, April 17, 2012 Meeting of the Board of Directors
th

Location: Publicis Building, 4 Hearld Square, 10 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Stefan Mrozewski – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Joe Sena – Division 4 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 5 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 6 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 7 Rep
Dave Fredericks – Division 8 Rep
David Jordan – Division 9 Rep

Brad Goldstein – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Sanjiv Jhaveri – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Kerry Gibbons – Member-At-Large/D10 Coordinator
Justin Hill – Member-At-Large/Coaching Coordinator
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
Rich Reid – Member-At-Large/League Manager
Jeffrey Reich-Hale – Member-At-Large/Community
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:33 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – March 13, 2012
Motion (Brad Goldstein, Dave Fredericks) – to approve the minutes of the March 13, 2012 meeting -passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – None

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen –
i. Thanks – Josh wanted to give thanks to all who stepped up while he was not feeling
well. He’s glad to report that he is feeling much better.
ii. Power Representative Vacancy – The Sunday Power Representative position has
been vacant since last meeting, when the Board appointed Joe Sena as Division 4
Representative. Josh sent out a membership-wide e-mail asking for members who
might be interested in filling the position. He received two responses from the email. The first person was just asking about the duties involved in the position, and
decided it was not for her. The other person, Sanjiv Jhaveri, said he wanted to be
considered for the position. He was unable to make the meeting because of a work
commitment, but submitted a statement that Josh read to the Board. In the
statement, Sanjiv expressed how important Gotham is to him, and that he believes it
is important that Gotham continues to fulfill its mission. He would enjoy the
opportunity to represent the Sunday Power classes on the Board. Both Joe S. and
Seth recommended Sanjiv to Josh, and told the Board they thought he would do a
good job. Motion (Joe Sena, Rich Reid) – to appoint Sanjiv Jhaveri as Power
Sunday Representative – passed by acclamation.
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iii. Resolution of Litigation – As discussed in Executive Session at previous Board
meetings, Gotham was sued in Small Claims Court by a former Gotham member.
The member, who had applied for a dues refund from the Grievance Committee after
an alleged injury during play, left his Power class after an alleged injury. The
member had requested that we waive our policy that dues are non-refundable, and
the Grievance Committee recommended that his request be denied, because he
continued to play volleyball. Despite being advised he could appeal that
recommendation to the Board, the former member instead sued Gotham for over
$3,000 for both his dues and injuries he alleges that he sustained while playing
volleyball. A hearing was scheduled for April 12, and we, along with the plaintiff,
agreed to binding arbitration, held the same day. Josh, Clovis, Seth, Eric, Mike and
John Sullivan appeared as witnesses on behalf of Gotham. Lew represented
Gotham as its attorney. The arbitrator found in Gotham’s favor, and dismissed the
1
former member’s lawsuit. Josh explained that the former member tried to say that
the Power coach involved negligently pushed him too hard in class causing his
alleged injury. The former member admitted, however, that the coach told him to go
see a doctor if his injury did not improve, and reminded him that ultimately only he
knew whether or not he felt well enough to participate. As a result, the arbitrator
understood that Power coaches are charged with pushing their classes, and
ultimately we are all adults who knowingly participate in an activity that comes with it
the risk of injury. Joe S. expressed his concern that there might be an issue
amongst the Power coaching staff regarding how they communicated with members
who are injured. Joe S. thought we might want to tell the coaching staff to be more
explicit that members should not play if they are hurt. Brad said that he just got done
with an injury and was welcomed back to Power, and never felt pressured to return
early. Lew disagreed with Joe S.’s concerns, saying in his experience, and in the
case at issue in the lawsuit, the coach explicitly told the member it was up to him
whether or not to participate, and that was sufficient. Seth added that, in this
situation, the coach actually told the former member to see a doctor and promised to
modify the class to accommodate the former member’s injury. Seth felt that this is
the standard practice among the coaches and is appropriate. Eric also noted his
experience in Power EF that the coaches encouraged class members to always
speak up if they have any physical limitations and specifically said that they don’t
have ESP, so the class members need to let them know when they are hurt. Eric
thinks that this is the right approach. Rich said as a Power coach that he and his cocoach Arvin always say to their classes that the participants are their own judge of
their body. Switching topics, Seth said that the arbitrator also found that the league
waiver did operate to waive liability in this issue. The arbitrator also noted that,
because we have policies in place that require members to appeal to the Board if
they get an adverse ruling, this former member needed to use that process before
bringing a lawsuit. Daryl asked if the former member had “soured” on Gotham
because of this experience or just didn’t return this season. Those at the hearing
agreed that he did not seem to have soured on Gotham at all, and seemed
somewhat enthusiastic about the organization. Lew also noted that the member
involved in the lawsuit said he was unaware that Gotham had insurance for
members who injure themselves during play. Lew said it is very important for Board
members to report injuries so we can reach out to the members who are injured and
offer them insurance. Joe S. asked whether the process is actually followed
because he “knows people” who were injured and were not offered insurance. Seth
said if that was the case, it was likely because the injury was never reported either
by the member or by the Board member on duty. Seth explained that once Josh
receives the report of injury, he reaches out to Seth, as the insurance officer. Seth
said that in every single instance, he has reached out to the member and explained
the insurance process, and most of the time has gotten them set up with a claim
form the same day. That being said, Seth encouraged concerned Board members to
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feel free to follow up with him about insurance issues whenever there is an injury to
make sure that the member’s needs are addressed.
B. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz
i. Elections Issues – Seth reviewed the Elections Calendar. Sign ups to run for captain
are due by e-mail (or on the sign up sheets) by April 28 at 9 PM. Sign ups to run for
Executive Board positions are due at the same time, by e-mail only. Seth asked for
everyone’s help in putting up the signs and sign up sheets during their opening and
closing duties. The election will run via e-mail from April 29 through May 4 at 5 PM.
Stefan asked if the membership will be notified about the sign ups sometime before
the deadline. Josh said he will be sending an e-mail blast to the membership soon.
Seth noted that, in addition to the posted signs and the anticipated e-mail blast, the
information and specific deadlines are posted on the front page of the Gotham
website, on Gotham’s Facebook page, and were sent out via Gotham’s Twitter
account.
ii. Proposed Bylaws Amendment – Seth proposed an amendment to the Gotham
Bylaws, the specific proposal is incorporated by reference in these minutes. The
purpose of the amendment, which affects only the Grievance section of the bylaws,
is to accomplish three things – (1) it clarifies that if a member leaves Gotham, he/she
vacates his/her seat on the Grievance Committee; (2) it requires, when a member
files a grievance with the Commissioner, that the commissioner send the grievance
to the Grievance Committee within five business days (currently there is no
deadline); and (3) it gives the Grievance Committee the power to dismiss a
grievance without a hearing, if it believes the grievance lacks merit on its face. Seth
explained that an important aspect of the third change is that the decision must still
be written, and indicate the vote of each member, and subject to appeal to the
Gotham Board. Seth said if the Board believes the Grievance Committee should
have held a hearing, the Board would have the power to send the grievance back to
the committee and force it to hold a hearing. Referring to change number 2, Daryl
asks what happens if the Commissioner is incapacitated. Seth said that, as with any
other duty of the Commissioner, the bylaws require the Vice Commissioner to fill in.
So the obligation would revert to the Vice Commissioner until the Commissioner is
once again able to act. Josh explained that because this was a Bylaws amendment,
in addition to Board approval, we will need to send the proposal to the membership
for their approval. Motion (Rich Reid, Brian Carroll) – to approve the proposed
amendment to the Bylaws, and send it to the membership for a vote – passed
by acclamation.
C. Treasurer – Lew Smith – Lew acknowledged that last meeting, Bob had requested an update
about the budget and our balances. Lew said, with Pam out of town and the Big Apple, he wasn’t
able to finish it. Since a proposed budget for FY2013 is due to the Board next meeting, Lew will
work with Pam to present both a FY2013 proposal, and reconciliation for FY2012. Lew said he
should have both to the Board with at least 2 weeks to review it prior to the May meeting. Lew said
there are only 2 members who still have outstanding payments on a payment plan, and we are,
otherwise, all paid up this season.
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Old Business

A. Big Apple – Lew said the tournament, which was all in one venue this year thankfully, ran extremely well. At
the last minute, the party was moved to XL Lounge, which turned out to be a great venue. Lew expressed
thanks to Leah, Alan Amechazurra, Josh, Bob, Joe H. and the return of Gerg Hughes, and everyone else
th
who helped out. Next year is the 30 year of Big Apple, so Lew wants to get working on the tournament right
away, in order to figure out ways to make it bigger and better.
B. Spring Scheduling – End of Season Tournament – Josh wanted to finalize the exact scheduling of the
divisions for the May 6 (Divs. 1-5) and May 12 (Divs. 6-10) End of Season Tournaments. A Board member
asked the approximate start times for the morning and afternoon sessions. Bob explained that morning will
start at 8 am and afternoon will start at 12:45ish. For the May 6 tournament, Josh wants to schedule the
tournament to accommodate the Power classes. There was a discussion about whether to prioritize the
coaches (Division 1) or the students (Divisions 4 & 5, and possibly Division 3). Josh said he believed it was
important to get the students to the class, and that we can work out any issues with coaching. Bob asked if
there was any issue with the refs – Bob recalled that last season the referees had wanted certain divisions of
similar levels together so that refs can work the same levels. Josh said this was not as big of a challenge for
the referees because there are two separate days will skill levels with the highest and most basic skill levels
on separate days. Joe S. checked and it does not appear that anyone from Division 3 is in Power C.
Therefore, if Divisions 1, 4, and 5 all have the morning session, we can accommodate both coaches and
students in Power C & D. The Board decided that, for the May 6 tournament, Divisions 1, 4, and 5
would play in the morning session, and Divisions 2 and 3 will play in the afternoon session.
Discussion then turned to the May 12 tournament. To accommodate coaches, Josh recommended that we
could keep 7&8 together in the morning and 6 & 9 in the PM. Seth noted that because Division 10 is only 4
teams this season, they will be playing in a round robin format, so their tournament will be shorter and will
likely only need one court. The Board decided that, for the May 12 tournament, Divisions 7, 8, and 10
would play in the morning session, and Divisions 6 and 9 would play in the evening session.
C. Spring Fling III – The tournament will be held on May 19-20, 2012. Eric reported that registration opened
yesterday, and we had 4 teams who have already signed up. The cap on the tournament is 16 teams, but a
lot of the players from last year are no longer eligible so please encourage people to enter teams so we have
a full tournament. If we are below our team limit, and people want us to help facilitate organizing teams, we
2
can do that. For non-Gotham players, there will be a screening committee to determine eligibility. – Eric
would like the committee to have 4 members, 2 from the relevant skill level, and 2 above the relevant skill
level. No one on the committee should be playing in the tournament. Eric has already appointed Mike Hess,
a Division 7 member who is eligible for the tournament but not playing, to serve on the committee. Eric would
like to appoint another Board member, and possibly a Power coach. Please contact him if you are interested.
Stefan suggested, instead of screening participants, having a Montreal-style tournament where teams are
rated throughout the tournament. Josh explained that we would not have the court space to do that. Leah
said that she thought some people in Power D were too good for the tournament, and wants to revisit their
eligibility for future C-level tournaments.
VI.

New Business

A. Pride – Josh registered us for the Pride March, but we still need two members to volunteer as marshals. Josh
also said that Jeffrey will be handling the organization of this event from here on out. If anyone on the Board
is interested in serving as a marshal, they should contact Jeffrey at Community@gothamvolleyball.org. Bob
asked if we could open the marshal positions up to the membership. Josh said he preferred if Board
members hold the position because they have built in accountability and (hopefully) the appearance of
authority. Josh thinks it might be awkward for a non-elected member to be giving instructions to other
members. Brad suggested extending the positions to captains, if interested. Josh explained that we will be
getting a Zipcar and bring volleyballs to pepper with. The Board discussed whether to get giveaways and
whether it was appropriate to toss things into the crowd. As per Heritage of Pride, we are not permitted to
throw things into the crowd.
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B. Golden/Green Apple VII – Lew announced that Golden/Green Apple VII will be held on November 10-11,
2012.
VII.

Reports
A. League Manager -- Rich reminded division reps that no one is supposed to go into the Quest 2 Learn
th
space. Josh also said if the men’s bathroom on the 6 floor is locked, let the custodian know so they can
unlock it. Don’t go to the Q2L bathroom or use the women’s room. Justin asked where one can find the
custodian. Josh said you have to look around, but if you can’t find a custodian, ask school safety on the
first floor to tell the custodian to unlock the bathroom. Joe S. said he’s explained that we can’t use the Q2L
space, and some people still go back there. Leah said that if someone is jeopardizing our ability to use
Rustin, then they should be jeopardizing their place within Gotham. Daryl asked if we had any information
th
about when construction on the 6 floor will be finished. Josh said we have no idea.
B. Tournaments – Bob said that several Friendship Tournaments are filling up, except on Easter Sunday. He
especially thanked David Jordan for stepping up and running the Easter Sunday tournament. One night,
leading up to the Big Apple, we only had 4 B teams practicing and Bob was surprised about that. There is
only one more Friendship Tournament this season, on April 29. Bob will be out of town but Eric has agreed
to run the tournament. Joe S. asked if teams were being pushed out of spots for the tournaments while
other members played in both morning and afternoon sessions. Bob said right now this is not an issue.
Josh noted that we have availability at Rustin on May 9 & 10, and 16 & 17. We want to hold friendship
tournaments for Spring Fling teams, and tournaments for Championships. Brian suggested having a
women’s clinic and friendship tournament, as well. Spring Fling Teams can use both Rustin and O. Henry
th
for a friendship tournament on May 16, and on May 17 , Championships teams can use Rustin for its
friendship tournament. Josh asked Leah whether there is interest to do a women’s clinic and open play
during the week. Leah said it might be a conflict.
C. Social – Daryl recapped some of the great social events held recently, including a Thursday evening trip
to see NYU play Baruch in volleyball. Then, we had the Weekender Social at XL, with about 100 people
attending. We have the End of Season party coming up, most likely on May 19, so Daryl will be asking
people to help work the door. Finally, Jeffrey reports, by e-mail, that he has secured 100 tickets for the
Mets game on May 4.
D. Website – John couldn’t be here. He reported by e-mail that he is working on open play registration on the
website. Eric thanks John for his efforts in getting the Spring Fling registration page up and running.

VIII.

Announcements
Leah thanked everyone who volunteered at tournament at Big Apple and congratulated those New York
teams who medaled. Lew is now undefeated as a trial attorney. Seth said there is a bit of a kerfluffle
involving his building, because the restaurant across the street is being too loud, and hopes it gets resolved
soon. Clovis had a good time at Big Apple, playing with Leah and Rich. Eric wanted to thank the
triumphant litigation team who defended Gotham. Dave F. wanted thank Joe S. for driving the team to
Montreal, and say he is stealing a Montreal team’s name for his Spring Fling team -- BOHICA (Dave F.
explained the acronym, and anyone reading the minutes who wants to know can ask him personally).
Daryl celebrated his first ever Patriot’s Day in Boston and learned who William Dawes is. Brad said was
rd
glad to play in his first tournament since his injury and happy that his team won 3 place. Josh said he
couldn’t play this weekend but had a great time coaching the Jerks to a bronze medal. Stefan has to make
the difficult decision between playing in NAGVA Championships in Las Vegas, or going on a work trip to
Curacao and Bermuda.

IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Rich Reid, Clovis Thorn) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:01 PM.
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Location: Publicis Building, 4 Hearld Square, 10 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Stefan Mrozewski – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Joe Sena – Division 4 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 5 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 6 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 7 Rep
Dave Fredericks – Division 8 Rep
David Jordan – Division 9 Rep

Bold = Present

Brad Goldstein – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Vacant – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Kerry Gibbons – Member-At-Large/D10 Coordinator
Justin Hill – Member-At-Large/Coaching Coordinator
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
Rich Reid – Member-At-Large/League Manager
Jeffrey Reich-Hale – Member-At-Large/Community
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)

1

I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:35 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – February 7, 2012
Motion (Mike Hess, Brendan Becker) – to approve the minutes of the February 7, 2012 meeting -passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – Seth has been asking for public comment through Facebook and Twitter. In response,
a member had requested that, in future seasons, we schedule Saturday divisions for one gym for the entire
season, and not rotate mid-season. Justin said he could not locate the Division 4 Tournament MVP trophy
from last season and was trying to. He looked in the closet and could not find it. He asked if anyone
knows where it is to let him know.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen –
i. Division Representative Vacancies – We have vacancies in Division 4 (Justin moved
to Division 3) and Division 9 (Randy moved to Division 8). When Board positions are
vacated mid-season, the Bylaws require that the Board appoint a replacement until
the Fall election. Josh solicited the entire league for interest in these two positions.
Joe Sena was the only person to apply for the Division 4 position; and David Jordan
and Jeffrey Reich-Hale applied for the Division 9 position. Josh asked the nonvoting Board members and guests of the Board to leave the room while the Board

1
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ii.

considered and votes on these candidates. All non-voting Board members and
guests left the room at this point.
a. Division 4 Representative – Joe Sena was unable to make the meeting but
Josh read a statement that Joe had submitted in advance. Joe highlighted
his past two years with the Board and his desire to continue helping Gotham
and fulfilling a new role. Joe acknowledged that, because he currently
serves as Power Sunday Representative, if the Board appoints him it will
leave a vacancy in that position, but he offered to help out until a
replacement can be found. A discussion was held about Joe’s candidacy. A
Board member asked if anyone else applied and Josh explained that Joe
was the only one to do so. Another Board member said he hated to create
another vacancy but appreciated Joe’s offer to fill in until a replacement can
be found and feels confident that it means the position will be covered.
Motion (Dale Shoemaker, Manny Ciccone) – to appoint Joe Sena as
Division 4 Representative – passed by acclamation.
b. Division 9 Representative – Jeffrey Reich-Hale spoke with the Board about
his desire to be Division 9 Representative. Jeffrey said he wanted to bring a
positive attitude, create more charity work type events, including AIDS Walk,
an event with SAGE, repeat his successful Queens Pride Parade event from
last year, and do other social events that aren’t simply drinking at a bar. To
that end, Jeffrey has already secured 100 tickets to an upcoming Mets game
as a Gotham event. David Jordan was unable to make the meeting because
of a previously planned trip, but submitted a written statement which Josh
read. In his statement, David expressed a desire to focus on building
community within the division. While he hopes to have great social events,
he also expressed the importance of communication and a positive attitude
as part of the community building process. In discussion, Josh said that it
seems that they would both make excellent additions to the Board. He
suggested that, since Jeffrey was focused on social and community events,
Josh would nominate him to the Board to serve as a Member-At-Large
focusing on those issues, and he thinks that David would do a great job as
Division Representative. Seth noted that David was division representative
in 2009 and did an excellent job, and he thinks Jeffrey did an excellent time
on the Board, and likes the idea of having them both in positions that will
maximize their talents. Other Board members liked with Josh’s idea
because it would allow us to have both people on the Board. Another
member asked whether Jeffrey’s role would be similar to the one that Omar
Portillo had. Josh said he envisioned that it would be, with a slightly
expanded focus. Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Brendan Becker) – to
appoint David Jordan as Division 9 Representative and confirm Jeffrey
Reich-Hale as a Member-At-Large – passed by acclamation. The non3
voting Board members and the guests of the Board returned at this point.
Ice Pack Update – Josh said that there are 72 ice packs delivered yesterday and will
be in the gym tomorrow. Our ice pack supplies are for emergency situations only
with injuries that are severe. If a member gets sore regularly, and just uses the ice
4
packs for comfort, please ask that person to bring his/her own ice packs. Because
of the disappearing ice packs, Josh will store them in a new location announced to
the Board. There will be a sign out sheet and any time a Board member takes out
an ice pack, they should write down who they are and who the ice pack is for. Josh
also reminded everyone to lock the closet, because supplies are going missing.
Randy raised the concern that the O. Henry closet is pretty stuffed with what looks
like old supplies and asked if we could clean it out. Dale suggested letting up-refs
know about the new ice pack procedures and he also pointed out that need to know
who is on duty. Josh restated that people should identify themselves to the ref when
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they transition on to their duty time. Leah suggested letting the Power
Representatives and Power Assistants know the new procedures as well.
iii. March 24 Facility Issues – Rustin needs to use the Girls/Red/West Gym until 4 PM
on Saturday, March 24. This use conflicts with Power and Division 5 play. Divisions
5 and 7 will play its matches at the Fashion High School. This will require us to bring
the poles, net, and other supplies from Rustin to Fashion. The poles are special
lightweight poles so this shouldn’t pose a significant issue, and Seth offered his cart
if needed. Josh went this weekend to measure the sockets at Fashion and the
Rustin poles will fit in the Fashion holes. Even though the school’s use of Rustin
doesn’t interfere with Division 7 play, the games will nonetheless be held at Fashion
High School because we don’t have enough time to move the poles back to Rustin.
After 4 PM, members can use the Girls/Red/West gym at Rustin for practice. There
will be no practice space for Divisions 5, 6, and 9. Josh reached out to O. Henry to
see if we can use that school for Power and is waiting to hear back. If we can’t use
O. Henry, Power will be held in Fashion as well. Josh said unless we use Fashion, it
would be difficult to reschedule these activities, and they would have to take place on
a different day of the week. Mike asked if we could look into could have a spare set
of poles for occasions such as this, and Josh said the cost is prohibitive. Kerry
asked if they could schedule Division 5 on April 11 as a makeup week, like Divisions
9 and 10. Josh explained that was not an option because many Division 5 players
play in the Big Apple tournament being held that day.
iv. Other Member At Large – Josh nominated two other Members-At-Large to the
Board. He nominated Kerry Gibbons to work with Division 10 as a coordinator,
because Division 10 only has 4 teams and is not big enough to have its own
representative this season. He also nominated Justin Hill who will be focusing on his
continued work as League coaching coordinator. Motion (Brendan Becker, Rich
Reid) – to confirm the nominations of Kerry Gibbons and Justin Hill as
Members-At-Large – passed by acclamation.
B. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz – Elections Issues -- Seth said he had heard there were some
questions regarding Gotham elections, how they were conducted, what data was gathered, and
how the data was managed. Seth is concerned because he’s heard rumors out there about the
system and the actions of election administrators, many of which are not accurate. While at the
outset of online elections, a lot of the procedures were well known to the Board, no one has made
a habit of reviewing the process and how it works. As a result, Seth wanted to review the entire
process with the Board, so that they are educated about how it works and can respond to any
questions or concerns that the membership has. Election administrators vary by elections, but
there is always more than one administrator to serve as a check on the other administrator(s).
Seth said he has frequently been one of the administrators, but there have been instances where
he has recused himself because he was running in a contested election for a Board position and
did not feel it was appropriate that he serve in that capacity, most notably his Spring 2008 run for
Vice Commissioner and Spring 2009 run for Commissioner. Other administrators have varied over
the years as well, but none have ever been involved in a contested election. Seth explained that
an election is conducted by an administrator designing a survey on the SurveyMonkey website.
The survey usually includes election/ballot questions and survey questions. Members’ e-mail
addresses are then uploaded into SurveyMonkey. SurveyMonkey then creates a unique response
link for each e-mail address, and sends that response link to the member. When a member
responds, SurveyMonkey records the IP address and e-mail address associated with the unique
response link, it also records the time the survey is first accessed, and the last time the response
was modified. It then records the results while the election moves on, and the in-progress results
can be reviewed by the administrators of the election on the SurveyMonley website. Because
SurveyMonkey can associate individual responses to e-mail addresses, in theory, the election
administrators can access specific results to both election and survey questions by a specific
member. Survey responses can be modified or deleted by the administrators, so the collection of
this data serves as a check on the integrity of the process. All elections data is recorded and
archived in the SurveyMonkey system, which is password protected and available only to election
administrators. Seth noted that since he got involved with the elections in 2007, we have never
stated that the election responses are anonymous, because they are not. In fact, we have often
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responded to members’ concerns raised in surveys, so it is obvious that we can access their
information. Whenever asked, Seth has told whoever was asking that their specific responses, in
theory, could be accessed by the election administrators. This information is not offered on the
main results page, but must be accessed through a special feature. It is NOT a regular practice to
look at members’ individual responses and most responses are never linked up to the member who
made them. The administrator must purposefully access the additional detail to figure out how a
member voted. That information is only accessed when there is a legitimate purpose to access it.
Seth said that just as Board members are entrusted with the private contact information we collect
from the membership in our member database, so too are these administrators entrusted with
protecting the collected voting information and not abusing the privilege to access it. Seth said it is
never appropriate to access the information for personal purposes, just as it is not appropriate for a
Board member with access to the member database to look up a member’s e-mail address or
phone number to ask him/her a personal question. Seth has accessed the information in some
limited circumstances. He said sometimes survey results have involved members leaving
comments that request a response, but do not leave contact information. Sometimes, members
have technical issues with their ballots that require the administrative intervention of their ballot,
such as voting for the wrong team’s All Star election. Whenever Seth has personally modified a
response, he always makes sure he has an explicit e-mail or written statement asking him to
access the ballot, and explaining why. Finally, and most importantly, while the results of the
election have never been called into question, Seth said that having the option of accessing
individuals’ identities is the only true way to verify the integrity of the election. Seth said that there
is an option to collect all survey results anonymously, and the reason it has not been used in the
past is because it eliminate our ability to use the collected data for legitimate purposes. Seth
suggested that if the Board would rather have us forgo that feature, we could switch to anonymous
collection in future elections. Bob asked about how integrity would be affected by switching to
anonymous results, saying he feels like while it’s a close call he leans towards anonymity so no
one can look at who voted for whom. Seth said his personal opinion is that he would rather know
that a Board member can access his vote, but that if a result seemed wacky he’d be able to
challenge it, than have a system that allows for no check on the results where an administrator
could, wholesale, forge election results without a trace. Seth explained how forgery would be
possible using administrative access if we did not collect identity data. Josh said that prior to
SurveyMonkey, we just distributed 8 ballots to a captain, and the captain would often times fill out
extra ballots. Then, Division Reps would, by themselves, count the ballots and state the results,
even if it involved their own elections. Josh said that system had some questionable outcomes,
this one is completely verifiable. Bob suggested having someone off the Board monitor the results
as well, such as the chair or another member of the Grievance Committee. Brian thought that was
a good idea. Seth reiterated that there have always been at least 2 people who administer the
election at all times, and they have not exclusively been Executive Board members. Randy
suggested that we only maintain a limited number of archived results, or scrub them of the
responder identity. Josh said he uses the archived results for many purposes, and, unfortunately,
we cannot scrub them of information. Kerry suggested printing out the archived results into a
report and eliminating the personal information from that report. Justin asked if, hypothetically, a
member challenged the integrity of the results, how would we prove the results – he was
concerned with us just handing the data over to the member. Seth said it has never happened, but
he always envisioned a third party, agreed to by the various parties involved, accessing the results
and verifying the accuracy of the election. He said he does not believe we should turn over the
identities of who voted for who directly to anyone who complains. The consensus on the Board
was in favor of keeping the system as is, but Josh invited anyone to contact him if they had
further questions or concerns.
C. Treasurer – Lew Smith – Bob asked if we could see a financial statement so we can get a picture
of Gotham’s overall financial status. Lew said he would provide a report during the next meeting.
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Old Business

A. Big Apple – Lew reports that by March 15, all of the teams will be finalized for the tournament, and that is
the earliest it has ever happened. We are looking into the possibility of expanding it to 70 teams. Lew
explained that Big Apple the biggest tournament outside of NAGVA Championships. He reminded the Board
that Big Apple is a Gotham sponsored event – so we look to Gotham members to help make it run. Leah
passed around a sheet detailing volunteer opportunities and people should e-mail her. Lew also asked if
anyone knew of companies that were interested in either donating giveaways or sponsoring the tournament,
they should let him know. Brad asked Lew if there was any pre-written collateral to send out to companies.
Lew said he believed there was something drawn up a couple of years back and will get it to Brad. Jeff
asked if giveaways could include discounts to events or on items and Lew said it could. Billy noted that some
portions of the website still have outdated information about Big Apple and other tournaments. Seth said he
would correct these mistakes. Lew encouraged letting division 7-10 members know about volunteering. Bob
suggested having the captains contact their teams about these opportunities.
B. AIDS Walk – will take place on May 20. Josh reported that some people have already joined the Gotham
team and encourages others to do so. We are still looking for people to organize and head up the team.
Jeffrey would help organize the effort and be in touch with Josh. Josh mentioned that we have a budget to
produce shirts for walkers and provide some breakfast. Billy suggested making joint shirts for both Big Apple
and AIDS Walk participants. Josh said that this would be logistically difficult.
C. Spring Scheduling – End of Season Tournament – Josh has the signed contract for CCNY for May 6 and
May 12. As discussed last meeting, the tournaments for Divisions 1-5 will be on May 6, 2012; the
tournaments for Divisions 6-10 will be on May 12, 2012. Josh can either decide division order randomly or try
to figure out what will allow coaches to coach and play. His inclination is to consider coaching, but warned
that may result in divisions that played early in the Fall playing early again in the spring. Justin followed up
on his concern, raised last Board meeting, about rescheduling Power. Josh said they were still working on
that and explained the various challenges associated with it. Justin suggested that Divisions 5 and 6 should
go first in the morning in their respective tournaments and then could do Power. Seth said we should always
have our “best” refs involved in the end of season tournaments, and asked for a greater mix of experienced
versus relatively new referees for the various tournaments, instead of assigning the more experienced and
skilled refs to the upper divisions while assigning less experienced and skilled refs to the lower divisions.
D. Spring Fling III -- Eric provided a written report that Josh read to the Board. Wladimir Thomas will be the coDirector, along with Eric. Philton Lewis will return as Assistant Director. Eric asked for Board members who
are not going to play in the tournament to consider joining the tournament staff. Interested Board members
should get in touch with him. It was reiterated from last meeting that the tournament will be held on May 1920 and Gotham members will be eligible only if they play, if in League, Division 7 or lower and, if in power,
Power D or lower. Being too high in either category disqualifies you from the tournament. Non-Gotham
players will need to participate in a open play to become eligible. Eric will form a committee to evaluate these
players which, in addition to a tournament staff member, he hopes to include a Power coach, levelappropriate team captain, and a Board member. Eric attached a proposed budget incorporated by reference
that anticipates a contribution to the Gotham AIDS Walk Team between $500-$1000. Randy asked if there
was a way to put a link to do donations on the website. Josh explained the difficulties with that.
VI.

New Business

A. Open/Close Scheduling – Josh said that the schedule has been challenging because there are fewer
Saturday Board members and everything has been in flux. To help, he is going to ask Board members who
play in Power A/B to help out with opening duties on Saturday at Rustin and O. Henry.
B. Women’s Open Play/Training – Leah said that we offered a combined Women’s Clinic and Open Play
which included, 2 hours of clinic and 3 hours of open play. Turnout was wonderful with 30 women showing
up. Leah said that she is expecting bigger group next time and gave special kudos to those women who
played in 2 hours of clinic, 3 hours of open play, and then went to 3 hours of Power. Kerry said that a friend
of her did not get the e-mail about the tournament. Leah said to e-mail her and she will be added to the list.
Josh asked Leah if women would be interested in some league with a women’s height net. Leah said that
she did not think we have enough interest to support a whole division of play. Brian asked how many of the
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regular Gotham players are among the 30 participants. Leah said she did not know for certain but thinks very
few play in League and about 8 or 9 participate in Power. Brian thinks this event is awesome and pointed out
that we are the only organization in the city that offers something like this. Kerry pointed out that we had
some John Jay College players come over for practice. Josh asked if the event was now popular enough to
increase the price to give Leah something back for her time spent coaching. Leah said we currently give a lot
for $15 and it would be reasonable to increase the price. Leah said we now have a list of 187 e-mail
addresses of interested women, give or take a few bounce backs. Josh said we would analyze the interest
and what we offer and come up with proposals for the Board at the next meeting. Daryl asked about whether
the women would be interested in a social event after the volleyball. Leah said they are pretty tired afterward.
Kerry suggested increasing the frequency of the event. Leah wants to make sure that we are doing this
event in the right way and not overuse space. Josh said this is something that they will review and return to
the Board with proposals at the next meeting. Kerry noted that the women who participated gave very
positive feedback.
C. Referee Issues – Josh received some feedback from division representatives, that they sent on from their
captains, and its forwarded on to Heri Estrada, our ref coordinator. Josh noted that while referees are not
perfect, but they also feel like they take a lot of flack from participants in Gotham. Josh reminded the Board
that the referee is not obligated to explain a call. Josh also noted that some referees do not feel comfortable
refereeing in our League because of some of the more aggressive challenges. Josh said if a member has
questions just to increase his/her knowledge of the game, it is not appropriate to ask them in the middle of the
game and they should wait until afterward. Josh said he will continue to forward feedback to Heri who
discusses the feedback with the refs. However, the first point of contact for all Division Reps should be our
league manager, Rich Reid, not Josh directly. Bob said he noticed that the referees are not calling members
in the lower divisions who serve underhand and do not release the ball. Josh said that we had previously
allowed it in Division 9 and 10, where members are still learning, but always with the warning that it was
illegal and could be called. Bob said it is currently happening consistently in levels higher than 9 and 10.
Josh said that he would speak with Heri and ask the referees to call it when they see it. Leah suggests
watching during warm-ups and notifying any players with a problematic serve, and also to make it part of the
captains meeting. She said when she was a ref, her standard was she had to see air between the ball and
the hand. Brendan said a lot of scoresheets are not being filled out properly. We all acknowledge it’s a joint
responsibility between the captains and the referees, and it is much easier for the captains to catch the
errors. Brendan will remind his captains to check the scoresheets, but also asked that the refs be careful as
well. Mike agreed but said it seemed to be less of an issue this season in his division, but he did have a
score that said “26-21” at one point.
D. Updating Board Page -- Seth said he will be updating the Board page on the website, and asked people to
send pictures to him if they wanted different ones on the site.
VII.

Reports
A. Grievance – Eric submitted a written report. A member requested a refund after dropping out because
“work conflicts” forced him to miss too many team social events and some of his matches. The Grievance
Committee recommended that the Board reject the request pursuant to its precedent to deny requests that
do not involve severe injury or unforeseen extraordinary circumstances, because dues are non-refundable
absent exceptional circumstances. The committee also felt that if they allow refunds based on the reasons
cited by this member, they would open the door to having to grant future requests where members drop out
and seek refunds simply because they do not like their teams or lose interest in playing and use work as an
excuse. The Board adopted the recommendation of the Grievance Committee to deny the refund
request.
B. League Manager -- Rich is the league manager. Josh reminded the Division Reps to contact Rich if they
have a report for the Board. Josh also has extra copies of our closet keys and asked everyone to make
sure that they have one key for Rustin and one key for O. Henry so that they can handle whatever opening
or closing tasks they are assigned to.
C. Power – Billy reported that Power E/F was combined and the feedback is that the class is working quite
well, with newer players getting pulled aside and getting different drills with extra attention. Josh ordered
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45 new Power balls and several new game balls. They will be delivered to Aaron Jansen’s house – thank
you!
D. Tournaments – Bob reports that the tournaments have been going fairly smoothly. 19 teams signed up for
this Sunday’s B-level tournament, so we will use Rustin and O. Henry. Bob needs help running the
afternoon session. Seth said that there was a kerfluffle when the two-game matches ended early, and
rd
some captains insisted they were allowed to play a 3 match until time ran out. Bob said he put language
back in the schedule (it had been inadvertently removed) that clarified that each match was only 2 games
long. Bob also needs help running the April 29 tournament.
E. Social -- Daryl recapped the recent Welcome Social – he felt that it went well at Gym Bar and we had more
people than ever before. Some people brought friends to the party and he thinks they may become
Gotham members next season. Daryl is working on the Weekender social, which will be within 2 weeks of
the Big Apple. There is also a social committee meeting in two weeks. Daryl is looking at going to future
Baruch volleyball matches as a social event. Brad said he and some other Gotham members had helped
coach the John Jay men’s team, and they could use our support. Daryl said that on March 22 they play
against Baruch, and suggested we could go to that game. Jeffrey got 100 tickets to a Mets game from the
Queens Tourism Council. He will try to get the tickets for Friday May 4 or Tuesday May 15.
F. Website – John submitted a written report. He is updating BigApplevolleyball.org by swiping info from
NAGVA.org, made updates to League’s account page and added functionality to sync league play
schedules to Google calendar. On his “to do” list is update to Spring Fling and putting the Open Play sign
up page behind a user login so users will have to acknowledge the League waiver. Josh said hard copies
of waivers will be on site for those who don’t pay through PayPal. Mike asked if only non-Gotham
members would have to sign. Josh said he was concerned that Board member might incorrectly think it
was a Gotham member, when it was not a Gotham member, so the safest thing is to have everyone sign.
Leah said she sent a lot of updates to the Power section of the website.
VIII.

Announcements
Mike celebrated his 2 year anniversary with Matt, although both forgot until 7 PM! Dale lost 22 lbs and had
exceeded target Black Party weight. Jeffrey is happy to be back and excited about doing community
outreach. He is looking to work with the Trevor Project for one of his first events. He recently moved to
Long Island City and has a puppy named Circles. Kerry said her grandma is doing much better, and did
not have as fun in Maryland as one would expect. She’s glad to be back and working on getting back in
touch with everyone. Brendan’s team is in first place in week 5. Billy said his start up company will be
disrupting things soon. Randy had found an apartment and the lease documents are ready for signature.
Bob is cranky when he loses, as per his d8 team, and Bob predicts his and Seth’s team will be in first place
after beating Brendan’s team this week. Lew is reffing D7 Saturday and has his yellow/red cards ready.
Seth said our jobs are often thankless, and so he wanted to say thanks to everyone on the Board for all you
do. Brian has had a successful two weeks in his new job. Brad can walk again – no more boot or brace
and hoping to play in Big Apple and he’s engaged! Josh’s team recently finished 3rd and Josh got All Star.

IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Rich Reid, Manny Ciccone) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:47 PM.
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Minutes of the Tuesday, February 7, 2012 Meeting of the Board of Directors
th

Location: Offices of Davis & Gilbert, 1740 Broadway, 20 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Stefan Mrozewski – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Justin Hill – Division 4 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 5 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 6 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 7 Rep
Dave Fredericks – Division 8 Rep
Randy Klafehn – Division 9 Rep

Kerry Gibbons – Division 10 Rep
Brad Goldstein – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Rich Reid – Member-At-Large/League Manager
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:35 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – January 10, 2012
Motion (Brendan Becker, David Fredericks) – to approve the minutes of the January 10, 2012
meeting -- passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – None

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen –
i. Tryout thank you – Josh thanked all the volunteers. Everyone who tried out really
appreciated the work
ii. New Division Representative Appointments – Josh would like to hold off on
appointments for Divisions 4 and 9. He asked Justin and Randy to “push” out an
announcement to their former divisions that their former representative position is
open. Division 10 does not have enough players/teams to have a representative. If
no one runs for the positions available then they will remain vacant. A person does
not need to be a captain to run. Josh feels comfortable in reaching out to certain
people to gauge their interest in filling the open positions through appointment. The
interested people can attend the next meeting to campaign and discuss their
qualifications. They should contact Josh beforehand to submit their statement of
interest.
B. Vice Commissioner – Clovis Thorn –
i.

Work Assignments -- Clovis advised that newly appointed League Manager Rich
Reid will be doing the duty assignments for Board members this season, but Clovis
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will work with him to set things up. They will try to schedule Board members close to
when they play, but might have to assign some for times that might not be as
convenient. Kerry asked how to get a key, because she needs one for O. Henry.
Josh said he will make arrangements for her to get one. Randy asked if he still has
to do the early afternoon duties for Division 9, even though he is playing in the late
afternoons in Division 8 this season. Josh explained that Randy did have to perform
those duties, because until a new Division 9 representative is appointed, he still has
to take care of his responsibilities.
ii. All-Star/MVP Trophies – There are still a lot of All Star/MVP trophies sitting in the
closet. Please have members who won these awards come to pick them up. Josh
added that all awards that are not picked up by March will be recycled for the
school’s use in its PSAL Gotham Challenge tournament.
iii. Volleyball Donations – Clovis will be following up with Ethan Yu to arrange to donate
some of Gotham’s used practice balls to Ethan’s organization as we had discussed
2
at previous meetings.

C. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth is really interested in hearing people’s feedback about tryout
duty assignments. He didn’t hear any requests after he sent out the schedules, but during the
tryouts Seth heard some after-the-fact interest that some Board members wanted to try their hands
at different assignments. He’d love to do that if he knew the interest was there, so he asked the
Board members to let him know if any Board members are interested in different assignments in
the future.
D. Treasurer – Lew Smith –
i.
ii.

V.

Tax Preparation -- 1099 have been sent to our independent contractors and Lew is
working on the other required forms.
Payments and Payment Plans -- Lew reminded Division Reps that their job is going
to be to collect dues. Lew will try to be there as much as he can. Lew asks that he
be given any cash or checks as soon as possible, so there is minimal delay in their
being cashed. Brian asked if he gets a payment plan request, whether he should
send it to Lew. Lew said he is the person who can OK the requests, so they should
all be forwarded to him. Brian asked what to do with cash payments, and whether
they should be sent to Gotham via PayPal. Lew said he preferred for Board
members to send the cash through PayPal if they can. Lew and Josh discussed
payment plans and the “no pay, no play” policy. Lew said the goal is to work with
members as best we can to collect dues, and part of that is communicating with
them and remind them of their payment obligations the week before when they are
on a payment plan. Josh reminded the Board that the point behind the “no pay, no
play” policy is to collect dues, not to issue forfeits to teams. In that spirit, Board
members should do whatever they can to make sure members know to pay and
actually do pay, and issuing a forfeit should be a last resort when a member simply
does not meet his/her obligation, yet still plays.

Old Business

A. Spring 2012 Tryout Recap/Wrap-up – Josh said that, in general, all feedback from the tryout process was
positive, but wanted to hear what the Board members had to say about how tryouts went.
i. Skills-Based (7/8/9) Tryouts -- Josh felt that we came up with great improvements to
the skills-based tryout system after a shaky fall tryout, and it worked very efficiently
this Spring. Mike reemphasized that he believes that it would be better to hold the
skills-based tryout in the larger East/Blue/Boys gym and have warm-up/practice in
the West/Girls/Red gym. Stefan said he thought that 36 was a lot of people to put in
small gym. He also thought that spending 5 minutes on serving was too long.
1
2

Seth Eichenholtz arrived at this point (7:42 PM). Prior to this point, the minutes were taken by Assistant Secretary Joe Hom.
Leah Hughey arrived at this point (7:47 PM).
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Stefan suggested that waves be longer. Randy complained about the serve receive
drill, which he found confusing because multiple balls were used at once. Seth
reported on an e-mail from Omar Portillo saying that the feedback was generally
positive. Joe S. was happy about the skills format running so well, because he had
heard from some members who had expressed a concern that the skills tryout would
not work well.
ii. Division 1/2/3 Tryout Issues – There were several complaints about the behavior of
the Division 2 Captains toward the end of the Division 1/2/3 tryouts. Dale said he did
was concerned about the attentiveness of some of the captains in the tryout. They
stopped taking notes, were talking amongst themselves, and, in some cases, did not
even pay attention to those trying out. Dale said this made it difficult for the Division
3 captains to keep track of what was going on, and Dale suggested that, in the
future, Court managers need to work harder to keep the captains in line. Generally,
Brian mentioned that during both this, and the Division 4/5/6 tryouts, he tried to
encourage the captains to pay greater attention to the players who were trying out.
Josh said that this is a major concern, as captains should always be paying attention
to those tryout out. Stefan echoed the comments and thought that better court
management would be helpful
iii. Division 5/6 Tryout Issues – Eric said that, toward the end of the Division 5/6 tryout
groups, a group decided to play International 4-2. Division 5 captains said that they
completely ignored them as a result. Josh pointed out that, which captains should
always pay attention to the skills of the players trying out, the tryout format for that
tryout was 6-2 and they should not have changed formats. Josh said international 42 is not an option for a tryout with Division 5, and that should resolve any issues
about the captains thinking less of a tryout group based on the performance of the
tryouts. Seth said he was surprised at the inability of some Division 5/6 and 6 only
tryout groups to keep the ball going in a rally, and thought the Board ought to think
about whether there is a better way to do these tryouts in a way that provides more
useful information to the captains.
iv. Division 10 Tryouts – Division 10 tryouts were small this year, with about 12
participants. However, feedback was universal that everyone at the Division 10
tryout was happy with how it went. Kerry suggested that we not call it a “tryout” in
the future. Seth also said that Kerry deserves tremendous thanks for the work she
put in regarding Division 10 Tryouts. Specifically, Seth was impressed that Kerry put
together a group of dedicated, focused members who played in Division 10 in the fall
to serve as mentors and stand-in captains for the draft process. Seth thought the
group set the perfect tone – very welcoming and Gotham-focused. Josh, Kerry,
Stefan, and others all complemented the tryouts and the fun and friendly
atmosphere.
v. Court Assignment Issues – Brian said he believed that there must be a way to create
some sort of automatic court assignment system. He said he would think it over
more and report with a more solid proposal. Joe S. asked about callbacks,
specifically he wondered why we didn’t make callbacks wait and come back as a
group. Lew explained that we need to fill in spots on courts, and sometimes
callbacks are useful for that. Also, a Board member explained that the call backs do
not always fit neatly into the positions necessary on a court.
vi. Skill Set of the Tryout Groups -- The discussion turned to the issue, touched on
earlier, about players who do not have the skills necessary to even tryout in a 6-2
system of play, yet who still try out for divisions where knowledge of 6-2 is expected
for the system. . Randy suggested limiting those who try out. Josh said that he was
adamantly opposed to that, and that members should be allowed to self-select what
divisions they will be trying out for. David suggested a quiz or test to test their
understanding the formation. Josh said that we used to do that and might want to
consider returning to that system. Seth said that we made a decision as a Board
several season ago to get away from the knowledge of systems of play as the
determination of whether someone is “level appropriate.” Seth was concerned that
relying on a quiz would go back to the old style that mislead members to incorrectly
assume that if you “know” 6-2, that they automatically were level appropriate play in
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a “6-2 division.” Rather, the League has since proceeded with the understanding
that just because a player “knows” 6-2, it does not necessarily follow that they have
the skill set to play in a division that primarily uses 6-2. For this reason, we should
make sure that we remain focused on skill level, and not knowledge of systems of
play, in describing our divisions and determining whether someone should try out for
those levels. Seth suggested brainstorming some way of keeping the skill set of
members trying out as close to level appropriate as possible, without relying on their
knowledge of systems of play. He said this would be difficult but noted we had lots
of time to think about it. Brendan suggested using friendship tournaments to
determine a member’s level of play. Leah suggests improving the guidelines on the
site. Kerry agreed and said that the description of the new levels is very confusing
and suggested revising them. Lew suggested being more active in pulling players
that don’t have the appropriate skill set off the court, as they warm up prior to tryouts.
Mike recalled that we had previously held open play for those members looking to
work on their knowledge of 6-2, and called them “transitional” open plays. He
suggested that we start holding those again. Leah agreed and offered to help
coordinate that if it comes about. The Board will return to these discussions in
future months.
B. Spring Scheduling – End of Season Tournament - Josh is going to sign the contracts for CCNY for End of
Season Tournaments, which will be held on May 6 (for Divisions 1 through 5) and May 12 (for Divisions
6 through 10). Exact start times for each division’s tournament will be assigned in future months. Justin
asked if there is Power classes on May 6. Josh said he would look into it. Justin said there were concerns
about last season’s tournament conflicting with Power classes, and he wanted to make sure that we avoided
the conflict this season.
C. Fall 2011 Survey Results – They have not been complied. Joe S. asked if the list of those who said they
would be open to coaching would be available. Josh explained the information just needs to be compiled.
Kerry and Stefan offered to help with that process. Josh said he would get them the raw data so that they
can compile it.
D. Fall 2011 End of Season Party Recap/Wrap-up — Josh had intended to get sweatshirts for the tournament
MVP winners. Blue Heron was unable to meet the deadline so we were forced to order trophies instead of
sweatshirts. Kerry and Randy were concerned that the deadline could not be met because of the delay in
getting the winners’ sizes. Randy suggested collecting this data in advance on the website. Kerry suggested
getting an assortment of sweatshirts in different sizes in advance. Josh said we could do it that way, but
noted that it was not the delay in sizes that caused us to be unable to do the sweatshirts. The general
feedback from the party, as provided by Josh, is that members wanted the upstairs section opened, they liked
the food, they wanted some kind of bar upstairs, we need to fix the coat check to make it go more efficiently.
Stefan suggested more bartenders downstairs. Josh said that one of the problems that slowed the
bartenders was that one member would order 10 or more drinks. Lew suggested a two drink limit per trip to
the bar. We also discussed ways to move the outside line into the party faster. Josh suggested incentivizing
early arrival. Kerry suggested a free, premium drink. The Board briefly discussed its “contest” in the Fall that
allowed the team in each division with the biggest donations to the Custodian Supply Drive to come to the
party early. Josh said hardly anyone came early. Joe S. said that he had heard from others that the e-mail
came out last minute. Josh said that e-mail was a reminder and there was earlier participation. Josh asked
anyone with ideas to e-mail them to Seth.
E. Pending Litigation – Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Josh Christensen) – to move into Executive Session –
passed by acclamation. The Board went into Executive Session at 9:03 PM. Motion (Seth Eichenholtz,
Brendan Becker) – to leave Executive Session – passed by acclamation. The Board returned to an
open session at 9:08 PM.
VI.

New Business
th

A. Spring Fling – Eric said the tournament will be held on May 19-20, 2012. Because May 20 is AIDS Walk,
we will donate all proceeds from the tournament to Gotham’s AIDS Walk team. The tournament is a C level
tournament and C Level will be defined, for Gotham members, as, if they play in league, Division 7 or lower,
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and if they play in Power, Power D or lower. Members who participate in both must in BOTH Division 7 or
lower AND Power D or lower in order to be eligible. Eric is still working ways to screen non-Gotham
participants for eligibility, and invited suggestions. Lew suggested a mandatory open play.
B. AIDS Walk NY -- Omar Portillo, who started the Gotham AIDS Walk Team, and served as its captain for the
past few years, cannot be our captain this year. Josh will send a message to the membership and also
wanted to let the Board know that he is looking for members willing to take on this responsibility. If
interested, please let Josh know.

VII.

Reports
A. Grievance – No report, but Josh said if player wants refund, the request should go right to Eric at
grievance@gothamvolleyball.org.
B. Power – Billy said Power tryouts went great. Josh explained that we had lower than expected turnout for
Power E and F. Also, all but 4 Power E returners moved up to Power D. As a result, rather than having
Power E and F as two very small classes, they were combined into Power E/F, and the 4 Power E
returners were offered spots in Power D. Joe S. asked why we only had fewer people in this year and Josh
said there is no way to know for sure, but it might have been a combination of different factors. Randy
asked if the lower numbers had anything had to do with Power tryouts before league tryouts, speculating
that individuals decide to do Power after knowing where they wind up in League. Josh said he hasn’t seen
any of feedback to support that. Joe S. said while there may not be feedback, he heard that people want to
see what happened with League. Clovis asked if there is a budgetary impact to the creation of Power E/F.
Josh said the class has taken on only one additional coach, so the budget impact should be minor. Lew
said that if Power E/F has 31 paid members, the class will essentially pay for itself. Leah said there was a
kerfluffle about communication to the returners in Power F, where they didn’t properly register. They
managed to get most returners who were interested back into Power. She’s also gotten a few requests of
people trying to join Power late. Team Power B had teams try out where one team was inappropriately low
and only two teams who could fit into the class. As a result, there is a delay to the start of Team Power B
to give some other captains a chance to fill out the rest of their level-appropriate teams with players who
are interested in playing on Monday.
C. Tournaments -- Bob e-mailed out the proposed Spring Friendship Tournament Schedule to the Board. It
will be posted on the website
D. Website – John fixed some bugs and has some more bugs to fix. He also will work on Spring Fling and
Paypal for open play. Dale pointed out that there is a error that needs to be corrected regarding Division 3s
week 6. Seth said that it would be corrected; he just forgot to do it.

VIII.

Announcements
John had mock some plastic surgery done, and now his eye is black and blue
Brendan purchases a 46-inch TV with his partner, Tony. He also has an interview with Viacom on
Wednesday
Joe H. started to work for Sephora
Dale has refurbished the net mounted score flippers (THANKS DALE!!!)
Billy liked it when Brendan typed on a fake laptop
Lew reported that there are 30 teams who have paid for Big Apple, and he thought Division 10 tryouts were
awesome

IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Joe Hom, Brendan Becker) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:37 PM.
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Minutes of the Tuesday, January 10, 2011 Meeting of the Board of Directors
th

Location: Offices of Davis & Gilbert, 1740 Broadway, 20 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Stefan Mrozewski – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Justin Hill – Division 4 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 5 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 6 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 7 Rep
Dave Fredericks – Division 8 Rep
Randy Klafehn – Division 9 Rep

Kerry Gibbons – Division 10 Rep
Brad Goldstein – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:31 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – December 13, 2011
Motion (Joe Hom, Joe Sena) – to approve the minutes of the December 13, 2011 meeting -- passed
by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – None

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen
i. Meeting space thanks – Josh thanked Joe Sena for securing the conference room at
his law firm for this month’s Board meeting.
ii. Member-at-Large Appointment – Josh would like to appoint Rich Reid for one of the
Member-at-Large openings. Rich previously served as Division 1 representative and
League Manager. Rich stepped down to get more personal time. He recently
expressed an interest to get more involved with Gotham again and the League
Manager duties were available. The vision was to have the League Manager
become a paid position for this season and thereafter. The vacant position (paid or
volunteer) meant that the Executive Board was fulfilling the duties. Motion (Josh
Christensen, Craig Skelton) – to appoint Rich Reid as Member-at-Large -passed by acclamation.
iii. All-Star Awards – Josh proposed that instead of an award at the season ending for
the tournament MVPs with (hooded) sweatshirts at the season ending party. The
sweatshirts would be ready by then according to the Blue Heron. The cost would be
about $28 each totaling $280 (not including tax, etc.) which would include the
division and year. As the Board discussed the item, some topics came up regarding
getting sizes so not to tip off the player. Some voiced concern that this may be a
popularity contest though the general consensus was that people would vote more
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based on merit than popularity in this instance. Sweatshirts are considered better
than T-shirts because people would wear the sweatshirts. Many tournaments give
out T-shirts and players would not value them as much as a sweatshirt. The players
would wear them with more pride. Stefan mentioned that VBLI gives out T-shirts all
the time and sweat pants are popular too though players do not wear them as much
as a sweatshirt. Josh has already gotten a preliminary invoice. Motion (Kerry
Gibbons, Randy Klafehn) – Allocate $285 to buy (hooded) sweatshirts for
Tournament – passed by acclamation.
th
iv. February Meeting Reschedule – The next meeting falls on February 14 , Valentine’s
Day. If the Board were to move the meeting up a week the timing would be right
after tryouts have ended and before league play starts. The Board agreed to do
this by general consensus (there weren’t any dissenting comments).
B. Vice Commissioner – Clovis Thorn - No report.
C. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz (not present though gave his report beforehand to Josh) –
Seth had created a Gotham Twitter account. There is a Twitter widget on the Gotham website and
1
the Gotham Facebook page is linked with the Twitter account .
D. Treasurer – Lew Smith – It’s time to file 1099 tax forms for 2011. Lew will meet with Pam Tong
next week to have a report for the next Board meeting.
V.

Old Business
A. End of Season Tournament – D1-5 was this past weekend. There will be five courts available at
Queens College. Court #1 will be downstairs and the other four will be on the main floor. For
divisions using court #1 and #2 their division will be split and then combined to one court as the
brackets are played through to the championship match. If Division rep is new to the logistics and
duties, please see Josh or Clovis after the Board meeting is over to get an overview on how to run
their tournaments. Division reps are responsible for running their tournaments. They are not to let
the referees dictate the schedule nor flow of the brackets. This means that the referees are not to
rush to start a match especially the challenge bracket ones without the approval of the division rep.
The challenge bracket matches M7 and M8 start after the division rep holds their awards ceremony
for the top three finishers of the division. (Do not let the referees start either of those matches
before the division medals are handed out! It is to ensure that those players/teams receive
recognition from their division peers.) The only match that will have a firm start time is the first
match of the day (8 AM). The following matches are played in the order of where they are t be
played. The times are approximate for the succeeding matches. The gym opens at 7:30 AM so
teams can warm up prior to their 8 AM matches. There is an open area but there are not
barricades/nets to stop errant balls. A caution is that some teams may still be playing and not able
to fulfill their referee responsibilities; in the past the division rep has asked an idle team to cover
those duties to get the awaiting matches started. Division reps are to get the match and MVP
results to Josh so he can order the shirts and awards. Josh will provide envelopes with ballots and
medals to the division reps (as well as pens). Teams must have a minimum of four players else
the team forfeits. If a player is not present at the start of a set that player is not eligible to play for
that set. He/she is eligible for the next set of the match. So in a challenge/loser’s bracket match
the late player is ineligible for that match because that match is one game. The first match
(winner’s bracket) starts at 8 AM and the match teams must be ready to play. Teams not ready to
play (i.e., not enough players) forfeit the first set and then are given five minutes thereafter to field a
team for the second set. Ice for injuries can be obtained from the concession stand.
The end of season tournament will be either at Queens College or CCNY. We can reserve Queens
College for six courts if we reserve the dates now for 5/6 which is after D5-10 are finished with
league play. CCNY is not as flexible with their available dates nor usage of their facility. Due to
staff changes at CCNY we will have to approach them anew to develop good relations with them.
However, CCNY has five courts available in back to back dates. They require in person signatures
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Leah Hughley arrives at 7:46 PM.
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and they are lowering their rates from $250/hour to $200/hour for court time. The Board intends to
have two dates with five courts available each date at whatever facility we can secure.

B. EOS Party - Lew met with the representative at 404 Bar last Friday night. 404 is the same location
as last season’s party. Some items league members observed from last time were: ice ran out for
drinks, the upstairs bars (beer and wine stations) were closed because everyone thought it was
closed, the sound system was too loud and should be turned down, there should be more
cooling/AC because it got very warm in the venue. There will be a show with Escuelita performer
Angel. Lady Bunny and Ginger Snaps will be there too. People who donated to the office supply
drive will receive VIP treatment at the party (no coat check fee).
C. Proposed Change in Power Time/Scheduling – Tabled pending survey results.
D. Division 5-10 Scheduling – The discussion in on the refereeing responsibilities and playing
schedule. The team that referees the first game is scheduled to play the third match. This gives
them time during the second match to warm up prior to their match. In the past there was a back
practice area to warm up prior to teams’ matches. The Saturday divisions will again have Fashion
High School, which is a few blocks away, this season as a venue to warm up and practice.
(Fashion will be open at 9:30 AM on Saturdays.) One issue is that teams will show up early
causing congestion and crowded warm up practice spaces. The realistic point of view is that teams
will go there early. Additionally, by the time the refereeing team dresses up after refereeing the first
match to get there and back their actual practice time is only 20 minutes or so, most likely less.
More time is needed especially during cold stretches of weather. This is further complicated when
matches run over their scheduled time and teams do not know when they are supposed to return
back to the Rustin or O’Henry gyms other than their scheduled match time. For example, if the first
match runs over by 10 minutes and it takes a round trip of 25 minutes, a team has 20 minutes to
dress up and down and warm up and down. This is assuming that the match times stay on
schedule. In realistic terms this does not happen and teams would rather cut their practice time
short to not arrive late and forfeit. So the Board is looking at altering the schedule to allow the first
match refereeing team to play the second match or leaving as is. In a 12-week schedule teams will
referee the first match once or twice in a season. So the inconvenience is not that significant.
Some considerations we also looked at were the number of teams that might be warming up in
Fashion. Preliminary feel was that the two playing teams and the refereeing team of Division 5, 6,
and 9 would probably warm up in Fashion at the same time. This would cause space limitations.
Fashion does not have storage space for an extra set of poles nor net. O’Henry generally has
basketball practice prior to league play and often times they go right up to 1 PM. Rustin has Power
until 1 PM also. A poll/ vote was taken to see about changing the schedule. 6 voted to change and
the rest voted to leave as is. No motion was presented. (Note: the weeknights will be adjusted to
have the first match refereeing team playing the next match.)
VI.

New Business
A. Survey Results – There are anecdotal reports of what the results are. The survey results will be
reported at the next Board meeting. There was concern about how anonymous the survey is. To
be able to get a person’s identity based on the individual survey a Board member with
administrator security access would have to go three to four layers. That is a lot of work to do to
single out a respondent. There were also a few duplicated questions and even so responses were
different to the same questions. The duplicates occurred in different parts of the survey. When the
survey was put together, old surveys were pieced together causing the duplicates.
B. Spring Tryouts – Board member should please send their availabilities to Seth no later than Jan.
17. Board members are expected to work at least three of the available dates including their own
tryout division. A lot is most likely needed for the skills based tryouts (Div. 7 and on). Josh talked
to Rob Fennel who had originally created the first iterations of the skills based tryouts. Rob
compiled the feedback from the previous skills based tryouts and has revised the schedule. Based
on the time slots there will be 40-minute session for 36 people with a six-minute switch over. We’ll
need to keep on task so not to repeat the overages we had last time. If we were to allot 12 minutes
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to explain the drills beforehand the drills will go smoother. There will be two teams to run tryout.
One gym will be used for tryout and the other gym will house the other group where coaches will
explain the drills. Ideally there will be four coaches and two timers split evenly between the two
groups. The goal is to maximize ball touches and not spending lots of time explaining or getting
the drills to run correctly/smoothly. Holding to schedule will give the attendees fair amount of time
to show their skills through ball contact and play. Forearm passing/ bumping drill is eliminated
since captains can see that during warm ups. The schedule will look something like this:
12 minutes of hitting with one setter on each side of the net; setter change every two minutes.
2 minute switch over.
8 min serve receive.
2 min switch over.
4 min serving.
2 min switch over.
10 min six-on-six wave – balls being tossed.
There was discussion that forearm passing should be added back. For any Board member that is
interested in working on this, please see Josh after the Board meeting about this. When a person
is assigned a court, we should also give them an approximate time to expect to be called for tryout.
Kerry volunteered to make signs for this. The information a tryout attendee will have are: the
reporting time, warm up start time, and group number (on their registration sticker/placard).
C. Open Play Administration – Josh administers open plays via PayPal signup and payments. The
open player list is generated from the signups and is refreshed every week. The waitlist therefore
is also updated. If there is ne open play it is manageable but multiple ones during the week are
cumbersome. This causes problems because people who are not supposed to be in that level’s
open play sometimes slip through the screening process. For example, a Div. 6 player getting into
a Div. 1-3 open play. Manny can handle the B open plays and Dave Fredericks volunteered to run
the C level open plays. Josh and Lew review the PayPal account on a regular basis. The Board
was polled whether there were objections to granting administrator access to the PayPal account to
Dave Fredericks. There were none. An idea that came through was linking one’s Gotham
registration with the PayPal registration for open play. John Wetsell was looking at that as it was
being brought up and discussed.
D. Tryout Open Plays
Div. 1-3 - Jan. 26 (Thursday)
D4-6 - Jan. 25 (Wednesday)
C level – Feb. 2
Stefan brought up the format that VBLI uses. Awards are given to the participants of the most
successful teams. He likes that Friendship tournaments are friendly and there is no pressure to vie
for the top spots. People come in, play, and then go on their way afterwards. Discussion of how to
implement this format would mean potentially raising the fee from the current $90 and we’d need to
limit the number of teams or amount of play. We currently guarantee four matches which go right
from the start of our permit time (9:30 AM) to the start of Power classes (2 PM) on Sunday in
2
Rustin. There are some C level players in Rustin and some in Power E. Implementing this format
would include all those factors. The general tone was that this was a discussion and we wouldn’t
change the Friendship tournament format in the near future.
VII.

Reports
A. Grievance – None.
B. League Manager – There was a women’s clinic (11 AM - 1 PM) and open (1 PM – 4 PM) this past
weekend. Both gyms were used in Rustin. Leah donated her time along with Kerry, Pam, Sue Panzer,
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and Debbie Langevin. There were five teams and the biggest challenge was the wide range of skill level of
the participants. Pam has the monies that were collected.
C. Power Manager – Billy receives his reports from the Power Assistants (PA’s) who communicates with the
Power reps in the classes.
D. Tournaments – Bob would like to modify the Friendship Tournament schedule to include more Women’s
Open Plays (2). C level (C to low B) would be 9:30 AM to 2 PM and B/BB (high B to BB) from 2 PM to 5
PM. The B/BB tournaments have been underutilized this past season with few teams signing up for them
and therefore not at capacity. Bob will put it on the schedule and ask for availability.
E. Social – For the End of Season (EOS) party Daryl is asking that Board members provide him with
the names of their “plus one” for the door list. He will send around a list to get that information as
well as the door shift preference. He’ll assign at least three per shift. Daryl is also setting a date
3
for the first social, either Feb. 21 or 28. A request is to hold the social events away from a bar.
Daryl was intending to have a brief list of home games of local colleges’ Men’s volleyball teams.
Josh will send out in the next league-wide that there is a Social Committee, headed by Daryl, which
is looking for volunteers.
F. Webmaster – Website needs work. Division 10 scores had a “bug” and John needs to figure out
what was the problem. The “kerfuffle” was the result of scores not tabulating properly especially
forfeits. Because of this, the D10 EOS seedings were hand tabulated to figure out the seedings
and brackets. (Assistant Secretary Joe Hom notes that Mike Hess endeavored to have and
painstakingly ensured the proper spelling of “kerfuffle” in the minutes.)
VIII.

Announcements
Please see the individual Board members regarding their announcements though Kerry said something
incredible that is not repeatable…

IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Stefan, Randy) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:31 PM.
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Minutes of the Tuesday, December 13, 2011 Meeting of the Board of Directors
th

Location: Drug Policy Alliance Conference Room, 70 West 36 Street, 16 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Stefan Mrozewski – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Justin Hill – Division 4 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 5 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 6 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 7 Rep
Dave Fredericks – Division 8 Rep
Randy Klafehn – Division 9 Rep

Kerry Gibbons – Division 10 Rep
Brad Goldstein – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:32 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – November 8, 2011
Motion (Joe Hom, Manny Ciccone) – to approve the minutes of the November 8, 2011 meeting -passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – None

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen
i. IRS update – Josh is still collecting our tax returns from previous years to address
the issues raised by the IRS.
ii. O. Henry Reschedule Issue – One of the high school programs that is located in the
O. Henry School asked to use the gym space until 8 PM on weekdays and until 3 PM
on Saturday and Sunday. This change would affect our programming, so Josh
contacted the school and they agreed to slightly shorter hours. On weeknights, they
will use the gym until 8, meaning that we are pushing our start time for Gotham
events at that school to 8 PM, and our end time to 11 PM. On weekends, the school
agreed to use the gym only until 1 PM, so that adjustment by them actually allowed
us to preserve virtually all programming scheduled on weekends at O. Henry. We
did lose Sunday mornings, but we did not have any active programming in that time
slot. The new time limitations apply to the use of the O. Henry courtyard as well.
Mike asked if we should start taking down the nets on Saturday night so that the
school can use the gym on Sunday mornings. Josh said we should start doing that.
Clovis said Manny and others have let him know that the school has been continuing
to use the space after 1 PM. Manny said last two times he opened for our
programming, we could not get into the gym until about 1:10 PM. Josh will follow up
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with the school and let them know that we need to get in there at 1 PM to get
everything set up.
iii. Community Service Activity for O. Henry – Josh noted that we did a scholarship or
other programming for high school students at the Rustin Complex, so he thought we
might want to do something for the high school students at O. Henry as well. At
Rustin, we had formerly given two scholarships of $500 each to graduating students.
Last year, the principal had asked us to pay for a bus for a trip for graduating
students who reached certain academic achievements. Josh was looking to get
authorization for a budget of $500 for a project at O. Henry to start the tradition there
as well. Kerry said she thought the school was specific to museum studies, and if
so, wonders if there is something specific we could do that has to do with that, so if
its sponsoring a trip to go to a museum. Josh will speak with the school to figure out
what their needs are and how much of their student population attends the high
school-level programs. Justin asked why we were focused on the high school
instead of the middle school if the building has both. Josh said the reason he
focused on the high school is because he was thinking of similar projects to what we
were doing for the students at Rustin, which are for graduating high school students.
Motion (Craig Skelton, Seth Eichenholtz) – Allocate $500 for a community
service project for the students at the O. Henry School – passed by
acclamation.
iv. Permit Updates – Josh has sent in Spring permit requests to Rustin, O. Henry, and
Fashion High School. He expects we will be granted the space we currently use in
both Rustin and O. Henry, but he also cautions that we should wait and see if O.
Henry makes any changes as a result of its school needs. Bob started to think of
back up strategies if we did not have access to O. Henry on weekends that will be
addressed if necessary. Josh reiterated that we are hopeful we will continue to have
all the space we had been given this season.
v. Pending Litigation – Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Josh Christensen) – To move into
executive session in order to discuss pending litigation – passed by
acclamation. The Board moved into executive session at 7:46 PM and returned to
1
open session at 8:12 PM.
B. Vice Commissioner – Clovis Thorn
i. Practice Balls -- Clovis said that he had noticed there were some issues with the
equipment, so he spent time at the gym this weekend checking everything out. He
improved and restocked the practice ball supply.
ii. Closet Space and Inventory Control -- Clovis also discussed our new consolidated
closet space. He tried to label the closet so people know where various items go.
Clovis encourages everyone to take responsibility to make sure things are put away
nicely and correctly. At O. Henry, Clovis reports that we have been having issues
with equipment “walking off.” He set up a new ref bag to replace one that went
missing last week. He asked Board members to be vigilant with the equipment.
Clovis asked Josh to find out if we share the cabinet at O. Henry with anyone else,
because the items in the closet that are not ours look like they have not been
touched in a while. Clovis hopes we can get a space to segregate our own items at
O. Henry. Without segregated space, it is important to Board members protect the
Power balls at O. Henry, and make sure that they are not used during league play
and other activities. Because the balls are easily accessible, a lot of members
playing in O. Henry take them out and use them in practice balls. Clovis was also
advised of an incident where a Board member provided an injured member with 6 ice
packs for the member’s injury. That is an excessive amount of ice packs for one
injury, and if the injury is ever that severe, a member should be encouraged to seek
professional medical attention. Joe H. mentioned that the game balls at Rustin seem
to disappear out of the ref bag, and as a referee he sometimes has trouble locating
them. Clovis noted that part of closing duties to find that ball and make sure it is in
the ref bag. Josh also sent an e-mail to Heri Estrada, our head referee, to remind
1

Stefan Mrozweski arrived at 7:47 PM, while the Board was in executive session.
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him that the ref is supposed to keep control of the game ball. Mike said that there
was a bit of a kerfuffle with the flip scoreboard at O. Henry, in that it was missing
from the gym. Clovis said he had it at his apartment because he took it home to fix it
and that it will be there this weekend. Daryl asked if we could access the balls that
get lost in the ceiling at O. Henry. Josh said that he doesn’t believe O. Henry has
the equipment (cherry picker) necessary to reach balls stuck that high up. Kerry said
the first aid kits at Rustin may need a bit of a refresh, in that supplies seemed to be
dwindling. Josh said that we have over 1,000 band aids in the filing cabinet in the
closet at Rustin if the bags are running low.
iii. Rustin’s Net-Mounted Scoreboards -- Kerry offered to help fix the net-mounted
scoreboards, which are currently out of service at Rustin. Josh said that Dale has
taken the rehabilitation of those scoreboards on as a project. We should have the
net mounted scoreboards fixed and back in service by next season.
iv. Board Meeting Space – We cannot use Clovis’s office for Board meetings after this
month for an indefinite period while his office moves to its new location. For January
and February, we will be hosted elsewhere. A Board member noted that the
February Board meeting is tentatively scheduled for Valentine’s Day, and thought we
should consider rescheduling it
C. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth discussed that sign-ups for members to serve as captain in
Spring 2012 are ongoing. The deadline to either sign up or e-mail in is December 17 at 9 PM.
Seth asked the various division representatives to turn in their sign in sheets on December 17.
Seth said that the election would run from December 17 until December 23. Seth said that from
time to time we tack survey questions on to the end of the ballot. In Seth’s experience, it’s the only
truly reliable way to survey the membership. He invited Board members to discuss ideas for
survey questions that we might want to send out. Josh said the he’s already asked Seth to send
out, to Power members, a survey that was developed by former Power Manager Archie
Messersmith and used back when we first brought on Jeff Lipton as the technical director. Daryl
suggested he wanted to add a social/community service question or two. Seth asked him to e-mail
him with the details. Kerry suggested that we ask about whether there is interest in bringing back
the lower level of women’s open play, which hasn’t been held in a while. Seth said he thought that
type of survey might be better directed to the list of members who are interested in Women’s
activities. A brief discussion ensued as to how we identify women in the league, and Josh
explained that we always allow our members to self-identify when it comes to gender. Turing back
to survey questions, Seth said because of the deadlines, he’d need all suggestions within the next
day or so, or he won’t have time to make up the ballots. Stefan asked how Power Assistants get
picked. Josh said that volunteers are solicited from classes, and if there is more than one, there
should be an election. Stefan asked what happens when there is no solicitation and Josh said they
should be. A Power Rep had raised this issue to Billy when Power C already had a Power
Assistant in place this season. He said, for next time, things should be done differently.
V.

Old Business

A. Green/Golden Apple Tournament Roundup – Lew will give a more detailed report next meeting. Josh said
that from his perspective, both tournaments went off well.
B. Practice Space Update
i. Fashion HS -- Josh announced that we WILL have Fashion high school to use next
Spring for most Saturdays. The issue with Fashion HS this past season is that they
are renovating their auditorium, so they moved all of the events that would be held in
it to the gym. That made the gym unavailable. While the school will give us permits,
because of the continuing construction they may have to cancel some weeks, so
when season starts Division Reps should remind their captains to remind players
that we may have to cancel some weeks, and people should expect that as a
possibility. If it does happen in the occasional week, we will still do the best we can
with alternatives, including the Thursday night open plays.
ii. Chelsea School -- Josh has still not gotten a response from Chelsea school. He will
try to get over there in person to talk with people there. Josh thinks it can’t hurt if we
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get the space in addition to Fashion to both alleviate crowding and have a back up
space.
iii. Impromptu Use of Rustin Facilities -- A Board member asked about members’ use of
th
space on the 6 floor of Rustin to practice. Josh said that we allow members to go
th
over rotations and organize on the 6 floor, but they must NOT use volleyballs. Josh
would also prefer no one enter the cafeteria, because we do not have a permit for it.
And Josh clarified that when he says no balls, he means NO balls used including
rolling on the floor, tossing, handing from player to player, etc. Just do not bring any
th
balls down to the 6 floor. Dale asked about our policy regarding practicing in the
space between the two gyms. Josh said we should not be using balls in that space
either. On a related note, Josh reminded everyone that no member should go back
th
to the Quest to Learn (Q2L) School’s space on the 7 Floor of Rustin (formerly our
practice area) for any reason. This includes use of bathrooms. Our permitted
th
bathrooms are on the 6 floor. If they run out of toilet paper or paper towels, we
have additional supplies in the Gotham closet. For other issues, see a custodian to
address the issue. Eric suggested we put do not enter signs on the doors to the Q2L
space. Mike mentioned we have signs that are left over from tryouts. A brief
discussion ensued about doing something nice for the custodians for the holidays.
C. End of Season Tournament – The End of Season Tournaments will be held at Queens College. Divisions
1-5 will play on January 8, 2012 and Divisions 6-10 will play on January 15, 2012. We are still waiting for the
contract for the space. We will have five courts on each day, so 3 divisions will start in the morning and end
around 2:30, two divisions will start in the afternoon and finish at around 7 PM. While schedules are still
being finalized, Josh’s intent is to start with Division 1, and go through the 5 divisions, so Divisions 4 and 5
will have the PM schedule. Josh said part of the benefit will be to allow Power coaches that play in Divisions
1 and 2 to make it back to their Power classes. This became an issue when the last week of Power was
rescheduled for January 8. Josh explained that the reason that we rescheduled power was because Power
C-F conflicted with the Division 6-10 tournament on January 15. Bob said he thinks as a league we need to
schedule these tournaments at the beginning of the season, so members can plan in advance. Bob thinks
we should schedule it at Queens College because it is the easiest to confirm and works best logistically.
Josh said that he had intended to set the EOS Tournament at the start of the season, the problems with
hurricane rescheduling and changes in contacts at Queens College and CCNY prevented him from being
able to do it. Stefan said the feedback he received from his captains is that they wanted the EOS
Tournament in December, instead of a month later in January. Seth raised the issue that while the proposed
January 8 division scheduling would let coaches go to their Power classes, it will create a conflict between
Division 5 and Powers C and D. Josh said there were only eight people in Division 5 who also played in
Power C. Joe S. thought that members from both Divisions 4 and 5 would be affected, and said that he
thought at least half of Power C also played in those divisions. Josh explained that he prioritized getting
coaches to Power classes so player who can make it will get to take the class. Josh reminded the Division
Representatives that, while Executive Board and other Board members will be around to assist, they are
responsible for running their own tournaments. Josh said now is the time to start to look at rules of league
play and start asking questions. Seth noted that if anyone wanted to know how to put together a bedazzled
bracket, they should ask Dale. Mike wanted to make sure that the brackets match the schedules, as there
had been a problem with this in previous seasons.
D. End of Season Party – It will be held on January 21, 2012. Josh is still waiting to hear back from Ben from
Escuelita with the details. Josh doubts it will be held at Escuelita because we have outgrown the space.
Josh said Lew might know more, and will advise. Daryl reminded the Board members they would be asked
to sign up for a door shift, and he will send out a schedule of times for the shifts.
VI.

New Business

A. Proposed Change in Sunday Power Class and Friendship Tournament Times – Josh presented a
proposal to the Board to change the times of the Sunday Power classes from their current slots at 2 PM – 5
PM (Power E) and 5 PM – 8 PM (Power C/D/F) to 9 AM – 12 PM and 12 PM – 3 PM. Friendship
2
tournaments will be moved to from their current slot of 9 AM-2 PM to 3 PM – 8 PM. The rationale is that this
2
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will allow those participating in Power to train and then go into a friendship tournament later that day (if they
choose) instead of coming to class exhausted from the tournament. Coming into training fresh would
optimize their volleyball training. Josh said he was not inclined to make this change for the Spring season for
two reasons – first, Power is supposed to be, as much as possible, a year long program, and in keeping with
that goal, the class times should remain consistent through the year. Second, waiting until the Fall will allow
the Board time to collect feedback from the current class participants about this change. Leah said all of the
coaches and all were behind the switch in times. There was some concern that early classes that start at 9
AM on a Sunday would deter players from participating in Power. Leah thinks that some classes would be
more lively if players aren’t exhausted from a friendship tournament. Justin suggested that we survey the
Power classes during the upcoming elections. A question was raised as to why Power Sunday classes had
the slots they currently have, and Seth explained that historically Power C and D was scheduled at 5-8 PM
because one of the Power D coaches, who is no longer in the program, used to object to any other time slot.
Seth said he was more supportive of this change hearing that the coaches were behind it, but also wants to
see what the participants have to stay. There was discussion about starting class at 10 AM instead of 9 AM,
and Bob disagreed thinking starting that early would help the friendship tournaments. The consensus was
that the Board would collect more feedback on this issue and discuss it further at a later meeting.
B. Saturday Practice Time – Josh announced that we have secured Fashion High School for practice
space on most Saturdays in the Spring season. Josh said that because we have the practice space, the
Board may not be as interested in changing the whole Saturday League schedule to create more practice
time. The consensus was, with the additional practice space, there was no need to adjust the
Saturday schedule. Justin asked if we are able to start Power on Sunday at 9 AM, why can’t we start
Saturday’s Power class that early and provide more warm-up time to Divisions 5-10. Josh said he did not
think that we should do that, because it is moving the time of one of Gotham’s programs for the benefit of
another of Gotham’s programs. Mike suggested that we review how we schedule teams who referee,
suggesting that giving them a match off between reffing and playing does not give them the opportunity to go
3
to Fashion HS and then come back to Rustin or O. Henry for their matches. A discussion ensued about the
various scheduling possibilities which included (1) keeping the schedule as is; (2) allowing 2 matches
between reffing and playing; and (3) adjusting the schedule so those who ref first, play second (and then
practice first). Consensus was to keep schedule the way it is.
C. Number of Division 10 Teams in Spring 2012 – Josh said that Kerry has advised that there are a lot of
forfeits in Division 10 this season. This begs the question of whether we should reduce the division back to 6
teams next season. Josh said that he believed that unless there are at least 20 people at tryouts who would
otherwise be turned away, we should limit the division to 6 teams. Joe S. said there were issues with the
team that he coaches, that they had people drop off the roster and were told they could not get replacements,
and some replacements went to other teams. Eric said that when he first joined and played in division 9, as
in Division 10 now, dealing with drop outs was a way of life but he thinks we should only place people who
either show up to the tryouts or who e-mailed in and some sign of commitment. Eric’s suggestion is not to
decide on a rigid decision to either contract or expand the division, but to leave organic flexibility. Seth said,
from his observation, one of the areas that the division was lacking was a structure of captains and coaches
capable of making sure that these issues are addressed by the Board. Seth said back in the early days of
Division 9, he would have to be in almost constant contact with the captains to make sure their teams were
stable and work with them to, at times, actively recruit new players. All teams had at least some veteran
coach to help and act as an advocate as well. This season we had a hard time getting even a few coaches
for the teams and so maybe we expanded beyond the structure we were able to put in place. Solutions that
were brought up – the Board agreed we should only place players who either showed up or e-mailed their
intent to play. Josh thinks we should keep the division at 6 teams until we are turning away 20 people who
want to play. Josh pointed out that if we do turn people away, we have open plays on weekday nights,
friendship tournaments, and other entry points in the league for those who don’t make a team. Kerry said
might consider having 7 teams with one team each week plays 2 games, to give people more practice. She
also suggested that if we do have 6 teams, we can allow practice or have a clinic in the extra time slot. Kerry
said because the captain and communication issues said it would be useful to have coaches in place. Josh
reminded everyone that it is the captain’s responsibility to find a coach for the team. Brendan said while it is
not Gotham’s responsibility to assign coaches, we could work more aggressively and proactively to try to get
volunteers ahead of the Division 10 tryouts. Eric suggested having Board members and captains from other
3
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divisions mentor incoming captains, including helping them find coaches. Leah asked if there a D10 specific
social, might want to do a combination of a social and training. The consensus was that we will base the
number of Division 10 teams on people who show up to tryouts and express and intent to play, and
will work with the suggestions to provide additional help to the Division 10 captains this season.
D. Giving Away Old Volleyballs – We give most of our old volleyballs to the Rustin Complex volleyball
program. However, Josh got an e-mail from former Gotham Referee Ethan Yu asking us to donate some
used balls to his organization. He runs a volleyball club team for high school students who either cannot
make, or cannot afford, the regular club teams around the season. There was no objection to giving away
some of our used balls to Ethan’s organization.
E. Spring 2011 Schedule – Josh presented a proposed schedule for Spring 2012 to the Board, the highlights of
the version approved by the Board is below. Josh noted one of the quirky aspects of the schedule is that
Power tryouts will be held before league tryouts. We also are grouping the divisions in a more logical order,
that will make for easier use of our different tryout formats. The other change noted is that we will be playing
on the Saturday of Easter Weekend, a date that we avoided last season. We also have Power scheduled for
the week of Mother’s Day, but it was difficult to avoid and the Board believed there was a difference between
having a tournament all day on Mother’s Day, and a Power class that evening.
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.

Tryouts: Tryout dates: Power A-F – Sunday, January 22; Team Power – Monday,
January 23; Divisions 1/2/3 – Saturday, January 28; Divisions 4/5/6 – Sunday,
January 29; Divisions 7/8/9 – Saturday, February 4; Division 10 – Sunday, February
5.
Season Schedule: Team Power starts on January 30; Divisions 1-2 start on
February 1; Divisions 3-4 start on February 2; Divisions 5-10 start on February 11;
and individual Power classes start on February 11-12. There will be no play on April
8, 11, 12, 14, and 15, and no Team Power on April 16.
End of Season Tournaments – Will be held on May 6 and 12. These dates are
tentative and subject to facility availability.
End of Season Party – Will be held on May 19. This date is tentative and subject to
facility availability.
Spring Fling III – Will be held on the weekend of May 19-20 and, like last season, the
EOS Party will double as the Spring Fling Tournament Seeding Party.

F. Rustin Space for Remainder of Fall Season -- Joe asked about whether teams can use the space in Rustin
on weekends to get their teams back in playing shape, and Josh said the space on January 7 and 8 will be
used by Power classes and those divisions having their make-up matches. Josh had promised the divisions
with make-up matches that they can use the other gym as practice space.
VII.

Reports
A. Grievance – Eric reported that there was one refund request by a player in Power F and Division 10 – he
was injured and would not be returning to play the last 4 weeks of the Fall season. The Grievance
Committee recommends that the request be granted and he be refunded a 4-week pro rata share of dues
using the formula articulated in the Rules of League play. Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Craig Skelton) – to
adopt the recommendation of the Grievance Committee – passed by acclamation.
B. Tournaments – Bob reports that the Friendship Tournaments have been filling up, after having a
somewhat weaker turnout earlier in the season. There is one exception – there are a lack of BB teams and
we seem to be scraping by with 3 or 4. We used to have 6 or 7 each tournament. Bob thinks that it might
be a result of competition from VBLI tournaments. Also, a lot of these teams play each other in team power
4
and looking for competition outside of the teams they play every Monday, so they go to VBLI or GEVA.
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C. Social – Daryl said that there will be a social committee meeting to plan for the Spring season. Josh
asked that the committee focus on, and hold, some events that are not at a bar.
D. Website – John sent a note that he fixed a weird problem with the fields that did not allow a $ to display
correctly. He is aware of an issue with the Division 10 standings and he’s working on it.
VIII.

Announcements

Daryl – Missed last meeting to be with his new BF David Wright
Bob – Bob picked all 16 winners of the NFL games this past weekend
Seth – has a trial scheduled for January 17 and is excited and nervous about it. Anyone who wants to come to
watch is welcome.
Bren – Will have a celebration for the holidays and all are welcome
Clovis – He and his BF got another cat, and are slowly turning into strange cat people
Kerry – Sorry she missed the last meeting, but is glad she came this meeting
IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Clovis Thorn, Joe Hom) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 10:19 PM.
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Location: Drug Policy Alliance Conference Room, 70 West 36 Street, 16 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Stefan Mrozewski – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Justin Hill – Division 4 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 5 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 6 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 7 Rep
Dave Fredericks – Division 8 Rep
Randy Klafehn – Division 9 Rep

Kerry Gibbons – Division 10 Rep
Brad Goldstein – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
Note: Stefan Mrozewski participated as a non-Board visitor through Section IV, A, i of the agenda, and then
participated as a voting member once appointed as Division 1 Representative.
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:32 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – October 11, 2011
Motion (Clovis Thorn, Brad Goldstein) – to approve the minutes of the October 11, 2011 meeting -passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – Stefan questioned whether it would be possible for teams created specifically for
Golden Apple to play in that tournament for a reduced NAGVA team fee. Lew explained it was not possible
because that decision is up to NAGVA not Gotham.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen
i.

ii.

Division 1 Representative Vacancy – Stefan contacted Josh about serving as the
Division 1 Representative. No one ran for the position during the elections and no
other members have come forward about serving in this vacant position. Stefan left
the room and the Board discussed his candidacy. Josh, Clovis, and Lew said that
Stefan would make a good Board member. Another Board shared a story of a
previous interaction with Stefan, but noted that it was good that he was stepping up
to take on responsibility. Motion (Lew Smith, Brad Goldstein) – Appoint Stefan
Mrozewski as Division 1 Representative – passed by acclamation. Stefan
rejoined the meeting.
Thanks About O. Henry Situation – Josh extended another thanks to the Division
Representatives about their understanding and being accommodating as we dealt
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with the issues pertaining to O. Henry availability over the past few weeks. We are
now in O. Henry on Saturdays, and Divisions 5 and 7 played their first matches there
this past week. Josh has asked Heri to remind the referee about Gotham’s rules
2
regarding the beam/cable over the net in the middle of the gym.
iii. Credit Card Update – Gotham has been approved for the Chase Rewards card. It
has a pre-set spending limit. Josh needs to go to the bank with various types of
financial information to see if we can get a higher credit limit than the initial one. Its
now based on Josh’s credit. Billy asked what the rewards are. Josh explained that
we get one point per dollar spent plus a 20% bonus because we bank with Chase.
Josh said it basically translates to a 1% cash return. We can also use reward points
for our school supplies drive or TO BUY A NEW PRINTER.
iv. General Board Expectations -- Josh said he never had an explicit discussion with
the Board when he took office as to his expectations for Board members. Josh feels
that now is a good time to have that discussion since the new Board members have
been installed and we will be working, primarily, with this group from the remainder
of the year.
a. General Information -- Josh has higher expectations of Board members than
he does of general league members. Specifically, Josh expects that all
Board members will read over and be familiar with the Bylaws, Rules of
League Play, and Sportsmanship and Anti-Violence Policy. If any Board
member has a question as to how we interpret or implement what is written
in these policies, they should feel free to e-mail Josh or another Executive
Board Member. (Seth LOVES talking about the Bylaws!) While Josh does
not mind the occasional e-mail seeking clarification, he is getting many emails asking about policies that are written in the documents. Josh is
requesting all Board members, generally, to go to the website and look for
the answer to the question before sending an e-mail to Josh about it.
b. Use of the Board E-mail List -- Next, Josh discussed use of the Board e-mail
distribution list. Josh asked that members not send an e-mail to the list or
“reply all” to an e-mail unless it is truly something that must go to all
members of the Board. Board members who have questions about an issue
facing their particular division or Power classes should not send the question
to the whole Board. If there is information that needs to go to the whole
Board, Josh will distribute it. Randy asked if it is possible to stop using
Google Groups for Board discussions, and switch to a discussion list system
that allowed for separate threads, where members can opt in and opt out,
but always read the whole thread when desired. Josh invited Randy to
research the availability of such a system and talk with John and Seth about
implementing it. Joe S. mentioned that sometimes it would be helpful for
Board members to generally know issues that are going on, even if it does
not affect their particular division/class. Specifically, he mentioned that when
O. Henry was unavailable he got asked about it, had not heard about it, and
therefore gave out inaccurate information. He said that he would expect
that the whole Board would be told of any issue that results in the shutdown
of a whole division.
c. E-Mail Controls and Privacy -- Also, Josh reminded everyone to be careful
when sending out e-mails that also are going to general membership. To
protect everyone’s information privacy, use the “gothamvolleyball.org” e-mail
aliases for Board members, and BCC members’ e-mail addresses so they
are not inadvertently shared with other members. Members have an
expectation that we will protect their personal information, including their email addresses, and following this procedure will ensure privacy. Leah
asked about how to preserve her personal e-mail address when replying to
e-mail sent from Board e-mail aliases. Josh said that there is a way to set
up her personal Gmail account to use her Board alias as the “From” address,
1
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and that he could show her how to do that. Billy asked if that is possible to
do on AOL. Seth said that it may not be possible on AOL, but any Board
member who is concerned should contact Seth and John, and they can set
them up with a full mailbox on the Gotham server. Seth noted that this
would be cumbersome to use, but protect their personal e-mail address.
d. Use of Cell Phone Numbers – Josh said that other Board members or
league officials may entrust Board members with cell phone numbers. If this
happens, do NOT give out the cell phone numbers to others.
e. Solicitation of Feedback – Division representatives are elected by the
membership to represent them. When Josh sends out a question asking for
the perspective of the Division Representative, he is looking for a personal
opinion from the elected representative, not the combined feedback of the
captains in those divisions. There may be issues where Josh is looking for
the general membership’s perspective, and he will ask that Division Reps
forward that request to the captains to solicit their teams. Otherwise, he is
only looking for the personal opinion of the Division Rep and asks that the
Reps do not automatically forward these kinds of e-mails to the captains.
f. Meeting Procedures – Josh reminded the Board that for all issues he will
take a speakers list. If anyone is in agreement with something that is being
said, we traditionally snap our fingers in agreement. Josh will not
automatically take those who snap off the list, but ask that they not repeat
what has already been said.
IRS Update – We received notice from the IRS that alleges that we owe an
assessment from 2009. Josh is investigating and will report back to the Board when
more is known. The Executive Board said that we have filed our tax returns each
year.

B. Vice Commissioner – Clovis Thorn – Clovis thanked the Board members for their opening and
closing reports so far. He just got back from vacation and is making a list of the raised items that
still need his attention and he will address them after helping with Golden/Green Apple. He also
said that while we can use his office for the December meeting, unfortunately, we will not be able to
count on using his office beyond that, because the Drug Policy Alliance will be moving offices. He
hopes to get us space in the future, but cannot promise anything yet.
C. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth thanked Billy and the Power Reps for their recent help in
gathering the necessary information to update the Power Rosters.
D. Treasurer – Lew Smith – Lew reviewed the current account balances with the Board. He thanked
the Power Assistants and Division Reps for their efforts in dues collection. Lew advised that the
independent contractors who coach the Power classes might see changes in their payments, due
to new limits put on the Chase system we used to do automatic payments. In essence, the
independent contractors might get paid on different days, so he wanted to make sure they knew
about this in advance so they did not worry that their payments slipped through the cracks while
others were getting paid.
V.

Old Business

A. Green/Golden Apple Tournament Update – Lew said the tournaments are scheduled for this upcoming
weekend (November 12-13) and are coming along well. He thanked everyone who has been organizing it,
with special thanks to Josh, Leah, and Bob. Leah asked everyone to stick around for about 10 minutes after
the meeting to help her put together samples for the give away bags. Leah also said that they might hold the
Green Apple Referee Certification clinic on two dates, to accommodate those who are participating in the
Friendship Tournament on Thursday, November 10. She asked all who were not playing to please come and
help run the tournament. Lew said that registration will be held at Gym Bar on Friday night, and he has
arranged to have open bar and food instead of a party on Saturday night. It will start at 7:30 PM and contact
Leah if you are interested in volunteering. Josh reminded everyone that it is a Gotham-sponsored event, so it
is on us to make it run. Bob asked if someone was certified to ref in Green Apple last year, if that certification
still stands. Lew said it does.
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B. Fall Season Updates
i.

ii.

Practice Space Update – We got an update from Fashion High School. Apparently,
the construction at issue is in their auditorium, but as a result they are moving events
into their gym. The school said only a few Saturdays would be available next
season, but did not provide information about who we could contact about reserving
them. Seth emphasized that as Board members, if we do get some space at
Fashion, we will need to communicate clearly to the membership that it may be
taken away on a bunch of Saturdays in furtherance of the school’s activities, but that
some Saturdays are better than no Saturdays. Mike asked if there was an outdoor
courtyard at Fashion. Seth and Manny said no. Stefan asked what the practice
space was used for, and what the criteria was for who could use it. Josh explained
that it is for members to use to mitigate the loss of the back practice area at Rustin.
Presently, we only allocate Wednesday nights at O. Henry for member practice, and
it is only able to be used by Division 3 and 4. Last season we provided space at
Fashion HS for the Saturday divisions’ use, and we are looking to restore that space.
Josh said we will continue to follow up with Fashion and other schools. He advised
the Board that he has also contacted Chelsea School. They have one gym and it is
very small. He heard it was free on weekends, though. He has yet to hear back
from the school. Randy asked if Josh was the primary person to contact these
schools and suggested that we engage the membership, especially teachers, and
have them contact these schools. Josh said that while that sounded like it would
work in principle, it does not in practice. Each school has an independent system
run by the custodians of that school, so teachers calling, unless they actually work at
the school, would not be of much help. Randy said that he assumes that those who
work in the school system can navigate it more easily. Josh noted that he doesn’t
necessarily need to be the only one communicating, pointing out that former Board
member Alan Kramer reached out to schools in previous years on behalf of the
league. Seth said that, in his experience as commissioner, the most effective results
came from an established, one-on-one relationship between the organizational
leader and the school custodians and administrators. He felt that having multiple
voices actually annoyed the decision makers at the school, so we should be careful
that we speak with one voice, and that Josh should determine who that voice is and
Board members or interested members should coordinate with Josh before
contacting anyone. Lew added that members who work in the schools can provide
useful information like who to call and what phone numbers to call, and that
information would help Josh reach out to the appropriate people.
Update on End of Season Tournament Location – Josh is asking Queens College to
pencil us in for the weekend of January 7-8. No one at CCNY has responded to
Josh’s requests about availability. Brad asked how many courts are needed for the
EOS tournament. Josh said we need 1 court per division, so 10 courts. Brad
suggested the possibility of using John Jay College, where he works, but Josh noted
that it is very expensive.

C. Election Results – The formal election results are attached to these minutes and incorporated by reference.
Josh had been asked why there was a long gap between the elections and the newly elected representatives’
first meeting. He said it was a quirk of the scheduling that came from Hurricane Irene delays. The Bylaws
have a specific schedule laid out for elections, so following that schedule the elections occurred just after the
October Board meeting, and well in advance of the November meeting. In the future, it should be, as it has
been in the past, that the elections can be completed prior to the October Board meeting.
VI.

New Business

A. Weeknight Space Useage Currently, we have Monday, Wednesdays and Thursdays at both Rustin and O.
Henry. Division 1 and 2 uses Thursday at Rustin, Division 3 and 4 uses Wednesdays at both Rustin (for
matches) and O. Henry (for practice space). We also started to hold a C-Level Open Play on Thursday
nights at O. Henry.
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Discussion about Monday Night Use at O. Henry -- The consensus was to move
forward with a rotating B/BB Open Play on Monday nights. Monday night at O.
Henry is currently unallocated. Josh reviewed some suggested options for Monday
night – we could do a rotating schedule between B/BB open plays, and could also
add in a Women’s Open Play night as well. Josh said he was open to other
suggestions. Brian suggested that we consider holding clinics. He mentioned that
we used to have systems of play clinics (6-2, 5-1) and thought that might be a value
to membership who are newer to the game and looking to learn about those. Brian
said there are a lot of teams he knows about that have the skills and are just really
looking to learn. Josh noted that we already have a lot of opportunities for play at
that level (league play on Saturday, rotating friendship tournaments on Sundays,
Power on Sundays, and for Divisions 7-10, Thursday night open play). Josh said
that we originally added a weekday night open play to give weekend players a
weekday night play option, and this would be additional programming on weekday
nights on top of that. Josh also said his hesitation with clinics is that, upon advice of
our Power Technical Director Jeff Lipton, and our own experiences, implementing
systems of play is easy if you have the skills to do so, so the focus should be on the
skills needed to play, not the system of play. It is also difficult to teach systems of
play when the participants don’t pass, etc. sufficiently to play the system. Leah said
her hesitation with holding a clinic is that all but one Power coach are involved in
Team Power in some capacity or another. Also, with a Women’s night Leah would
be unable to provide her excellent organizational skills because of her commitment
to Team Power. Seth said that what he likes most about the Open Play options is
that it is easiest and most cost effective to implement, it won’t cause us more burn
out in implementing the logistics of it, and we would be ok financially even if we didn’t
get wonderful attendance. Lew agreed and reminded the Board that Power and
clinics tend not to generate revenue, even when full, because of the added expenses
of coaching. Josh also reminded everyone that to have programming on Mondays
means that we need to have Board members supervise, and we would really need
people to step up, as three of four Executive Board members are in Team Power.
Josh asked for a consensus of how to use the space. The idea of having Friendship
Tournaments instead of Open Play was brought up. Josh said that administratively,
it might be easier to do a Friendship Tournament. Bob said the Sunday Friendship
Tournaments are not filling up like they used to. It was also mentioned that having
open plays for those who can’t find B or BB teams would be a good benefit as well,
instead of requiring the people to come with teams. Stefan questioned why we are
looking to fill space, as opposed to seeking a refund. Josh said that space is so
difficult to come by that when we do get it, we like to hold onto it and use it for
programming. Returning to the use issue, Lew said an Open Play would be good in
that it also gets various members from various divisions playing together. Josh
recommends that for the nights we have BB open play, we should have 4 teams of 8,
instead of the C-Level 4 teams of 9. The consensus was to move forward with a
rotating B/BB Open Play on Monday nights. Josh said he would make up the PayPal
buttons for the Open Plays and put them on the calendar.
ii. Women’s Events -- The discussion shifted to Women’s Programming. Mike asked
Leah, in an ideal world, how often would she want Gotham to hold women’s events.
Leah said last year we had two a month, one was held at an advanced level, and the
other was open to all. Leah said she was hoping to ramp up the once a month
women’s tournament to use it as a feeder event for New York teams to a newly
developed Women’s Level at NAGVA Championships. Mike suggested that we
could use weeknights during holiday weeks for women’s events. Josh said we do
not have permits for those nights, and Leah noted that people would have holiday
commitments. Leah said that, for now, the current space allocation was working.

i.

B. Approval Process of Power Coaches Versus Referees – Josh explained that Heri Estrada, our reffing
coordinator, has discretion to pick, reviews, and decide who to assign as referees, including any replacement
referees. For Power coaches, when we created the position of Technical Director, we placed the burden on
him to get approval from the Board before bringing on any new coaches. The reasoning for this is that
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coaches have more of an impact on the membership experience than the refrees do in league matches. But
Josh would like to provide Jeff with authority to bring on temporary substitute coaches without specifically
seeking Board approval. Randy suggested having a sub-committee of the Board review and approve Jeff’s
choice for substitute coaches, and have the Board review their recommendation. Joe S. suggested using the
Power Representatives for this purpose. Billy raised the issue of why Jeff is frequently appointing substitute
coaches for his class, suggesting that Jeff often times cannot coach his own class. Billy was wondering what
his obligations were in terms of actual coaching, versus his role as Technical Director. Josh said the
Technical Director has nothing to do with what classes he is coaching. Those are two separate roles. Seth
said that he supports giving Jeff authorization to appoint temporary coaches, but he does not feel comfortable
giving Jeff complete discretion to hire permanent coaches without Board review, as this will give Jeff too
much control over the Power program. Stefan said that as a member of Power, he likes Jeff’s selections for
replacement coaches. Seth noted that Stefan’s experience was with the hand recruited substitutes for Jeff’s
advanced classes, and it may be different in lower levels, and that Jeff rarely, if ever, recruits substitute
coaches when lower-level Power classes need relief. Billy said he doesn’t even know why Jeff should be
bringing replacement coaches from outside of the program, as opposed to relying on the coaching talent
already in the Power program. Josh noted that for Team Power, all but one of the Power coaches
participates either as a coach or as a student, so it would be difficult to get replacements from inside the
program. Bob suggested that we ask Jeff to bring us a list of people he wants to use as sub coaches, if
needed, during the year, so we can approve them en masse and Jeff will have a pool with which to choose if
substitutes are needed. Leah spoke to the need for Board involvement, agreeing that while Jeff’s choices are
generally good, historically there is a situation where Jeff has asked to bring in a coach who has prior
sportsmanship issues in Gotham, and the Board would look at those considerations as well. Joe S. asked if
we keep track of how many times coaches have substitutes in their class. Billy said he has the records of the
coaches and could keep track of them. The consensus was that, in the future, we will ask Jeff to
produce a roster of coaches beyond the 12 core coaches, so he can have substitutes if needed. Josh
asked Billy to get an accounting of coaches’ attendance. Leah said we need to let the coaches know that we
are keeping track of that.
C. Saturday Schedule in the Spring Season – Josh wanted to discuss the possibility of adjusting the Saturday
League schedule to allow teams 10 minutes of warmup time. Josh said he would never make a major
scheduling change mid-season, so this discussion would be about a change that we would implement next
season. Seth said that, because such a change would put the last match beyond 9:15 PM on Saturday night,
and if it runs late, possibility as late as 9:45 PM, it would be too late for those who otherwise enjoy playing on
Saturdays and annoying administratively. Seth also felt, in his experience coaching a summer team, that the
additional 5 minutes of warmup time did not make a difference to the same extent a full practice would. Eric
said that every week when he hears comments from membership its about practice space, not warm up time,
and he things we need to focus on, and exhaust the possibility of pre-match practice space elsewhere before
giving 5 more minutes of warmup time. Eric also said, since we are discussing a change in the Spring
season, we should put off the final decision until we have a better idea of whether practice space would be
available. Joe S. agreed that we should think about this when we have a better idea of what is going on.
Josh said we have permits that run through our January meeting, so we can put things off until then, but he
would like to get the permits in December. Brad suggested that we schedule teams to allow for 10 minutes of
warmup, but if the teams don’t use the full 10 minutes, we can start the match quicker to help save time.
Josh explained that our Rules of League Play provide that the match has to happen at a certain time. Leah
said that it is valuable to have a few extra minutes to warm up in the venue you are playing in. Joe S.
suggested that the extra 5 minutes would be helpful if they were utilized better than they were this summer.
Specifically, Joe thinks that teams should specifically use the first 5 minutes for something other than hitting
drills. Over the summer it was disorganized. Josh said the extra 5 minutes would be used to allow for ball
handling drills. Billy said that we should support those members who want to play volleyball, not who just
want to go out on a Saturday night and want to make sure they get out on time. Randy said the extra 40
minutes was getting really late, and was wondering if there was any way we could adjust the schedule to
make it end earlier. Seth suggested moving the start of Power A/B back 15 minutes to 9:45 AM. Stefan
noted that weekday night matches run later and that no one goes out at 9:15 PM in New York anyway, so
that should not be a concern. Brad asked why the teams can’t stretch and do other warm-ups on the side
while the other teams play. Leah said that USAV allows teams a 10 minute warmup for their first match in a
tournament, and then 5 minute subsequent warm-ups, so that the teams are sufficiently warm. She things
that an on-site 10 minute warmup is important, and if we follow USAV rules, we should follow them in this
respect as well. Josh said that he agrees with Billy that we should support the members who want to play
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volleyball. Josh noted, in terms of USAV, that the 10 minute warmup is for the first match, and thinks that if
we had practice space, that would be the team’s opportunity to warm up. Leah asked why we reduced the
warmup time to 5 minutes to begin with. Josh said, traditionally, we only had 5 minute warm ups and we
started doing 10 minute warm-ups on weeknights because of the lack of practice space. Eric reiterated his
suggestion that we ponder all that has been said and follow up with this discussion at the next meeting.
D. Classify Division 6 as B-Level – Josh said that, while we decided to separate Division 6 from Divisions 7-10
for the summer season, we deferred the decision as to whether Division 6 would become a B-Level division
or stay as a C-Level division. Making Division 6 a B-Level division would be, essentially, treating the division
the same way in Green Apple, Spring Fling, and Friendship Tournaments as we did over the summer. Eric
wondered whether this change would crowd B-Level tournaments, now that it includes some Division 3, and
all of 4, 5, and 6. Josh said that most Division 3 teams have been playing in BB tournaments since we
started moving in this direction, and Bob agreed. Bob said this season the guidelines he had been giving
Friendship Tournament captains at C-Level is that anyone from Division 7 and lower is fine, and if there are
players from Division 6 and up, the captain should let Bob know how many will be there. Josh asked if the
Board was ok with making this reclassification official. There were no objections to reclassifying Division
6 as a B-Level Division.
VII.

Reports
A. League Report – Brendan asked about the Division 6/8 make-up date. Josh said he would discuss this
with the affected division representatives. Josh noted that all supplies are in place in O. Henry but we still
need to get a bag for the supplies. Manny was kind enough to bring over score sheets from Rustin. We
have been going through ice packs at a quick speed, so Josh asked everyone to e-mail when ice packs are
used, so we can figure out where they are going.
B. Tournaments – Bob reported that the tournaments are running well. We have less turnout this season
and Bob is not quite sure why. There were 12 teams who signed up for the last C tournament, 3 for the last
BB tournament, and 6 B teams for the upcoming tournament. Bob needs help running some of these
tournaments.
C. Coaching – Josh noted that there is a new perspective out there that it is Gotham’s responsibility to
provide coaches to teams. While we try to facilitate pairing volunteers with teams, it is still ultimately the
obligation of the captain to find a coach, and Gotham cannot promise that it will provide one. A Board
member suggested putting that in the Captain’s Packet. Clovis said we could add it for next season.
th

D. Social – With Daryl absent, Josh reported that the “Weekender” Social is scheduled for November 17 .
However, it might be re-scheduled because it was scheduled over open play night for many weekend
players. Josh said he has a problem with Gotham social events being scheduled over other Gotham
events, and we will try to avoid this in the future. Josh also asked the Board to take down signs advertising
social events at the end of the evenings/weekends of play so they aren’t there when the students and
teachers arrive.
E. Website – John reported by e-mail that everything is going well and he is installing WordPress for the
3
bigapplevolleyball.org site, much to Lew’s excitement.
F. Grievance – The grievance committee reviewed four members’ requests for refunds, Eric’s written
summary of which is incorporated in these minutes by reference. The overarching issue raised by two of
the four requests is what policy to apply when a member seeks a Power refund because of injury, yet still
seeks to participate in League play despite that injury. In one case, the committee voted to allow the
refund where the player only expected to play for a limited number of weeks in League much later in the
season, but did not want to return to Power because he’d miss so many classes. The reason is that
returning after missing so many Power classes could be disruptive to the class and we want to discourage
that. On the other hand, another member sought a refund from Power after returning to the league one
week after his injury. In that case, the Committee saw no reason to issue the refund and denied the
request because he would still play in all but one week of league play. The member whose request was
3

Brian Carroll and Stefan Mrozweski left at this point (9:20 PM)
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rejected was invited to appeal the decision to the Board, but declined to do so. A discussion regarding the
specifics of the various requests is not recited in detail to protect the privacy rights of those who requested
the refunds. Motion (Brendan Becker, Seth Eichenholtz) – to adopt the recommendation of the
Grievance Committee regarding these 4 requests – passed by acclamation.
VIII.

Announcements

Bob -- likes Craig’s haircut and didn’t eat dinner because he is going to go on a 3rd date! Go Bob!
Billy – Things are going well…his business is going REALLY well
Leah – Looking forward to the golden and green
Lew – Looking forward to everyone giving 10 minutes to help put together give-aways
Clovis – Looking forward to playing in golden apple
Seth – Looking forward to going away with Michael to celebrate his 30th birthday
Eric – Is looking forward to the Flaming Honey Bees
Randy – Friday Randy will be going to San Francisco for a week
Mike – announced that his brother was married, so he has a new a sister in law, and Division 7 has shifted over
to O. Henry with no kerfuffles
Bren – Tony and Bren are going to Tony’s cousin’s wedding, it will be Bren’s first PR wedding
Dave – In love with his Green Apple team and looking forward to playing
IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Clovis Thorn, Brad Goldstein) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:43 PM.
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Minutes of the Tuesday, October 11, 2011 Meeting of the Board of Directors
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Location: Drug Policy Alliance Conference Room, 70 West 36 Street, 16 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Rich Reid – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Kleber Suarez – Division 4 Rep
Leo Pedraza – Division 5 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 6 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 7 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 8 Rep
Scott Donner – Division 9 Rep

Jeffrey Reich-Hale – Division 10 Rep
Robert Fennell – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:35 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – September 13, 2011
Motion (Brendan Becker, Scott Donner) – to approve the minutes of the September 13, 2011
meeting -- passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment -- None

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen
i.

Reschedule of O. Henry -- We have been informed that all of the work at the O.
Henry school is complete, so starting this weekend we will be going back the regular
schedule as sent out at the beginning of the season. Josh called the contact at O.
Henry to make “extra specially” sure that we are all set. We are still waiting to hear if
we would be able to use the courtyard area for practice (weather permitting). Josh
noted that one of the captains in Division 6 raised a concern that rescheduling that
division for 2 weeks in a row was unfair. In the past, if there is an issue with facility
availability, we only reschedule those divisions affected by the cancellation. For
example, when we had to cancel some Wednesday nights at Rustin while the school
redid the windows, the division that was cancelled was the division that played in the
gym where they were doing the work. The league did not alternate between the two
Wednesday night divisions. Here, the same process was applied and that is why
only Division 6 and 8 were rescheduled for the two weeks we had a closure at O.
Henry. Divisions 5, 7, 9, and 10 were assigned to Rustin, and their space was
unaffected so their schedule was unaffected. Josh disagrees with the position of the
Division 6 captain that we should have scheduled things differently, but he wanted
the Board’s input. Dale asked what how Divisions 6 and 8 were rescheduled. Josh
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explained that in the first week, both divisions just played earlier in the day at Rustin,
but for the second week, we had Power scheduled in that time slot. We considered
rescheduling Power but the coaches had conflicts with the Sunday morning timeslot,
so Divisions 6 and 8 were moved to Sunday morning. Refocusing on the issue of
which divisions get rescheduled, Josh asked if anyone disagreed with the traditional
approach. The consensus on the Board was that when there are sudden
facility issues, we should maintain the policy that only those divisions who are
scheduled for the affected space should be rescheduled. (See addendum to
the minutes for more on this issue).
ii. Credit Card Update – As noted at the conclusion of these minutes, in between
meetings, the Board authorized, by electronic vote, Josh to apply for a League credit
card. Josh applied for the card and we are waiting for the bank’s response. As a
protective measure, if Gotham does not pay the credit card because the expense is
not authorized, the lack of payment will be noted on Josh’s credit. Mike asked how
that would adjust to new officers after Josh completes his period as Commissioner.
Josh explained that each time we have a new commissioner, we will need to close
the credit card and open a new account. Seth pointed out that we already use this
procedure with the Gotham debit card, where the card is cancelled and re-issued in
the name of the new commissioner. Scott asked what controls will be put in place to
ensure the card is not misused. Josh reemphasized that his personal credit will be
affected by any misuse of the card, and Josh also suggested that we would pre-pay
any amount on the card. Josh envisions that he will not be able to use the card until
Lew transfers the amount we will pay onto the card. Then, Josh would not be
authorized to charge anything beyond that amount. Josh noted that we do not yet
have written policies regarding the card.
iii. Reminder of Board Duties Regarding Elections – Josh wanted to remind everyone
who is running for Board positions that it is not appropriate to use the resources that
you can access as a Board member to campaign. Any e-mail lists, information have
obtained as a Board member, information in the Gotham database, e-mails you are
sending on Gotham business, and other resources, are all off limits for campaigning.
Josh noted that there has not been any specific instance of conduct that caused him
to bring this up, but since it is election season, he wanted to reiterate this policy.
However, later in the meeting (just before announcements), Leah addressed an
issue from Power B, where she said the PA sent out an inappropriate campaign email. Leah addressed the issue with the PA.
iv. Open/Close Issues – Josh reminded everyone to e-mail reports after opening and
closing to Josh and Clovis. Josh has ordered some new supplies (whistles, first aid,
ice packs, stopwatches, etc.) in response to feedback about the lack of supplies.
There were two new boxes of ice packs this summer that are now gone, so it seems
that ice packs are disappearing again. As a result, we will be re-instituting a sign out
process – we will keep ice packs for member’s use in the ref bags. When you refill
the ref bags, you just note the date and the number of ice packs put in the bag on
the sheet so we can control our inventory. Jeffrey noted that most of the time when
he is in Rustin, the supplies closet is unlocked and open. He wondered whether it
should be locked. Josh said that the closet should always be locked.
B. Vice Commissioner – Clovis Thorn – Clovis is putting together the Board’s work schedule, and
would like feedback on the schedule so far. Specifically, Clovis has been scheduling 3 Board
members to cover an entire 7 ½ hour day on Saturday. He wants to know if this is too much, and if
he should be scheduling 4 people to cover the day. Jeffrey said that having only 3 members
created a long day on Saturday. Clovis said he could try to schedule 4 people. He said to expect
the new work schedule after the Board election results were announced.
C. Treasurer – Lew Smith – Lew reported on our account balances as of the end of the first
quarter of FY2012 (Through August 31, 2011) – Fire Island - $5,615.48; Big Apple - $6,342.36;
Gotham Checking - $27,747.70; Gotham Savings - $11,483.65; Gotham PayPal - $7,345.77.
The organization’s total assets are $58,534.96. Lew explained that these amounts were after
we posted money for permits, but before our Fall season revenue fully came in. Clovis asked what
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Board members should do when the school security that we pay for is not at the facility when they
are supposed to be. Lew said that it is really important that Board members advise the Executive
Board if they don’t see security, because we report that to the school and get a credit for future
permits.
V.

Old Business

A. Green/Golden Apple Tournament Update – Lew reported that we have about 9-10 teams who have both
1
registered for and paid for Golden Apple, with most playing in the new modified A division. Lew is still
hoping to get some national teams involved in the Green Apple (C-Level) tournament. Lew has made the
decision to limit the Green Apple to those playing in Gotham’s Divisions 7 through 10, or in Power D/E/F.
Lew will write something about the tournament for Josh to present in an e-mail to the membership. If not
playing and want to volunteer, e-mail Leah, who is in charge of volunteering. Eric asked when registration is
opening for Green Apple. Lew said it is already open at www.bigapplevolleyball.org/greenapple. Eric said he
visited the website earlier today and was not able to register. Lew said he would double check and make
2
sure registration was open.
B. Fall Schedule – Josh advised the Board that he has still not secured City College of New York (CCNY) as a
site for Gotham’s End of Season Tournaments on January 7 and 8. The two people Josh had worked with
previously at CCNY have both left. He has contacted the CCNY athletic director, but is not getting a
response. Josh said if he does not hear from CCNY within 2 weeks, he will reach out to Queens College and
book that venue instead.
C. School Supplies Drive – After discussion, the Board agreed to hold a fundraiser for Rustin
custodians and that they would give an incentive to the one team from each divisions that gives the
most to the drive. The Board agreed that this benefit should be some VIP status at the End of Season
Party, with specific benefits to be decided later. The Board also agreed that they would match the
members’ donations dollar for dollar up to $500, with a minimum donation of $250. Discussion: In
addition to the school supplies we have already collected, Rustin has requested that we get them custodial
supplies, because that department was hardest hit in Department of Education budget cuts. Josh spoke with
custodial staff and got a list of supplies. However, it seemed more efficient to ask members for cash
donations and get the school a Home Depot or Lowe’s gift card, instead of asking members to donate paint,
etc. While we have allocated money in the budget for school donations, those are usually used for
scholarships or other items for the students, and Josh would like this donation to come from outside of that
fund. Scott said that it depends on how much money would be donated. Seth said one of the best things we
can do as an organization is give back to the school community. Mike suggested that we do a fundraiser
through the membership and match donations. He asked if we can make webpage that accepts donations.
Josh said we could, but we would need to be explicit that there is no tax benefit for the membership. Seth
suggested that, as an incentive, we match the membership’s contributions dollar for dollar up to $500. Josh
liked that idea but also suggested that we have a minimum. Brian suggested having an incentive for a team
that raises the most. Josh suggested this could be an End of Season party VIP benefit of some kind. Motion
(Scott Donner, Jeffrey Reich-Hale) – to authorize up to $500 as a donation from Gotham to the school
for custodial supplies – passed by acclamation.
VI.

New Business
A. Survey Feedback from Ballots – Josh passed around some feedback that we received from the
survey ballots for the in-progress Board election. The Board took a quick break to read the
feedback while Josh went to the bathroom. Josh said it is good to hear feedback, but also noted
how, in some places, the feedback contradicts itself. A lot of the feedback concerned lengthy
tryouts when we used the new tryout format. Joe S. stated that he was responsible for keeping
time for both days and that the timing scheduled for some drills was so short that he had to stop
the watch while the coaches explained the drill rather than keep continuous time for 45 minutes.
Joe suggested that the Board consider building in appropriate time for explanation along with the
drills in the future. Seth’s understanding was that the session was supposed to be strictly limited at

1
2

Leo Pedraza arrived at this point (7:52 PM).
Leah Hughey arrived at this point (8:00 PM).
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45 minutes and noted that some sessions took over 90. Josh said that if there are ideas on ways
to improve the process, send it directly to Rob, and he will compile it so the Board can have a
better, more focused, discussion about this next meeting.
B. Practice Space/Open Play -- As noted last meeting, we no longer have access to Fashion High
School, to serve as Saturday practice space for teams playing in that day. Josh said he is
investigating other spaces for practice space, and has calls out to two places, but that in same way
took us over a year to get Fashion, it is just as challenging to find a new space. For now, Josh has
been offering the space in the O. Henry School on Mondays and Thursdays on a rotating basis for
those divisions. Division 3 and 4 will be using O. Henry on Wednesdays for its practice space. No
other divisions should be in there on Wednesday. Eventually, we will transition Mondays and
Thursdays to Open Plays, and we can honor requests for people who get into the open plays from
the same league team to be put on the same open play team. Dale asked what hours we have O.
Henry on weeknights, and Josh said it was 7 PM – 11 PM. Josh said he will use the match
schedule to schedule slots for teams, so that the gym space does not get overwhelmed with
players. Brian asked if Board members are responsible for opening and closing O. Henry. Josh
said that the closet area should stay locked; we will not set up nets because this takes away space,
and members should bring their own balls, so there is no need for an open/close. Seth asked what
we knew about the status of Fashion High School and when/if we might get that space back. Josh
said that the Assistant Principal for Security at Fashion said the facility is undergoing construction,
and would not get more specific. Josh asked if he would let us know if the space was available,
and he said he absolutely would.
VII.

Reports
A. League Report – Josh noted that there is still no League Manager, so if Division Reps have something to
discuss, they should send Josh or Clovis an e-mail. Josh also reminded everyone that whenever there is
change to a team, an e-mail should be sent to Josh, Seth, Lew and John. It goes to Seth because he has
to update the rosters and database, Lew has to update payment information, John updates the rosters, and
Josh decides whether the withdrawal warrants that the member be required to pay dues in advanced next
season.
B. Power Report – Need to approve Edgar Lazaro as a new Independent Contractor to coach Power D with
Heri Estrada. Josh read Edgar’s very impressive coaching resume, which included coaching various high
school and club teams. Edgar also worked with Felicia Green, who trains refs, and she spoke very highly
of him. Edgar is also current serving as a Gotham referee. Motion (Scott Donner, Joe Sena) – Approve
Edgar Lazaro as an independent contractor to coach in Power – passed by acclamation.
C. Tournaments – Bob reported that we have 9 teams registered for this week’s B tournament. We will
schedule C tournaments in the morning, BB in the afternoon when we have joint tournaments. We also
have a Women’s Tournament coming up next weekend. Seth asked Leah to meet with him to create a
Women’s Tournament on the Gotham website.
D. Coaching – Kleber, who is now in charge of coaches, said he had not heard back from some Division 10
captains about their coaching status. If he doesn’t hear from them, he will assume that they are all set with
coaches. Jeffrey reported that 4 Division 10 teams are without coaches. Bob said that on one of the teams
in Division 9, the coach is not working out very well, and captain is not happy. Bob spoke with one of the
players, letting the captain know what his options are. Bob is concerned that some new captains don’t
know that they don’t HAVE to use a particular coach, and that they should have open communication with
their coaches. We agreed to let the captains know that they are in charge of who coaches their team. Joe
said the captain he was working with didn’t know some of his rules/responsibilities of being a captain. All
captains received a Captain’s Packet that includes basically all of the necessary information.
E. Social – Daryl sent an e-mail to Josh to remind everyone about Gotham new member social at GYM bar
6:30-9:30 PM. Josh thanked Brian for passing along the information about the social, because Josh got
the information from his captain.
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F. Website – John reports there is a new bug we discovered in the registration system that improperly
assigns members a Power tryout number of “1” under certain situations and, like Con Ed, he’s “on it.” Josh
noted that the bug really caused a headache at Power tryouts.
G. Grievance – Eric revisited some issues associated with the committee’s August 31, 2011 decision. The
day after the deadline for appeal of the decision to the Board, there was a kerfuffle in which the captain of
the affected team, whose conduct was discussed in the decision, sent out a mass e-mail containing a very
lengthy critique of the committee’s decision that was not accurate. Eric addressed some inquiries from
Board members about the complaining captain’s allegations privately, but Eric also wanted to address
publically the points that were raised and his responses, so the Board can be fully informed. First, the
complaining captain alleged that a fellow captain made comments at the hearing and those comments
were ignored. Eric assured the Board that the comments were not ignored, and were discussed in
committee deliberations, but the committee did not feel it necessary to specifically address them in its
decision. Eric noted that these comments, along with others, were addressed in a general context.
Second, the e-mail alleged that Eric did not respond to the complaining captain when the complaining
captain contacted Eric with questions. Eric said that allegation was not true – Eric went back and forth with
the complaining captain over the course of three e-mails, and told the complaining captain that they should
discuss the issue further in person or over the phone, instead of over e-mail. At that point, the captain
stopped communicating with Eric. Switching topics, Josh noted that if member requests a refund of dues,
that request has to go to Eric, so he can present it to the Grievance Committee and determine whether to
give a refund. Giving refunds are the exception, not the rule.
VIII.

Announcements
Lew – Came back from successful Montreal tournament where played on the same team with Josh. They
wound up second in A!
Seth – Having fun with his team, the Hot Sets.
Brendan – Loving this season and thinks is coach is awesome
Jeffrey – Is excited moving up to D9, in 2 weeks moving to new apartment in Long Island City
nd
Scott – Loves team his season, in 2 place so far, and looking forward to Coach Mike to be stepping up,
and he found his lucky sweatshirt.
Mike – had a good time in Paris for 9 days with his BFF. Toward the end, it got cloudy and rainy, but he
still had a good time.
Leo – Employed now, and likes his job working for Iona College. Leo will be running their student leader
diversity program.
th
Manny – His team got back from a volleyball tournament in London. They came in 9 , but teammate Dom
Petruzzelli won one of the MVP awards.
Dale – Hopes to be re-elected and back next month.
John – Played in Montreal and didn’t have the same outcome as Josh and lew, but his team played hard,
got bumped up to highest recreational level (C) and then played tougher teams and got creamed.
Rob – Job is going well, he is traveling a lot. Because he is not in Power this season, this will be his last
Board meeting, but is happy to continue his work on the tryout process.
Leah – Was happy to learn that a team that former Gotham player Sue Panzer assisted won the Gothamsponsored PSAL tourney! 
Bob – His sofa is coming on Sunday! (Breaking news update: As of10/20/2011, Bob’s sofa has
ARRIVED!)
th
Clovis – On his 4 time trying, he finally made Power A and thanked Leah for her coaching to get him
there.
Josh – Had a lot of fun and lost his voice in Montreal, but actually experienced his first and, possibly, only
time playing against AA players.

IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Brendan Becker, Leo Pedraza) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 8:51 PM.
IMPORTANT ADDENDUM TO THE MINUTES ON THE NEXT PAGE
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MINUTES ADDENDUM
Three emergency Board actions were taken outside of the Board meetings:
(1) On September 20, 2011, between the September and October meetings, the Board held an
electronic vote on a motion to authorize Josh Christensen to apply for a Gotham Volleyball credit
card, with the understanding that certain financial protections will be put in place to avoid misuse.
The motion passed by a vote of 16-0-1 (Josh abstaining).
3

(2) After this meeting, on October 14, 2011, the Executive Board learned that the O. Henry Saturday
cancellations referenced in Section IV, A, i of these minutes would affect three more Saturdays
through the rest of October, despite previous assurances to the contrary. As a result of the more
extensive facility cancellation, on October 17, 2011, the Board held an electronic vote on a motion
to modify the decision reached in Section IV, A, i of these minutes for the limited purpose of, in this
one instance, authorizing the League to keep Divisions 6/8 on Saturday in Rustin for October 22
and 29, reschedule Divisions 9 and10 to Sunday morning at Rustin for the weekend of October 23,
and reschedule Divisions 5 and 7 to Sunday morning at Rustin on October 30; notwithstanding the
fact that only facilities scheduled to be used by Divisions 6 and 8 were cancelled. The motion
passed by a vote of 18-0-0.
4

(3) After this meeting, on October 26, 2011, Josh made a motion, seconded by Lew, to adopt the
recommendation of Power Technical Director Jeff Lipton and hire Brandt Grobeis as an
independent contractor to coach in the Power program. The motion passed by a vote of 12-0-3
(David Fredericks and 2 other Board members abstained).

3

This vote was taken after the installation of new division representatives, but before the installation of new Power
representatives. As a result, the following Board members, not listed above, participated in the vote: Justin Hill
(Division 4), David Fredericks (Division 8), Randy Klafehn (Division 9), and Kerry Gibbons (Division 10). Further,
the following Board members participated in new capacities: Manny Ciccone (now Division 5), Brendan Becker
(now Division 6), and Mike Hess (now Division 7). Lastly, the following Board members, listed above, had terms
that ended and, therefore, did not participate in the vote: Rich Reid, Kleber Suarez, Leo Pedraza, Scott Donner,
and Jeffrey Reich-Hale.
4
This vote was taken after the installation of new Power representatives. Therefore, in addition to the changes
noted in Footnote 3, Brad Goldstein participated as the At-Large Power Representative, and Robert Fennell did not
participate in the vote because his term had ended.
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Location: Drug Policy Alliance Conference Room, 70 West 36 Street, 16 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Rich Reid – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Kleber Suarez – Division 4 Rep
Leo Pedraza – Division 5 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 6 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 7 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 8/Summer A Rep
Scott Donner – Division 9 Rep

Jeffrey Reich-Hale – Division 10/Summer B Rep
Robert Fennell – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:33 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – August 9, 2011
Motion (Rich Reid, Scott Donner) – to approve the minutes of the August 9, 2011 meeting -- passed
by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – Randy Klafehn
Randy Klafehn, a Gotham member who most recently played in Spring Division 9 and Summer Division B,
attended the meeting to present several of his views to the Board. Randy said that he had a few things that
had been on his mind, but what ultimately drove him to come to the meeting was the decision to push back
1
Divisions 6-10 tryouts for two weeks because of Hurricane Irene and subsequent rescheduling.
A. Comments regarding Hurricane Irene rescheduling -- Randy explained that he understands that
things happen and sometimes there needs to be scheduling adjustments, but he was particularly
upset that tryouts were pushed so far back to accommodate those who were going to play in the
NAGVA tournament in Boston during the weekend of September 10-11. Randy noted that, when
looking at the overall league, only a minority of members participates in NAGVA, and this schedule
adjustment affected a lot of members for the benefit of the few. Randy believes that there were
many consequences to the rescheduling, including two elected captains from Division 9 who had to
resign their positions because they will miss tryouts. He noted that Power was also moved into
October, and thinks that means many people can no longer try out for Power classes if they had
booked travel or work thinking they would just miss a week of league play. He suggested having
tryouts over weekday nights or allowing lower divisions to choose teams first and pick alternates as
possible solutions to the 2-week rescheduling. He also suggested lifting, for the Fall season, the
rule requiring attendance at tryouts to switch divisions and similar considerations for those in
Power.

1

Joe Sena arrived at this point (7:34 PM).
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B. Other Feedback -- Randy raised some other items that concerned him:
i. Randy heard that the decision to reschedule as a result of Hurricane Irene was made
by the Board in a “panic mode,” and he thinks the Board should have some sort of
emergency plan to make sure that these decisions are not made in the midst of
panic;
2
As a
ii. Randy believes the communication with the membership to be lacking.
specific example, Randy said he checked the standings on the website during the
Summer Season and found them missing, but had no advance warning that there
would be any issues with the standings. Seth interrupted Randy and asked who his
team captain was this past summer. Randy explained that it was Eddie Gomez.
Continuing on the communication issues, as another example, Randy said he
usually hears about social events around the day of the event, and has to miss them
because he has already made other plans. He thinks such events should be
announced far in advance. Finally, Randy noted that the e-mail to the membership
about the Hurricane Irene rescheduling of tryouts, while timely, did not explain that
the NAGVA Boston tournament was the rationale behind the two-week
postponement of tryouts.
iii. As a result of the poor communication, Randy said he believes there is a pervasive
belief amongst many in his division that the Board is not considering their
views/needs when making decisions and is, in essence, “picking on” them.
iv. Randy also said he believes the dues for Power should be on a sliding scale. He
said that Power “makes a lot of money” for Gotham but a lot of members can’t afford
it and those members should find some help from Gotham.
C. Discussion Regarding Randy’s Feedback – Randy was provided with the direct link to the
Board minutes – http://www.gothamvolleyball.org/board-meeting. Josh encouraged Randy to
read the minutes to find out more details about Board decisions and felt that the information in the
minutes could address some of Randy’s concerns, generally, and dispel any incorrect notions he
has. Randy said he has not yet read the minutes and assumed they were not very detailed. Seth
said they are intentionally detailed to provide information to the membership. Seth noted that a
review of the minutes for the past couple of years will explain a lot about why the League operates
in the way it does, and the concerns involving some of the alternatives. The Board went on to
discuss some of Randy’s specific points.
i. Hurricane Irene Rescheduling -- Josh noted that the two week rescheduling did not
just inconvenience the lower divisions -- all divisions tryouts were moved two weeks.
Many upper division members play in NAGVA tournaments and, as a result, we are
not able to hold their tryouts on the weekend of a NAGVA tournament. Josh
explained the challenge with the proposal of having lower teams pick first and have
alternates – there is simply no telling who would make higher divisions and it is unfair
to have a team potentially lose out on 5 or 6 players. As a practical matter, there is
no sufficient number of alternates to guarantee success. Josh explained that the
concept of rescheduling tryouts on weekday nights was considered and not used. In
the past, the Board has attempted to hold weekday night tryouts, and they tend to
last until 2 AM, or later. Ultimately, the Board and the captains are volunteers and
have day jobs, and expecting them to run tryouts on three weekday nights until the
early morning hours is simply not reasonable. As a result, the Board went with the
schedule that worked best for all of the needs of the membership. In terms of lifting
the rule that players must attend tryouts to be selected, Josh explained that the rule
was implemented because of a lot of issues involving captains using knowledge not
available to other captains to gain a competitive advantage during the draft process.
He explained we try to make the draft as fair as possible, and that waiving the rule
would undermine that goal. Randy suggested limiting it to one pick per captain, from
the lowest division. Josh explained that was how the system used to work and there
was still abuse of the draft system.
ii. Communication – Craig explained that our main lines of communication are Division
Representatives who communicate to captains who communicate to teams. Craig
2

Leah Hughey arrived at this point (7:43).
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said we rely on this system to bring the messages to the membership, and it usually
has worked well. Seth added that, in the example of the Summer season, we
discussed that there would be issues with the standings on the website during our
August 9 meeting. We discussed how best to handle it. After that meeting, it was up
to Mike and Jeffrey, who were the division reps, to pass that information to the
captains to pass it on to Randy. The standings went down on August 15. There was
sufficient time to pass word along and that Randy did not get the information means
it got lost in the shuffle. Either Eddie didn’t pass the information along to Randy, or
the information never got to Eddie. Either way, Seth was curious as to the
breakdown. Randy said maybe the system isn’t the best one and suggested more
direct communication with the membership. Seth explained that the challenge with
direct e-mails to everyone is that if we send out more mass e-mails, people start to
unsubscribe from our e-mail list. If we put more items in the e-mails we do send to
cover more decisions, to keep the number of e-mails low, people don’t read them
and complain that the item was buried among a ton of items, and it really is a no-win
situation.
iii. Social Events – Daryl addressed the concerns regarding social events, saying the
Social Committee is making an effort to get dates out further in advance. Daryl said
they had a good meeting, but it was before Hurricane Irene messed with all of the
dates but a revised schedule will be out soon so people know of these events in
advance. Josh added that the Social Committee is only about a year old, and so we
are still on a learning curve when it comes to social events.
iv. Decision Making Process -- Dale thanked Randy for coming and said he wanted to
discuss the decision making process. Dale said he was concerned with why Randy
thought that the decision regarding Hurricane Irene was made in a “panic mode.”
Dale said that he observed the decision making process and that there was no
panic. Dale said, if anything, he was the one who was starting to panic and the
Executive Board members eased his concerns.
Mike agreed with Dale’s
assessment, saying that by the time he felt like there was an issue, he got the e-mail
from Josh that explained the decisions that were made, the changes to the schedule,
and why they were made. Mike noted all of the information that was needed was
there. Leo added that it would simply be impossible to create an emergency plan for
every conceivable situation. In essence, the process for emergency decision making
works well – the four Executive Board members are in contact and able to make
decisions in absence of the Board in an emergency situation, subject to later Board
review, if applicable. This method is flexible and allows the organization to address
all possible contingencies. Josh, Clovis, and Seth all added that the discussions
were relaxed and decisions were thought out.
v. Power Issues – Josh corrected Randy’s misconception that Power brings in revenue
for Gotham. In fact, Power operates at a financial loss to the organization. Josh
explained that is why other volleyball groups around the city don’t run their own
Power-style program – it can’t make money. Josh noted that Gotham, as always,
provides a payment plan option for those who are taking Power and cannot afford to
pay the $205 season dues in one lump sum. He noted that while the plan needs to
be requested, it is basically always approved. Leah said Power is a bargain. She
explained the breakdown of the Power fee and that works out to $5 an hour of
coaching and many touches of the ball, which is incredibly cheap. Clovis said that
we are in the early planning stages for creating a scholarship, which would be in line
with our mission of community involvement. It is difficult to establish because of our
IRS Tax status, but our hope is to partner with another community organization and
allow fundraising for scholarships for our programming. Rich addressed how the
class selection works from the Power Coach perspective – regardless of whether or
not a member shows up to tryouts, the Coaches will discuss the appropriate
placement for the player. Sometimes it doesn’t work out for the person looking to
move up because the upper level coach already has a full class. But Rich
emphasized that they all talk. Seth noted that Power selection rules are different
than League selection rules in that tryouts are not required for selection (just very
helpful), and if Randy was forced to miss tryouts, he should talk to the coaches.
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Josh said that the Board, intentionally, does not interfere with Power selection and
leaves it up to the coaches because developing the class is part of what we pay the
coaches to do.
vi. Member Perceptions of Board Decisions -- Daryl wanted to re-emphasize the point
that he believed was important – that “many” lower division members thought the
Board was picking on them, saying it was a cause for concern. Someone asked if it
was the result of frustration from moving Division 9 and 10 to Saturday from Sunday.
Randy said he did not believe that was the case. Randy was one of the members
who was upset about the move, but after experiencing it for a season, he thought it
was great to interact more with the other league members who play on Saturday.
Seth said that part of the issue is that discussions and decisions are not being fairly
explained, and are sometimes, for whatever reason, the message gets presented to
the members as an “us versus them” way that does not help the situation, and this
has even come from Board members and captains, and that needs to be addressed.
Seth said he was really glad that, rather than just complaining, Randy took the step
of coming to the Board and having this discussion with the Board. Seth asked
Randy to help us communicate the message that these decisions are thought out,
that there are no perfect alternatives, and that we are considering all factors. Seth
hopes more people read the minutes and get a detailed understanding of what we
are actually doing, as opposed to what some people say we are doing. Seth said
feedback is always helpful and mentioned that Randy, or any other member, can
always e-mail feedback@gothamvolleyball.org and that we compile the feedback.
Leah said that we should all take a moment to look at this organization in perspective
-- 10 years ago, when there were issues facing the league as a result of the events
of September 11, 2001, we did not have the website, we did not have the structure of
communication we have now. 10 years ago Leah said we were working off of a
phone tree type system to figure out if some people from the League were hurt. We
got through that, and we’re in so much of a stronger situation now organizationally.
Leah feels that too many of these complaints come from people who don’t read the
minutes and don’t take the time to understand what we do, how we do it, and why.
We run a league with a lot of amazing, fantastic things. Leah said we are so far
beyond where we are 10 years ago. She thinks when people give this negative
feedback, we should invite them to explore the programs and information that is
already in place.
All of the Board members thanked Randy for coming and taking the time to raise these issues with us.
Randy was given a round of applause. He remained as an observer for the rest of the meeting.
IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen
i.

ii.

Hurricane Irene – Josh thanked the Board for allowing the Executive Board the time
to plan out the League’s response to Hurricane Irene. He thanked the Executive
Board for taking the time to hash things out. Bob said the decision to cancel
Saturday was prescient because, shortly after it was made, the subways were slated
to be shut down. Josh said that after that, all of our permits for the weekend were
also cancelled, so we could not have held tryouts even if we wanted to.
Bank update – The Board decided, after a brief discussion, that Josh should
investigate the possibility of obtaining a business credit card and report back
to the Board with more information. Discussion: Josh went to the bank, with
Clovis, to update the signatories on the Gotham account. During the visit, the
banking representative asked if we would be interested in a business credit card.
Josh asked the Board to consider whether we wanted to have one. Right now, we
pay for our permits by check because our debit card has a limit that is vastly
exceeded by the costs of permits. Josh said a credit card would make this process
simpler, and we would get reward points for the amount we spend on purchases.
Josh said before we did something like this, he would insist that financial controls be
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put in place regarding use of the card, such as holding the Executive Board
responsible for only making purchases that can be paid off in full. Kleber said that
he opened Gotham’s original account with Washington Mutual and said that getting a
card was not permitted then. Josh said he still needed to figure out the details but
thinks the banking representative may have been proposing something like a
secured credit card. Lew says that NAGVA has two AMEX cards that they use for
big purchases. Scott asked who would have the credit card. Josh explained that he
was not yet sure, but we would only have one physical card. Lew said that NAGVA
uses two cards, but that is only because the treasurer and president live in different
parts of the country. Bob said, as a banker, he has seen credit cards issued to nonprofits, and they are backed by personal liability on the signer. Leo said he thought
an AMEX card would work, as long as the individual is personally accountable and
that, when used, the balance needs to be paid in full each month. Lew suggested
that we could put policies in place that the card is only to be used for permits. The
consensus of the Board was that Josh should investigate the possibility further and
report back to the Board with a proposal.
B. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth asked all of the division representatives to please remind their
captains that they need to register, even if they are not trying out. This will help expedite the draft process,
where we will need their tryout number to get things started. Josh also noted that several Board members
still cc Seth on e-mails that are being sent to the Commissioner. There is no need to CC him on e-mail
messages about commissioner’s business, as Seth is no longer addressing those issues.
C. Treasurer – Lew Smith – Our checking account has $69,500; our savings account has $16,500; the
Big Apple account has $6,300; and our Fire Island account has $5,600. Lew was supposed to present
the First Quarter Financial Report, but noticed some last minute errors. He said he would e-mail the Board
a report soon. In the meantime, he provided the current balances on all Gotham accounts. The checking
account balance does not include the cost of the Fall permits.
V.

Old Business

A. Green/Golden Apple Tournament Update – Scheduled for November 12-13, 2011. Lew said he is excited
that this year’s Golden Apple is 3 separate divisions. Like last year, Lew is also trying to expand Green Apple
tournament outside of New York. Lew said the person who got us permits for Queens College retired, but
Hot Rob took her place, so Lew is excited. Seth asked if we had defined what constitutes a “C Level” team
for Green Apple and Lew said not yet. Lew asked for help finding sponsorships, and if there is any interest in
sponsoring the tournament, they should contact him.
B. Fall Schedule
i.

Saturday League Play Gym Use – The Board decided, after discussion, to rotate
Saturday divisions between the two gyms at Rustin Campus and the gym at O.
Henry School. Discussion: Josh explained that now that we have aligned the
schedules of the Saturday divisions that traditionally play in the Rustin Campus gyms
with those divisions that traditionally play in the O. Henry School gym, we can
address the possibility of rotating the divisions amongst the gyms. Josh said we
could rotate divisions each season. Lew suggested that we could also switch
divisions up halfway through the season, like we do when we are using the two gyms
at the Rustin Campus. Seth said he has changed his mind on this issue, in light of
various feedbacks, he thinks it will be a good idea to give all Gotham members more
exposure to members from other divisions. Eric agreed that there is a need to help
change the culture, especially in Division 9 where there has been a lot of
misunderstanding and indications that there is a feeling of isolation. Eric suggested
using the three gyms but only switching once per season as Lew proposed. Joe S.
said he thought it was “curious” why we even switched gyms at all, he does not like
switching gyms. Whatever difficulties are caused by staying in one gym, Joe S.
would like to avoid the confusion of having to switch gyms. Joe S. also believed this
issue of concern for the feedback and feeling of isolation and misunderstanding in
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the lower divisions is overstated. He reiterated his belief that many players who
played on Sundays actually enjoyed the culture of playing on Sundays. He also
suggested that a lot of members in the lower divisions are simply newer, so they
don’t understand how the League works as well as those in the upper divisions.
Josh explained the history of switching gyms. On Wednesdays, one gym has to start
later than the other, so to be fair, there was a switch halfway between the season.
On weekends, there is an issue with the sun coming into one gym more than the
other and interfering with play, so switching gyms also helped balance out that
inconvenience. Leah pointed out that Gotham has been scheduling divisions with a
mid-season switch for at least 15 years. Scott said he echoes what Eric has already
said and believes gym changes should only be once per season. Josh suggested, to
make a rotation fair, we randomly chose which divisions start playing in which gyms,
and work in a rotation from that random drawing in future seasons. Leo asked for
more detail about the advantages versus the disadvantages of this change. Josh
said the advantages are more interaction between players of different divisions,
because two divisions play at once in Rustin, and only one at a time in O. Henry.
Eric expanded by using an example, a Division 10 team currently plays in O. Henry,
and does not see any other level of play. If Division 10 was playing in the same
facility as, say Division 5, when they are first they could watch a Division 5 match.
Similarly, Division 9 could watch the end of a Power A practice, or see Division 6
playing across the hall. As for disadvantages, all agreed that the biggest
disadvantage was that it was a change, and some people are uncomfortable with
that. Leo was concerned that there might be veteran members who are upset about
the change, but other Board members felt that there was really no way to prevent
that. Craig also said there would be some difficulty in communicating the change to
the teams, and it needs to be done clearly. Joe H. suggested that we let the
coaches know about the change, and ask them to explain to the captains the rules
special to O. Henry – interference with the wood partition. The consensus was to
start a gym rotation this upcoming season.
Fall Season schedule – The Board decided, after a lengthy discussion and
informal straw poll was conducted, to keep the proposed Fall season schedule
at 10 weeks and maintain the tournament and party dates that had already
been sent out to the membership. Discussion: When the Executive Board
rescheduled tryouts as a result of Hurricane Irene, they also decided to cancel 2
weeks of the season, in order to make the Fall season fit into the time already
allotted for it on the year’s calendar. Bob came up with a proposal that would allow
the League to hold a full 12-week season. The benefit to holding a 12-week season
is that it would meet member expectations for a full season. Bob said the
membership expects us to offer a full 12-week season. However, it would require
the League to hold play during the weekend of the NAGVA Tournament in New
Orleans, which is also a holiday weekend. It would also require the League to hold
Division 1 and 2 tryouts for the Spring season on the day of the Fall season party,
and Divisions 3, 4, and 5 tryouts the day after the Fall party and have no time left on
the calendar between seasons. Rich said divisions 1 and 2 have the lowest turnout
3
of any tryouts and holding them the day of the party should not be an issue. Bob
did not think that there would be a big issue with scheduling League play over the
New Orleans tournament because only Division 5, and a couple of players in
Division 6, would be affected. Leah raised the concern that it was also a holiday
4
weekend in January and people might want to leave cold New York that weekend.
Other Board members pointed out that we play on other holiday weekends, such as
Columbus Day. Leah also was concerned that we would be losing a lot of the
coaches and a lot of the top level players from play that week. Clovis said one upside of a 10-week season is that we have some wiggle room in the event of another
weather related emergency. The 12-week schedule provides no flexibility. Mike
asked if we can use space on Sundays at Rustin and O. Henry to add an extra

Josh left the room, and designated Lew to chair the meeting.
Josh returned and resumed chairing the meeting
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match for each team without needing another week. Josh said we could do it, but
would have to cancel a friendship tournament. However, after discussion the Board
decided we could not provide this alternative because we would have to cancel even
more Power classes to allow the League to play on Sundays. Josh said another
benefit to a shorter schedule is we will have the break between seasons. If not, the
Board (and in some ways the membership) will have an intense 4 weeks of Gotham
activities. However, Josh said he was torn because the Board signed up to do this
work. Lew said he is torn because what if something happens during the 10-week
season and we can’t reschedule, it would result in an even shorter season. If we do
reschedule, Lew wondered if we will create the expectation we can reschedule
around everything. Rich said we should consider which option would be more
objectionable to the membership, playing a 10-week season without a dues
reduction, or trying for a 12-week season. Josh said that he assumes if we have a
10-week season we would reduce dues. Bob suggested pushing spring back a
week. A discussion ensued about potentially rescheduling the Spring season as well
to accommodate a Fall season. Such a rescheduling would work but require
Saturday divisions to play on Easter weekend. Randy suggested, because 12
weeks sounds like it would be too tight of a schedule, to hold an 11 week season.
Seth felt that adding one extra week wasn’t worth all of the juggling. The pressure it
would put on the schedule, pushing it into January and over a holiday weekend,
would minimize any member benefit of the extra week. Leah pointed out that every
season we usually have to adjust the schedule somehow, so having more flexibility
is better than less flexibility. Leo said he was comfortable with a 10-week season, as
long as there is a reduction in dues to make up for the cancelled weeks. He thinks
that the members will understand it and accept it. Leo asked the downside to 10 and
Mike said the members expected 12. Daryl, speaking for a 12-week season, said
that since it was within our power to have a 12-week season, we should have a 12week season. Seth took issue with Daryl’s suggestion that a 12-week season was
“within our power.” He suggested that many things were technically “within our
power,” such as cancelling Power classes all together and having a 24 week season,
or scheduling additional matches on nights that would not work for the membership.
None of the alternatives are without consequence, and we should be upfront we are
choosing between various plans with various upsides and downsides. Seth
suggested that we focus on the consequence to the membership and Board
experiences with the various schedules. Craig said the real issue is there are only
52 weeks in the year, and we can’t control or change that. Craig favors a 10-week
season because we can get rid of this issue in this one season instead of potentially
expanding it over two seasons. He suggests that we take the hit with a shorter Fall
season, and have everything back to normal in the Spring. Joe S. pointed out that
those who played the summer season just went through a 10-week season, and felt
like it was a “fake” season, and he was worried people would then consider this a
“fake” season as well. Eric pointed out the differences between a 10-week Fall
season and the Summer season – this Fall, we will have, among other benefits, a full
End of Season tournaments; capacity for 80 teams, instead of 15; Power classes;
Open Play; Friendship Tournaments; and an End of Season tournament. He felt that
we should emphasize the positive and recognize the two weeks are a reduction in
benefits, but nowhere near the limited summer programming. Eric believes that for
membership real issue is going to be the price, if reduce price accordingly, the
membership will understand our scheduling constraints. Leah said the Urban
Professionals League has a 10-week season as a standard season, and so it is just
as official a season as that. Brian felt that if we reduced fees, a 10-week season will
be a non-issue. Josh noted that, at this point, it sounds like the majority of the
Board supports a 10-week season, but he also hears the minority voice in favor of a
12-week season. Josh said we are in a damned if we do, damned if we don’t
situation. The Board agreed to explain the decision to the membership fairly,
regardless of their personal viewpoint. Josh conducted an informal straw poll. The
majority of those polled supported a 10-week season.
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iii. Reduced Fall Dues — after discussion, the Board decided to charge a reduced
rate of $120 for the Fall season. Scott pointed out that 1/6 of the annual dues
comes out to $113 for the season. Josh said that under the formula in our Rules of
League Play for calculating pro-rated dues, a player who is added to a roster after
two weeks of play would still pay the full $135 rate. We need to consider that
formula because not all of the dues are pro-rated when weeks are missed, because
not all of the dues go to pay for the 12 weeks of League play. The dues also pay for
other activities, like the End of Season Tournament and Party. So it is not as simple
a calculation as a week-for-week reduction in dues. Seth suggested the Board
consider charging $120 for the season, based on what we charged for a 10-week
summer season. Seth felt that this was a big benefit for the membership, because
they get more value than they would in the Summer Season, but at the same
amount. He said the greater value to the membership was justified because of the
unexpected nature of the scheduling change. Bob supports a dues reduction
because we should get credits for the unused permits of the past two weeks, so we
should give something back to the membership. He thinks $120 sounds fair. Dale
questioned where the $120 amount comes from. Josh said it is based on the
summer season dues. Dale was concerned about explaining the amount to the
membership. Seth said that it is important to emphasize that dues do not pay only
for 12 weeks of play, but the other activities as discussed above, and we have a
formula to account for those other activities. Under that formula, if they joined the
league after 2 weeks of play, they would still pay the $135. However, this season,
we voted to give the membership the discount of the reduced rate, at a loss to
Gotham, to make up for the disappointment and inconvenience of the shortened
season. Clovis said that he already discussed this issue with two members and
explained to them that the dues reduction would not be a 1/6 reduction because our
costs don’t work that way, and they understood and agreed with that. Leo asked iff
the loss in revenue caused by only charging an amount like $113 is part of the
reasoning behind why we are not charging that rate. Josh said that charging $113
for the season would not “break the bank” (meaning wipe out all of our savings), but
because the amount cut would go beyond the allocated costs, even with our
conservative budgeting, we are likely to finish the season in the red. Leo said at the
point where budget suffers, and we lose our ability to balance our costs, that’s a
good reason not to charge such a low amount for dues. Joe S. doesn’t think that a
reduction from $135 to $125 is any different than $135 to $120. Joe S. also said
would be careful in calling dues a membership fee, because people pay for both
Power and League, and that might complicate the explanation. Bob asked what we
spend on the party. Lew explained that we spend about $17,000 on the party and
end of season awards. Josh added that the End of Season Tournament costs
$10,000, so those are $27,000 worth of expenses that are not reduced because of a
shortened season. Eric said that is exactly how to explain it to the membership –
while the season is 1/6 shorter, the tournament, party, and other activities aren’t
being reduced by 1/6, and so the dues aren’t being reduced by 1/6. Josh asked if
there were any objections to charging $120 for the Fall season, and there were
none.

VI.

New Business
A. Fall Tryouts
i. Schedule – Josh reminded Board members to let himself or Seth know if they need
to make any changes to the schedule, and if they will be coming to additional tryouts
to help out.
ii. School Supplies -- Josh reminded everyone about our School Supplies drive to
benefit the Rustin Campus. He said he will be including it in his next Gotham-wide
e-mail blast. Joe S. said he did not realize we conducted this drive until he joined
the Board. He suggested that we continue the drive into the first week of the
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season, so the team captains can personally ask their teammates to bring school
supplies. Josh said we have done that in the past and can do so again.
iii. Closet -- Clovis thanked Leo, Omar, Brian, and Josh who helped sort through the
closet and make a list of supplies that are needed. They also sorted through the
practice balls. Seth correctly guessed that Omar was the one to go through all the
balls. Clovis suggested that we consider selling some to members. Josh said we
had talked about doing this, for $10 a ball. He also suggested we donate several of
the balls to the school.
B. Fall Captains – Josh reminded the division representatives to e-mail all o their captains and
alternates, figure out who is considering moving up, and making sure there are enough alternates
to replace them and that those alternates come to watch tryouts., check to make sure they are
doing it, call alternates to have them in the gym as well. If any division is in a situation where it
has run out of alternates and need to fill potential gaps, Josh suggested recruiting some members
to serve as alternates (and potentially captains). Josh recommended to start this process by
asking former captains, and then members that would make good captains. If you need any
members’ e-mail addresses, ask Josh.
C. O. Henry Space on Weekdays – After discussion, the Board decided to hold open plays on
Mondays and Thursdays at O. Henry, and to use the space on Wednesday nights as
Division 3 and 4 practice space. The details of the open plays will be worked out at the next
meeting. In past seasons, we only had access to the O. Henry School on Wednesday nights, but
starting this season, we have been able to secure the space on Mondays and Thursdays as well.
As a result, we need to decide what to do with the space. Josh suggests keeping one night of the
week for C-level open play. We could consider using the other nights for practice space for
Divisions 1 through 4. Another possible use is expanding to a second B-level Team Power class
on Monday nights. Because the Team Power class would require us to hire additional coaches,
Josh recommended we not pursue that in the Fall. Seth proposed that the easiest solution would
be to use the space for practice on Wednesdays and Thursdays, and hold the traditional Open Play
on Mondays, allowing us the entire Fall season to ponder the possible other uses for the space.
Josh wondered whether or not Divisions 1 and 2 would want the practice space. Rich said Division
1 would not use it and Brian said there would probably only be limited use by Division 2, but that it
could be a good benefit to make up for the shortened season. Josh said that we should consider
open plays on Thursday, as well as Mondays, so that the space will be used and bring in some
revenue to offset the costs. Monday could rotate between B/BB level Open Plays, and Thursday
could be C level. Leah pointed out Monday night B/BB open plays would conflict with Team
5
Power. Because the consensus was to proceed with two nights of Open Play and one night of
practice space, Josh said we could figure out the details at the next meeting.
D. Fall Captain’s Packets -- Brian asked when the Captains Packets will be ready and if they will be
prepared by Saturday’s tryouts. Josh said that he and Clovis are working to update and streamline
the existing Captain’s Packet. Clovis promised that the packet will be ready on Thursday. Josh
said that, starting this season, we will require the captains to sign an acknowledgement that they
received the packet and that they understand that they are responsible for knowing the information
contained in it.
VII.

Reports
A. League Report – Josh asked Mike about the End of Season Tournament. Mike said that it went well, but
that there was a kerfuffle when the schedule did not match the bracket. Josh fixed this for Division B’s
tournament.
B. Power Report
i.

5

Motion (Leah Hughey, Joe Hom) – to hire Joe Bannon as an Independent
Contractor Power Coach – passed by voice vote. Discussion: Josh explained
that there will be lots of staffing changes in the upcoming Power season. Two

Dale left the meeting at this point (9:54 PM).
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coaches will not be returning. Jeff, the technical director, recommended we hire Joe
Bannon as an independent contractor Power Coach, replacing the irreplaceable Rich
Reid. Joe will be asked to work with Arvin Rada in Power C and Heriberto Estrada in
Team Power B. Rich mentioned that Joe had previously served as a Power Coach.
Seth mentioned that Joe is on the Grievance Committee.
Team Power – Leah noted that as of the meeting, there were 4 BB teams and 3 B
teams registered for the upcoming Team Power season. Leah was waiting to hear
th
confirmation on a 4 team for Team Power B by Wednesday.

C. Tournaments – Bob proposed a schedule for Fall season Friendship and Women’s Tournaments. Lew
th
suggested switching the Women’s Tournament on the 20 with a BB tournament that could serve as a
warm-up for those teams going to play in the NAGVA tournament in DC. Leah said that change makes
sense since she would be unable to run the Women’s Tournament that day anyway. The change was
made. Seth asked Bob what the policy behind registering for the tournament was. Bob said it would be the
same as last season -- registration will open up on the Sunday before the tournament at 9 PM (including
tournaments that are held on weekdays). Members register their teams by sending an e-mail to
tournaments@gothamvolleyball.org. The cost will remain $90 per team. Leah suggested that it would be
fun to do a drag tournament if we can find some time in the schedule.
D. Social – Daryl reported that the social committee met a few weeks ago and planned some upcoming
events. First up is Sea Tea on September 25, and we have 50 tickets to sell. Daryl wants to sell them at
tryouts, so he asked the committee members to help him and is seeking other volunteers as well. Tickets
will be $20 each. The committee planned a welcome social for October 4, but because of the rescheduling
will now hold it, tentatively, on October 12. It will be at Gym bar. For future events, Daryl is looking to
move out of Chelsea and into other areas like the East Village. Josh asked Daryl if the committee can
announce social dates two weeks ahead of time. Daryl said that was ok. Daryl is working with Leah on a
Women’s Social.
E. Grievance – Eric reported that the Grievance Committee met on August 31 to consider a member’s
grievance. The Committee voted unanimously to dismiss the grievance and issued a written decision
explaining their reasoning and addressing other issues raised during the committee meeting. Eric reported
that the Committee recommends that Josh, or someone he designates, take 5 to 10 minutes at each
captain’s meeting to review the Sportsmanship and Anti-Violence Policy and discuss how to handle
situations when they arise and the need for civility, instead of gossip and hysteria. A redacted version of
the decision is available on the Gotham website, and Eric brought copies of the original decision for the
Board’s review. The decision has not been appealed to the Board, but, while no appeal is expected, the
parties still have until September 19 to file one.
VIII.

Announcements

Seth – Clusterfluff won all 3 of its games in Seth’s absence (and perhaps because of it)
Bob – Bob moved into his new apartment, he’s still waiting for furniture but the housewarming party wil be in
October so keep the whole month free!
Josh – His new job is “awwweeeeeesome.” It features beer and pizza on Friday and someone spinning music on
in-house DJ equipment. Also, New York teams made a great showing in the NAGVA Boston tournament,
st
rd
st nd
rd
nd
th
finishing 1 and 3 in A, 1 2 and 3 in BB, and 2 and 4 in B.
Mike –Mike and his partner, Matt, celebrated a year and a half together
Leah – During Boston, a player that Leah has been coaching was up-rated BB and she is excited
Leo – Has 3 second round interviews at 3 different colleges. Fingers crossed!
IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Joe Hom, Scott Donner) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 10:17 PM.
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Location: Drug Policy Alliance Conference Room, 70 West 36 Street, 16 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Rich Reid – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Kleber Suarez – Division 4 Rep
Leo Pedraza – Division 5 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 6 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 7 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 8/Summer A Rep
Scott Donner – Division 9 Rep

Jeffrey Reich-Hale – Division 10/Summer B Rep
Robert Fennell – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
Joe Hom – Member-At-Large/Asst. Secretary*
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
*Participated as a voting member from section IV, B, forward.
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:34 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – July 12, 2011
Motion (Craig Skelton, Brendan Becker) – to approve the minutes of the July 12, 2011 meeting -passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment
Rafael DeArce, a Division 9 and Summer B captain, was in attendance for the whole meeting but did not
have any specific comments.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen
i.

Member Communication – Josh reminded the Board that all members should be
treated as peers and equals, because they are. Being in an elected position does
not put us on any special tier. He asked that all Board members be conscious when
they speak with the membership, both inside and outside of Gotham activities, that
they representing the Board and Gotham. Josh acknowledged that sometimes some
situations where people are not being cooperative or following rules and
expectations can be frustrating, as can being asked a Gotham question at an
inconvenient time. However, Board members must always work to communicate
constructively and treat everyone as equals.

ii.

Grievance Committee Appointment – Josh appointed David McDermott (Div. 3) to
the Grievance Committee, for a term expiring on May 31, 2013. Josh explained that
David has been in league for a while, serves as a captain in Division 3. He is pretty
even keeled, thinks things through and well is versed in the rules in volleyball in
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general, and someone who has mindset to understand volleyball rules generally also
had mindset to consider the issues that come before the committee. Dale said, as
the representative from David’s division, he supports his nomination, noting that he
considers David to be extremely fair-minded. Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Rich
Reid) -- to confirm David McDermott as a member of the Grievance Committee
– passed by acclamation.
iii. League Administrator Update – Josh explained that he had been holding off
appointing Members at Large to the Board, and giving them specific duties, while we
figured out whether we would be having a paid league administrator, and what
his/her job duties would entail. Dale asked if there was still a plan to create this role
and find someone for it. Josh said there was, that the Executive Board had reviewed
a list of possible duties, and the next steps were to draft the job description and then
start to look at candidates.
iv. Member at Large Appointment -- In the meantime, to help Seth with his duties as
Secretary, especially updating the calendar on the website, Josh nominated Joe
Hom to return as a Board Member At Large in the assistant secretary role. Motion
(Brendan Becker, Joe Sena) – to confirm Joe Hom as a Board Member at Large
– passed by acclamation.
No other Executive Board members had reports.
V.

Old Business
A. Fire Island Tournament Recap
i.

Generally -- Josh believed this was the best that the tournament has run
administratively since he became Fire Island Tournament Director in 2007. Josh
said the number of courts this year were the perfect amount to be able to manage
with the volunteers we had. He expressed gratitude and a “huge thank you” to
Gotham members John Orcutt and Patrick Boucher for organizing the group of
people who helped set up the night before the tournament. Another big thank you to
Bob Arcari who, as always, did such a great job of keeping track of game scores and
team seedings.

ii.

Party Recap -- The after-tournament party was at the pool this year, and it went well.
For the first time in known tournament history, there was food left over, and that was
partly because they staggered putting out the food so that it wasn’t ravaged by the
earliest to arrive.

iii. Tournament Budget and Donations -- Josh is passing around the final tournament
budget and actual, which are incorporated by reference to these minutes. The
tournament finished under budget. Josh explained the estimate for the party was
higher than the actual cost because he wasn’t sure what venue we would be using
for the party, and budgeted for the uncertainty. Of the tournament revenue, $2000
will go to the Hispanic AIDS Forum (“HAF”), who is the traditional beneficiary of the
Tournament and are the listed sponsor of the tournament. Gotham member Matt
Brimm, who is a professor of queer studies at a CUNY school in Staten Island,
requested that if there was any additional money that could be donated, that we
consider donating it to CLAGS, a CUNY queer studies program. Josh said that after
1
we donated to HAF, there was $500 left over, so it was donated to CLAGS.
rd

iv. Reffing Duties and 3 Place Issue -- Bob thanked the teams who helped take down
the nets at the end of the tournament. On that note, Josh noted that there was a bit
rd
of a kerfuffle about the designation of the 3 place team in each division. Because
1

Scott Donner arrived at this point (7:47 PM).
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Fire Island is a single elimination tournament, there are two teams who tie for 3
st
nd
place. Originally, the tournament only awarded medals for 1 and 2 place, but
rd
Josh started to give out 3 place medals in the past few years. He always “broke the
tie” by giving the medals to team that has to referee the championship and take
2
rd
down the nets. Josh thought the award of a 3 place medal to this team is a nice
way of saying thank you, and incentivizing them to perform the extra duties. This
has been Josh’s practice since 2008, but this year is the first year that anyone
rd
noticed that there was a tie for 3 broken this way, so he wanted to explain why the
rd
rd
teams who were awarded 3 , were awarded 3 . Billy remarked that he heard
nothing but compliments about this year’s tournament.
v.

Next Year’s Tournament -- Josh explained that people always want to know, right
away, what weekend the next year’s tournament will be scheduled Josh realizes
people have to make decisions regarding their share or other arrangements early so
he provides the following guidance – he will always TRY to schedule the tournament
for third Saturday in July (which next year is July 21), but he can’t guarantee it,
especially if they change the schedule of the other big activities on Fire Island like
Ascension or the Pines Party.

B. Fall Schedule – The Board set the dates for the fall schedule at its last meeting. The dates have
3
been published and e-mailed out to the membership. Josh noted that there were some questions
from the membership about why we scheduled certain things the way we did, such as why we are
having tryouts before Labor Day. Josh wanted to make sure everyone felt empowered to explain
why – if we don’t have tryouts that weekend, as a scheduling and logistical matter, we don’t have
time to finish the season before Christmas break. If we were to push back the Fall season, and
hold the End of Season Tournament and party a few weeks later, we’d then have to push back the
Spring season and it wouldn’t end until after Memorial Day, which no one wants. We do the best
we can in scheduling so that most people can attend tryouts and we always try to be as
accommodating as possible; we are certainly not looking to inconvenience people. Seth suggested
referring members with questions about this and other issues to the minutes posted on our website,
noting that he tries to put as much detail in them as possible, so they can serve to explain the
Board’s reasoning behind its decisions.
VI.

New Business
A. Fall Tryouts

2
3

i.

Tryout Open Plays -- The Board discussed whether to hold these open plays this
season. Josh doesn’t see a reason to stop, but noted that we need to schedule it
tonight so that people will have time to get their number before tryouts and that it
might have to open tryouts early enough that the summer season members may go
two weeks without access to their standings and schedules. Bob asked when the
TOPs for Divisions 1-5 would be held. Josh said it would be August 17, 2011 for 3-5
and August 18, 2011 for 1-2. Clovis asked how much the open plays generate and
Josh and Seth estimated it to be $400/night. The consensus was to hold these
open plays.

ii.

Date to Open Registration/Archiving Summer Season Information – Josh explained
that we needed to open registration in advance of the open plays. The catch, this
season, is that by opening registration, we will be archiving the summer season
schedule and standings while that season is in progress, meaning our summer
league members will no longer be able to access this information on the website.
Even if we hold off opening registration, the first tryouts are only 3 days after the end
of the summer season, so we would have to archive the summer information for
some portion of the summer season, it is just a question of how much. Josh

Billy Bowden arrived at this point (7:49 PM).
Leah Hughey arrived at this point (7:53 PM).
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explained that we will have to manually update standings and provide that
information on a weekly basis to the summer league captains. Joe S. commented
that he doesn’t think that the players don’t want to see scores erased but if it has to
be done, he suggests having PDF copies of the schedules put on the website. The
consensus is to open registration on Josh’s Birthday – August 14, 2011. We
will investigate other work arounds for any future short turnarounds between
seasons.
iii. Board Participation in Tryouts – All tryouts will be completed before our next full
Board meeting in September. All Board members are expected to work on 3 of 6
tryout days. E-mail Seth with your preferences for which tryout days you can work
on or before August 16. Josh noted that the weekend of Divisions 6 through 10
tryouts, we will be particularly shorthanded, as 3 of 4 Executive Board members and
several Board members will be in Boston participating in a volleyball tournament.
John said he will be playing in Boston so someone will have to take ownership of
updating the rosters that weekend as well. Several Board members volunteered and
Seth said, as the Executive Board member in charge of the weekend, he will work it
out.
iv. Skill Based Tryout Format for Certain Divisions – At the last meeting, the Board
agreed to move ahead in principle with changing the format of tryouts for at least
Divisions 7-10 to a “skills” based tryout. Rob has been in charge of developing this
new tryout format and working with a committee of the Board to finalize the process.
He presented a PowerPoint presentation which is incorporated to these minutes by
reference. (The details contained in the PowerPoint are omitted from these
minutes). A refined version of the PowerPoint will be distributed to the affected
captains and/or posted on the website. There were several questions about the
presentation.
a. General Questions and Discussions About the Proposal -- Facilitating
discussion about where we should cut off traditional tryouts and move to this
format, Josh asked which divisions used mostly a 4-2 system of play and
which have mostly transitioned to using an international 4-2 system of play.
Historically, Gotham teams in Divisions 6 and below used 4-2 as the
exclusive system of play, but over the past few years there has been an
evolution toward using an international 4-2 system of play, and some teams
in Division 6 have even used a 6-2 system of play. Manny, Brendan, Mike,
Scott and Jeffrey all agreed that all of their divisions, except Division 10, now
use an international 4-2 system of play, almost exclusively. As a result, skills
drills for those divisions should have setters that set both to outside and
middle hitters, and allow players to try out for both. Clovis suggested, on the
serve receive drills, have a board member to point to server and say it is
time to serve. Seth raised the concern that, considering the number of
people who will be away in Boston, will we have sufficient experiences
coaches and Board members to facilitate the process. Rob said he would be
there and Rich said he would ask Arvin Rada if he could help. Clovis
recommended having the people running the tryouts coordinate before hand
and figure out who is doing what. He also recommended that someone be
diligent about keeping time, because last time the drills ran over. Seth went
through the timing of it all and noted that it was essential that we keep time
strictly, or tryouts could run way too long. Daryl asked if, under the new
format, we would allow captains to call back players. Josh explained we
would not because members get a lot more time touching the ball and it
would simply take too long. Leah asked if we take pictures of members
trying out like we do for Power, and if not, why. Josh explained that there
wouldn’t be the time to process the pictures, the numbers of people trying
out is simply too high, and it would result in too much delay during the draft
process.
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b. Should Numbers Be Announced -- An issue was raised about whether five
minutes should be spent having the members announce their tryout
numbers, because it was hard to read the small stickers and they kept falling
off in the summer. Joe S. said summer captains told him that they had
trouble figuring out people’s numbers but did not specify who nor how many
had this problem. Seth said we were out of safety pins this summer, and for
the fall we can have the safety pins, and this should help with the sticker
issue. Seth also noted that the registration system can generate a nice PDF
tryout number, and those are big and readable, and we ask members to do
that. Leah suggested using full size papers with big markers instead of
stickers, and the Board agreed with that approach. Joe S. asked that we
make sure that there are enough markers to make the signs. Bob
suggested that we use different color paper to designate who is trying out for
which divisions. Josh felt that it would be too cumbersome. Seth noted
another issue with this approach, members who print out their numbers at
home will likely not use the same color paper. Josh asked whether we
would rather have members spend time announcing their numbers, or spend
time playing. The consensus was, because we wanted members to get
more play time during tryouts, we would not designate time to
announce numbers.
c. Which Divisions Will Use the New Format -- Seth suggested holding 6 only
tryouts, 6/7 tryouts, and 7 only tryouts using the traditional format, and then
start with 6/7/8 tryouts, the largest group of the day, on the new format.
Manny agreed with this approach. Eric asked how we would handle
captains who want to try out for a higher division. Seth said that, because
the lowest division trying out would be Division 8, and those captains would
try out in the 7-only group, then all captains would be in traditional format
groups. Seth noted that this might be an issue in the future if there are
alternate captains from 8 who want to try out for Division 8 as well, but
because this year there is only one alternate, it likely isn’t an issue. Billy
asked what our rationale was for changing the format for some divisions and
not others. Josh said that we have found that the traditional “courts” tryout
system doesn’t provide an accurate assessment of player skill once you get
below a certain skill level. At a certain level, there is a higher expectation
that a player can keep the play going no matter what, but as the experience
level gets lower, it is harder to maintain simulated play because of a shanked
pass or series of missed serves. Therefore, we need the old format at
higher levels to make sure players can maintain play, but at lower levels
using the traditional system makes it difficult for captains to accurately
assess the ability of the players. The consensus was to start the new
tryout format with players trying out for Divisions 6, 7, and 8 at once.
d. Logistics Regarding Serve Receive Drill – The consensus was that
players should be told to shag their own balls, and Board
members/coaches should work to keep the drill going.
e. Training for Captains on New Structure -- Rob suggested giving the
captains for Divisions 6, 7 and 8 a training class about the new system,
which might include tips on what to look for and simulated drills. The reason
for this would be to reduce the anxiety the captains might experience when
evaluating players in a new tryout format. Josh said he saw no reason we
shouldn’t explain to the captains in advance what would be happening, but
also we should stop short of giving tips about what to look for or whose
number to write down. Instead, we can just explain what each drill is and
what skill are emphasized by the drill. Brendan suggested holding a pretryout meeting, asking all captains to come an hour before tryouts, and we
4
can explain the drills and hold the captains meeting. Leah suggested using
the PowerPoint presentation and sending it out to captains in advance. The
4

Brian Carroll left at this point (8:52 PM).
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Board consensus was in favor of this idea. Daryl asked if we could post it on
the website for new players to read. Josh said that this would not be a
challenge, but we must also continue to explain the tryout process on site as
we always have.
f. Timing and Notification of Tryout Times -- Rob explained that we will be
scheduling people for 90 minute slots, and can assign them a time slot at
registration. Brendan suggested might be helpful putting session time on the
player’s tryout number sticker. Brendan asked whether or not we will be
setting a specific number of middles and outsides in each group. Josh
explained that we would take first come, first served. Seth pointed out that
people could float from line to line and fill in, and are incentivized to do so by
getting more opportunity to touch the ball. Joe S. asked why we couldn’t put
a set number of each position like we do for traditional courts. Josh
explained it would create an unreasonable delay, and we might need to grab
players just to fill in empty middle and outside spots. The consensus was
to sign people up on a court on a first come, first served basis and be
provided with their time slot.
Josh thanked everyone for the time and focus spent discussing this issue.
Craigers reminded people of the challenges involved in a new tryout with limited
staff, and asked everyone to come ready to help, and be helpful to fellow Board
members, captains, and the membership.
B. Open Board Meeting for Membership – Dale raised the issue of an open Board meeting to be
held at the school for the purpose of answering questions from the membership. He said that this
idea was raised and the most recent retreat, but nothing has been set. He suggested we set
something up for earlier in the season. Josh said that he intended to do it, but was going to do it
after the new Division Representatives are elected in October. Josh said his vision is to hold an
open forum with members putting questions on index cards so that we can filter out redundant
questions in advance.
C. Board Retreat Follow Up – Continuing on the Board retreat theme, Scott asked if we intended to
have a follow up of our most recent retreat in Newark, NJ. Josh said that he hadn’t thought about it
and that most of the work came from projects the governance committee was tasked with working
on. Josh said he would talk with Marie, the facilitator, and the governance committee, and reach a
decision.
VII.

Reports
A. League Manager – There is no League Manager, but Mike spoke about three items. First, he asked
whether the extra summer league t-shirts ordered by various teams were coming in. Josh said he was
having trouble communicating with the t-shirt producer, so he will have to follow up with him and update
Mike. Second, Mike asked to confirm the End of Season Tournament Dates for each division. Josh, Mike,
and Jeffrey would resolve that after the meeting. Finally, Mike said that Jeffrey had expressed interest in
having a summer captains’ scrimmage, Division A versus Division B, if there was available time and space.
Josh said that there was no available time and space. Further, it was noted that if there was available time
and space, it should be used for an activity that can was open to more than the summer captains, and that
there are concerns about the precedent of creating these sorts of events. In the past, captains have been
able to enter themselves as a group in a Friendship Tournament, and that is preferable to using limited time
to hold an event for such a small group.
B. Tournaments – Bob is still working on a schedule for fall Friendship Tournaments, and will e-mail it to the
Board before the September meeting.
C. Social – Daryl spoke about three items. First, he has scheduled a Summer Season Sizzling Social,
tomorrow 6-9 at Therapy. It is actually a multi-sport party, and the tennis league was nice enough to
include us. Second, Daryl wants to begin planning for the fall season and will have a Social Committee
meeting before the next Board meeting, with all interested welcome to attend. Third, he reminded
everyone about the upcoming Sea Tea Cruise with the other sports leagues in September. Josh said that
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he wants something to go into the fall season with the Social Committee having developed some structured
social plans. Seth asked Daryl about how much we intend to charge for Sea Tea, suggesting that we
charge less than the suggested price as we had in the past. Daryl said that he would look into it.
D. Webmaster – John said he will be working on fixing some bugs and will update the Board. He also built a
new feature into the website that allows us to pull up any player’s Gotham history. Seth thanked John for
his hard work and said the new feature will be very helpful, and that it is very easy to use and looks nice.
E. Grievance – Eric emphasized the procedure for handling instances of bad sportsmanship under our
Sportsmanship and Anti-Violence policy, and that the appropriate route is to work with affected captains
and players try to diffuse the situation informally, and bring serious incidents to the Division
Representative’s attention. Also, all serious incidents should be brought to Josh’s attention. He
suggested it we should not be bringing incidents to an entire group of captains’ attention, as that tends to
inflame the incident. Josh reiterated that serious incidents and complaints should be brought to him, and
reminded everyone that they should be familiar with the Sportsmanship and Anti-Violence Policy.
VIII.

Announcements

Seth – Go Clusterfluff (Seth’s Big City Volleyball team)
Pam – Survived a triathlon on Sunday!
Brendan – Tony went to Puerto Rico and came back with a dog, who now lives with them.
Daryl – On staycation all week and loving it!
Bob – Moving into his new apartment on August 19, and is excited that he’s made progress with the renovations
Eric – Wished Happy Birthday to Seth and Rich (his August 2 birthday buddies)
Billy – is working to develop a Fire Island invitational this weekend for doubles teams
Dale – is covering Open Play on Thursday and, fingers crossed, does not have as many issues as last time
Rob – New position at work and looking forward to going to Hong Kong for his conjugal visit with Shawn
John – Played with Leah in the Asbury Park tournament and…had fun (which Leah corrected to had fun AND
won ONE game!)
Clovis – is now a resident of queens.
Josh – cancelled his cable and switched to apple TV, and really likes it.
IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Rich Reid, John Wetsell) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:25 PM.
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Minutes of the Tuesday, July 12, 2011 Meeting of the Board of Directors
th

Location: Drug Policy Alliance Conference Room, 70 West 36 Street, 16 Fl., New York, New York
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Rich Reid – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Kleber Suarez – Division 4 Rep
Leo Pedraza – Division 5 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 6 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 7 Rep
Mike Hess – Division 8/Summer A Rep

Scott Donner – Division 9 Rep
Jeffrey Reich-Hale – Division 10/Summer B Rep
Robert Fennell – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)
Billy Bowden – Power Manager (Non-Voting)
Daryl Cochrane -- Social Committee (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:36 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – June 14, 2011
Motion (Brendan Becker, Manny Ciccone) – to approve the minutes of the June 14, 2011 meeting -passed by acclamation with Lew Smith abstaining from the vote.

III.

Public Comment
None.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen
i.

1

Work Assignments and Responsibilities – Josh reviewed expectations as to how
Board members should handle their responsibilities. Josh urged every Board
member, if they are given an assignment and are unsure of what to do, to either ask
another Board member in advance or to watch other Board members perform similar
assignments. Josh expects that Board members will ask questions or learn from
others before showing up without knowing how to handle the responsibilities and
letting themselves fail. Josh reminded everyone to ask any questions in advance
and not last minute, because at the last minute there may not be people available to
1
answer questions or handle the assignment, if needed. Josh also reminded
everyone that, just like we rely on Board members to help operate Gotham in the Fall
and Spring, we need everyone to help run programming over the summer.
Schedules have already been distributed and Board members should let Josh know
in advance when they can’t make their various assignments so we can plan
accordingly. It is much easier to plan ahead than pick up the pieces when someone

Leah Hughey arrived at this point – 7:39 PM.
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doesn’t show up. Our members have the same expectation of quality programming
that we provide in the Fall and Spring, so we need to maintain that level of quality.
ii.

Fall Permits – Josh has submitted all permit requests for the Fall season to the
Rustin Campus and O. Henry School. Josh requested every Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday at both Rustin and O. Henry, from August 24, 2011
on forward. These requests are all pending approval, so no permits have been
issued, but Josh will update all once they have been. Scott asked if we can put in
requests for permits at Fashion High School on more days than we did last Spring.
Josh explained that can ask about weekends at Fashion, but, as had been
previously discussed, Urban Professionals Leagues use Fashion High School on
weekday nights. Logistically, we are also unable to store or set up a net system, nor
store balls, at Fashion High School, so we are limited in what we can do with the
space. Jeffrey asked when we will be able to access the old back gym space at
Rustin Campus. Josh reminded all that the space is being converted into
classrooms and can never be used again as gym space.

B. Treasurer – Lew Smith

V.

i.

Open Play Money Collection – In the event Board members collect cash from
members at Open Play, as a trial policy, Lew wants the Board members to reimburse
Gotham through the PayPal system. Brian raised the issue of how we could ensure
that Board members are accountable for reimbursing the League for the money they
collect. Lew asked that, in order to help with accountability, Board members list the
names of the member(s) who paid cash in the “notes” field of the payment section.
Lew will send everyone an e-mail detailing the logistics of the PayPal process. Josh
said that his practice is to encourage everyone to pay via PayPal anyway using a
smart phone on site, and has been able to avoid collecting any cash at all.

ii.

Paying Our Independent Contractors – Lew wants to investigate a potentially quicker
way to pay referees and coaches. Right now, when we put in payments, it takes 5
business days for Chase to process and mail payment checks, and then it takes a
period for the check to arrive in the mail to the independent contractor. As a quicker
alternative, Chase allows payment through an e-mail address and payment is
virtually immediate. For those who bank with Chase personally, the payment is
made into their personal Chase accounts, and for those who bank elsewhere, they
are prompted to enter their account information and Chase makes an electronic
transfer. Josh had tested the system with personal reimbursements from Fire Island
expenses and found it worked quickly and well. Scott asked if it would allow those
who are receiving money to save their personal bank information so that they need
not continue to re-enter it for future transfers. Chase customers can do this, but Lew
was not sure how it worked with non-Chase customers. He will continue to
investigate. As of now, Lew will try the new system with referees working this
summer and then, if all goes well, expand it in the fall to all independent contractors.

Old Business
A. Upcoming Tournament Update
i.

Fire Island Tournament – The Fire Island Tournament is this Saturday, July 16 in the
Fire Island Pines. The tournament has 43 teams participating on 11 courts. Josh
th
added the 11 court to accommodate interest in the tournament.
a. Giveaways -- Josh reported that the tournament giveaways are already on
the way to the island. The giveaways are nice cooler chests with zipper
pockets. A company owned by Gotham member and tournament participant
David Song will also provide a free sample of a hangover remedy. All
giveaways will be put in the coolers.
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b. Tournament Information -- Bob has finished the schedule for the tournament,
and John Wetsell has posted it on the tournament website. Captain’s
packets will be posted on the tournament website shortly. Josh bought new
nets, guide wires, and bags to supplement lost or worn parts from older
2
nets.
c. Party -- The Tournament Party will be at the pool area near the hotel in the
harbor from 6 PM until 9 PM. It is the same site that was used for the
tournament party in 2009. Bob asked if there will be food and drinks at the
party. Josh explained that there will be food and a free “special” drink with
vodka, as well as non-alcoholic drinks and a cash bar for other alcoholic
drinks. Billy explained that the pool area is now separated into two sections,
one has a DJ area and tables and chairs, and the other side is a deck with
cabanas. Billy also explained that the deck side will have 2 rolling bars.
There will be outdoor showers available for people who come directly from
the tournament. Leah asked if children will be allowed at the party and Josh
said they would be.
d. Friday Night Net Set Up -- Josh also asked that any Board members who will
be on the island on Friday night help set up the nets for Saturday’s
tournament. Manny asked what time volunteers would be needed on Friday
night. Josh said he needed to figure that out, but guessed it would be
around 6-7 PM. Josh asked that those who intended to be around e-mail
him, and he will send out a group e-mail letting them know the details.
Board members are then invited to a get together at Billy’s house.
e. Logistics and Beach Care -- Daryl asked what the weather is supposed to be
like and Josh cheerfully reported that the weather forecast for Saturday is 80
degrees and sunny. In terms of beach issues, high tide is supposed to be at
11:30 AM, and although the beach was repaired last year, it is starting to get
narrow again, so we might only have room for one row of courts in certain
areas. Josh also reminded everyone that it is essential that we keep
everyone off the dunes and make sure the dunes remain litter free. Leah
asked where there would be restrooms available and whether we can use
Whyte Community Center’s restrooms as we did last year. Josh said he did
not think we could use the Whyte Center’s restrooms because the facility is
booked by a different organization. Josh will ask if we can use bathrooms at
the party site, which might be the best we can do logistically.
ii.

Golden/Green Apple VI -- Lew said that these tournaments are scheduled for
November 12 and 13. There will not be league play that weekend, so he
encouraged all to either participate in the tournament or, if you aren’t eligible, to help
run the tournament. Lew hoped to have 3 divisions for Golden Apple (A, BB, B). He
asked that anyone who had sponsorship suggestions contact him.

B. Pride Wrap Up – Josh reported that our participation in the 2011 Pride March was a success. Had
fun. We tried to get stickers to give out, but it did not work out logistically. Daryl reports there were
25-30 people at the post-march meet up at Dublin 6.
C. Fall Schedule – Josh and the Executive Board put together a proposed calendar for the Fall
season and reviewed it with the Board for its approval. Each aspect of the schedule was
discussed and adopted by the Board, as described below. While these dates have all been
formally adopted, they may be subject to change based on school availability and other factors.
i.

2

Fall Tryout Schedule for League Play – Fall tryouts remain tricky because we have to
schedule around Labor Day weekend and the Boston tournament. Tryouts need to
be completed for league play to start on Wednesday, September 14. We want to
have tryouts for Divisions 1 through 5 not conflict with Boston, so the weekend of
September 10 and 11 is not available for those divisions. Because those divisions

Billy Bowden arrived at this point – 7:59 PM.
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also have to go first, we have to look to the weekend before Labor Day weekend to
start tryouts. Josh also got feedback that Division 6 tryouts should be after Labor
Day with Divisions 7 and 8. The reason for this is when Division 6 was paired with
Division 5 in August last fall, there was a smaller turnout for that tryout that may have
adversely affected the level of play in that division. It makes sense to pair Division 6
with Division 7 and 8 because people seeking to enter that division (the key group for
tryouts) are those from Division 7 and below and new members who tend to sign up
after Labor Day, so the tryout will be better serving those key people by having a
post-Labor Day tryout with Divisions 7 and 8. Josh said that Divisions 1-5 tryouts will
use the traditional format, and Divisions 6-10 will use the new “drills-style” tryout we
previewed in the Summer season. The Board then discussed the proposal. Bob
proposed holding tryouts for Divisions 5 and 6 on September 7 in evening. Josh
pointed out that we tried a weekday tryout for those divisions last year, and the
process lasted until after 2 AM, which is too late. Scott proposed that we hold
tryouts for Divisions 1/2/3 on one day, and Divisions 4/5/6 on another, all before
Labor Day and Mike proposed that we hold all tryouts before Labor Day. Josh
explained that we strive to hold as many tryouts as possible after Labor Day,
because it tends to be better for people’s schedules and that we scheduled the
tryouts for Division 6 with Divisions 7 and 8 for the reasons explained earlier. Daryl
asked whether any dates conflicted with the Jewish holidays. Seth explained that,
thankfully, it was not an issue this year because the holidays are not until late
September. Daryl asked whether we should have tryouts on September 11. Josh
explained we frequently have tryouts on that day and, logistically, there is no way to
schedule around it. Brendan asked whether holding the tryout for Division 6 with
Divisions 7 and 8 tryouts meant that Division 6 tryouts would use the summer
season format, pointing out that last meeting the Board had decided to use that
format only for Division 7 and below. Seth and Manny suggested that we could
easily schedule that tryout day to start out with traditional tryouts for those trying out
for Division 6 only, and have Division 6 captains observe the new format for those
who also wish to be considered for Divisions 7 and 8.
Considering all of the points raised above, Josh proposed, and the Board
agreed to, the following Fall tryout schedule:
a. Divisions 1 and 2 tryouts will be on Saturday, August 27.
b. Divisions 3, 4 and 5 tryouts will be on Sunday, August 28. The tryouts will
start no earlier than noon to give those on Fire Island a chance to get back.
c. Divisions 6, 7 and 8 tryouts will be on Saturday, September 10.
d. Divisions 9 and 10 tryouts will be on Sunday, September 11.
ii.

Fall Tryouts Schedule for Power Classes
a. Tryouts for Individual Power Classes – Tryouts for individual Power classes
(A through F) will be held on Sunday, September 18 with classes starting
the following Saturday. This date was approved by the Board without any
further discussion.
b. Tryouts for Team Power Classes – Josh proposed Monday September 12 or
Monday September 19 as possible dates for Team Power Tryouts,
depending on what works. Seth pointed out that if we held tryouts on
September 12, it would be right after the Boston NAGVA tournament, so
September 19 might be an easier date for the teams who are participating in
the Boston tournament because they will be better rested. Josh agreed and
recommended that date to the Board. The Board decided that tryouts for
Team Power B and BB classes will be held on Monday, September 19.

iii. Fall Season Start and End Dates – The Board next turned to the general calendar for
the Fall season. We will not be holding any Gotham League matches or Power
classes during the weeks of November 7 through 13 (Green/Golden Apple
Tournament Week), November 21 through 27 (Thanksgiving Holiday), and
December 19, 2011 through January 6, 2012 (Christmas/New Year Holidays).
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Considering these breaks, the Board finalized the start and end times for Fall
Season League Play and Individual Power Classes.
a. League Play Schedule and End of Season Tournament -- Josh proposed
and the Board agreed, the first matches (week 1) of League play will be
on September 14, 15, and 17, 2011. The last matches (week 12) of
League Play will be December 14, 15, and 17, 2011. The End of Season
Tournament for all divisions is scheduled, depending on facility
availability, for the weekend of January 7 and 8, 2012. Josh explained
that the ideal situation for the tournament would be to reserve CCNY on
those dates, use all 5 courts available at that facility on each day, and hold
all 10 divisions’ tournaments in that weekend.
b. Individual Power Classes – Josh proposed that individual Power classes will
start on the weekend of September 25-26, 2011. Seth raised the issue that,
since Power classes were starting a week later than League Play, there
would need to be one week of classes in January to complete a full, 12-week
schedule. A discussion ensued about which week to hold that 12th week of
classes. One proposal was holding week 12 during the same weekend as
the NAGVA Tournament in New Orleans, January 14 and 15. Another
proposal was to hold Power A-C on January 21 and Power D-F on the
weekend of New Orleans, because D-F participants do not typically go to
New Orleans. Leah mentioned coaches might not be able to make it if the
class is scheduled over that tournament, even if the students can. Billy said
th
that the 12 week tends to be a more informal week, with classes
scrimmaging, so maybe more experienced players can substitute for the
coaches. As an alternative, Bob proposed limiting the fall Power season to
11 weeks. Eric argued that sometimes gym space is at a premium, and the
membership usually wants more opportunities to play, not less. Leah said
that, as player and coach, scrimmage is her favorite part of class and that as
a coach, it is already hard enough getting everything into the existing 12week season, so reducing it would be an issue. Bob suggested, as an
alternative, to hold Power tryouts on September 11, right after the Division 9
and 10 tryouts. Seth noted we have done it that way in the past and it
worked well, but Scott said that it is hard on those trying out for Division 9
and 10. However, Josh pointed out that we could not hold tryouts on that
day because too many people who would otherwise try out would be
3
participating in the Boston tournament. Seth suggested that the Board
schedule Week 12 of Power for January 21 and 22, 2012. He noted that
Power A and B finish early enough on Saturday and Power C-F start late
enough on Sunday to give members plenty of time to enjoy the EOS party
on Saturday. Seth also noted that it might help warm people back up for the
upcoming Spring tryouts. Josh proposed, and the Board agreed, to start
individual Power classes on September 25-26, 2011, and schedule the
final week of individual Power classes on January 21 and 22, 2012.
c. Fall End of Season Party – Josh proposed, and the Board agreed, that
the Fall End of Season Party will be held, pending availability of a
facility, on January 21, 2012.
D. Tournament Pay Scale for Referees – Josh reiterated the issue he raised at the last meeting – in
our tournaments, winners bracket matches are potentially 3 sets long, and losers brackets are only
one set long, yet we compensate referees at the same rate ($28/match). This caused some upset
amongst refs who earned more for doing mostly the shorter matches during last season’s
tournaments. As promised from last meeting, Josh investigated how other volleyball leagues and
organizations compensate their referees in similar situations. Heriberto Estrada, our referee
coordinator, provided Josh with USAV and GEVA payment scales, but they use a complicated
system that is not ideal for Gotham’s tournaments. NAGVA pays different rates for winners and
losers brackets. Josh proposed that we continue to pay referees $28 per match for winners
3

Leo Pedraza and Manny Ciccone left the meeting at this point – 8:29 PM.
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brackets, but start to pay $20 per match for losers brackets. Daryl asked whether referees
were specifically assigned to winners versus losers matches, and whether we can keep the
assignments even. Josh explained that they were not, and Heriberto likes to assign them to
morning or afternoon shifts, not based on winners versus losers matches. Josh further explained
that in order to keep the assignments even, referees would have to be there all day, and neither
Heriberto, nor the referees, would want that. Scott asked if referees can be assigned all losers
matches on one day and all winners matches on another day. Josh said that would not be
possible, because each day has different levels playing in the tournament, and specific referees
are assigned for specific levels. Seth pointed out that we would be paying referees less for losers
brackets than we had previously and wondered if that would create an issue. Billy pointed out that
it was the referees who asked for this change in the first place. Josh said that they should be ok
with the change. Motion (Leah Hughey, Jeffrey Reich-Hale) – to pay referees who work
tournaments $28 per match for winners bracket matches and $20 per match for losers
bracket matches – passed by a vote of 13-0-0.
E. Rescheduling of Certain Divisions and Power Classes for Fall 2011 – Last meeting, Brendan
had proposed moving Division 7 to an early Saturday afternoon time slot, along with the current
time for Divisions 5 and 6, and moving Division 9 to a late afternoon time slot, along with current
Divisions 8 and 10. Brendan polled the Division 7 captains and, although they enjoyed the probing,
the feedback provided to Brendan was that they did not want to reschedule the division. As a
result, the consensus was to not alter the placement of any divisions in the current schedule. Eric
suggested that would move back the start time of Divisions 5 and 6, so that we can sync up the
schedules of those divisions with that of Division 9, which, because of gym availability, starts 10
minutes later in a different school. Under Eric’s proposal, all 3 divisions would start at 1:15 PM.
Eric said that this would allow us to rotate all 3 divisions through all 3 different gyms if we wanted
to. Seth said that he did not think that switch was advisable because the Division 7, 8 and 10
matches already run late on Saturday evenings. Now, the final matches start at 7:20 PM and on a
typical week, with delays, actually start later than that and finishing by 8:15-8:30 PM. Seth said
that, as a result, we would need to increase our permit time by 30 minutes, to 9 PM, to ensure we
can fit everything in and clean up properly, and we should expect that matches realistically would
not get done until that time. Seth said from his own experiences, that 9 PM was too late to end on
a Saturday night and we should avoid pushing matches that late. Leah pointed out that the current
set up ends Power A and B at 12:45, cutting 15 minutes out of what is supposed to be a 3 hour
Power class. She advocated for the switch to give Power classes those extra 15 minutes. Leah
pointed out that, previously, those Power classes did last a full hour but somehow it got switched.
Josh said he could ask for a later end time for the permits on Saturday permit time. Seth
suggested, if the issue was giving Power A and B a full 3 hours, those classes could start at 9:45
AM, instead of 10:00 AM, and that would not involve changing any permit times, and would not
push back the Saturday end time. Eric asked what would happen if we cannot get the additional
gym time on Saturday evenings. Josh said we would only make the change if we can get the
needed additional time on our permits. Motion (Scott Donner, Leah Hughey) – (1) set the end
time of Power A and B for 1:00 PM; (2) set the start time of the first match of Divisions 5, 6,
and 9 at 1:15 PM; and, (3) reschedule all subsequent Saturday matches accordingly (all
changes contingent on facility availability) – passed by a vote of 11-1-1, with Seth voting no
and Craig abstaining.
VI.

New Business
A. Billy Bowden Article – Next Magazine this Friday – Our own Billy Bowden will be featured in the
NEXT magazine issue to be released on Friday, July 15. Congratulations Billy.
B. Big Apple Tournament – Lew reported that the date of the next Big Apple Tournament will be
April 14 and 15.

VII.

Reports
A. League Manager – Mike and Jeffrey reported that summer league is good. Captains are frustrated when
they are issued forfeits for their teams’ failure to complete their refereeing responsibilities. Josh noted that
we advise the captains of the responsibilities and the consequences in the captain’s packet and if the some
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captains choose not to read it, as appears to be the case here, that is not a reason to absolve them of the
consequences. We rely on teams to really fulfill these responsibilities and the captains to know what they
are.
B. Tournaments – Now that the season schedule is set, Bob will set up a Fall Friendship Tournament
schedule. Bob will stick to format we used in the Spring season.
C. Social – Daryl reported that we are looking to do a joint Sea Tea Cruise on September 25 with other sports
leagues. Because we are doing it with sports leagues, we hope the cruise will be more welcoming to
women than it had been in the past. Josh and Daryl will coordinate on the price of the tickets and their sale.
Daryl also reported that members of the summer league interested in social, and, given the calendar, it will
probably be sometime in August. Leah would like to talk about hosting a women’s social. Other Leagues
have been rotating hosting one on first Friday at each month, but its slowed down over the summer. Leah
wants to take ownership of one on behalf of Gotham, and create an amazing night.
D. Webmaster – Josh explained to the Board how much work John puts in as our webmaster, and how
quickly he gets things done. He thanked John for all the work he does and asks others to thank him as
well.
VIII.

Announcements

Clovis – Welcomes the Board to his office. (Everyone thanked Clovis for letting us host the meeting there)
Clovis added that we should be able to use the office at least through September.
Jeffrey – Summer season is great, even though his team hasn’t won a game. He also got an exciting new job.
Leah – Excited that there is now marriage equality in New York
Billy – Excited for FI tournament, and happy that the weather is supposed to be beautiful
Daryl – His team had their first win of the summer season, against Craigers
Bob – Bob will be closing on a new apartment on Tuesday
Brian – had a great time at his first Board meeting! (Everyone welcomed Brian to the Board)
th
Josh – Just got back from Mississippi where he was celebrating his mom’s 60 birthday. His family celebrated
with a lot of incredible food. He is also looking forward to FI tournament.
IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Jeffrey Reich-Hale, Scott Donner) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:15 PM.
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Location: HAF (Hispanic AIDS Forum) Conference Room, 213 West 35th Street
Meeting Attendance
Josh Christensen – Commissioner
Clovis Thorn – Vice Commissioner
Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary
Lew Smith – Treasurer
Rich Reid – Division 1 Rep
Brian Carroll – Division 2 Rep
Dale Shoemaker – Division 3 Rep
Kleber Suarez – Division 4 Rep
Leo Pedraza – Division 5 Rep
Manny Ciccone – Division 6 Rep
Brendan Becker – Division 7 Rep

Mike Hess – Division 8/Summer A Rep
Scott Donner – Division 9 Rep
Jeffrey Reich-Hale – Division 10/Summer B Rep
Robert Fennell – Power At-Large Rep
Leah Hughey – Power Saturday/Monday Rep
Joe Sena – Power Sunday Rep
Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large/Tournaments Dir.*
Craig Skelton – Member-At-Large*
Pam Tong – Member-At-Large/Asst. Treasurer*
John Wetsell – Member-At-Large/Webmaster*
Eric Eichenholtz – Grievance Chair (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
*Participated as voting members from Section IV, A, i, forward.
I.

Call to Order
Josh called the meeting to order at 7:23 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes – May 10, 2011
Josh noted that the formal election results will be included as an addendum to the minutes.
Motion (Clovis Thorn, Seth Eichenholtz) – to approve the minutes of the May 10, 2011 meeting -passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment
None.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
A. Commissioner -- Josh Christensen
i.

Members at Large – Josh nominated Bob Arcari, Craig Skelton, Pam Tong, and
John Wetsell to serve on the Board as Members-At-Large. Josh noted that all 4
members served on the Board last year and did a great job.
Motion (Brendan Becker, Jeffrey Reich-Hale) – to confirm the four nominees as
Board Members-At-Large -- passed by acclamation.

ii. Division 2 Representative – With the election of former Division 2 Representative
Clovis Thorn as Vice Commissioner, the Division 2 Rep position is vacant. Josh
announced that Brian Carroll, who currently serves as the Division 2 Grievance
Committee member, has expressed interest in the position.
Motion (Rich Reid, Kleber Suarez) – to appoint Brian Carroll to fill the vacant
position of Division 2 Representative -- passed by acclamation.
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iii. Grievance Committee –
a. Josh re-appointed Joe Bannon (Div. 1), Rob Frazier (Div. 5), John
Albanese (Div. 7) and Henry Mui (At-Large) to the Grievance
Committee, with terms expiring on May 31, 2013. Josh appointed
Ricky Mora (Div. 2) to the Grievance Committee to fill the spot
vacated by Brian Carroll, who was just appointed to the Board as
Division 2 Rep. Ricky’s term will expire on May 31, 2012.
Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Rich Reid) – to confirm all five
nominees as members of the Grievance Committee – passed by
acclamation.
b. Josh appointed Eric Eichenholtz (Div. 8) as Grievance Committee
Chairperson for the 2011-12 term.
iv. O. Henry Update – While we were originally given permits for summer Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursday nights at O. Henry, the school double-booked Mondays
through June 30, so they need to take away those dates. They also have Regents
exams in the gym on Wednesdays and Thursdays for the next two weeks. So,
essentially, the school has withdrawn all of our existing summer permits except for
June 29 & 30. Josh wants to keep those days to make sure the school knows we
want the space. Finally, we were told that O. Henry will be closed in July and August
because of ongoing construction. As a result, we will have to cancel the planned
Wednesday skills clinics and Summer Team Power B. Josh suggested the summer
league teams be able to use the June 29 & 30 dates for practice time. He will look
into this possibility.
v.

Summer Work Schedules
a. Summer League – Clovis sent Open/Close schedules to those who will be
working during the summer league. Board members must let Josh and
Clovis know if there are changes to the schedule. Also, Board members
should always send an e-mail report whenever opening or closing. The
report should include whether we need to restock on any items in the closet,
if there are injuries, etc. Josh reminds members that, even if everything
goes as planned, still send e-mail.
b. Wednesday and Thursday Open Plays – We need Board members to cover
these open plays, especially this Wednesday. Please let Josh know when
you can help.

vi. Register as NAGVA League –NAGVA, the North American Gay Volleyball
Association, offers registration for city-based leagues. There is a $40 fee to register.
The major benefits are a League vote in NAGVA and some insurance benefits. The
insurance benefits won’t apply to us because we carry our own insurance. Seth
asked if registering with NAGVA would give them any control over operation of
Gotham. Josh said that it would not. Clovis asked how we decide how to use our
League’s vote and Josh said that the vote is delegated to the commissioner. Josh
said he may have to proxy the vote to someone, because he’s already voting in a
personal capacity, but we will figure that out. There were no objections to Josh
registering Gotham, at a cost of $40.
B. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz
Seth proposed a new procedure for the meeting minutes, to reduce paper use. Seth will strive to e-mail a draft
copy of the minutes one week after each meeting. Board members will then have 2 weeks to e-mail Seth any
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proposed changes. Then, one week before the subsequent meeting, Seth will e-mail the minutes as revised
but will only print out one copy for the meeting.
C. Treasurer – Lew Smith
No report from Lew (who was not present). Josh asked the Summer Divisions Reps, Mike and Jeffery, to give
an update about dues collection for the summer season. Mike reported that Division A has 4 people who still
need to pay, but those 4 people missed this past week’s match. Jeffrey said that, in Division B, there are a
bunch of people who missed last week’s match and did not pay, but everyone else has. Jeffrey said he
anticipated that a few players from Division B might drop out. Josh explained that if a player gets drafted and
doesn’t show up, they will be sanctioned by paying dues in advance of tryouts next time, so when people drop
out, the Division Reps should let Josh and Lew know.
V.

Old Business
A. Spring 2011 EOS Tournaments Recap – Everything went well. Dale reported that all medals
have been distributed, after some snafus involving medal distribution at the tournament.
B. Fire Island Tournament Update – The tournament will be held on July 16. Josh reported that we
are still working on venue for the party. The Community Center is booked. He and Billy are
looking into working with the local business community in the Pines to find a venue that fits our
budget. If it doesn’t pan out, Josh will probably put the extra money budgeted for the party into a
better giveaway for tournament participants. Right now, Josh is planning on providing insulated
cooler chests as a giveaway. Rob asked what the chest is like – soft or hard. While Josh likes
hard chests, these will be soft. Registration will tentatively open this week or next week. The
tournament divisions HAVE changed, so Josh asked all to remind people to read the site before
registering their teams. The tournament will be smaller this year, because it was difficult to
manage last year’s expanded tournament. Bob requested an umbrella for his scoring area. Josh
said he will try. Eric asked if there will be any warning about when registration will open. Josh said
they will probably do a blast to let members know that registration is open.
C. Summer 2011 Season Tryout Recap – For Summer tryouts, we tried a new modified tryout format
that went through skills drills instead of standard volleyball play. Feedback from players and
captains was mixed. Most agreed with the summary Rob had provided to the Board in an earlier email. Rob and Mike said there were problems with the serve-receive drill that was used. It needs
to be simplified and streamlined. Leah and Clovis reported in their gym, which was less advanced,
they stripped the drill down and it was still too complicated. Jeffrey thought, as a captain, there
was way too much confusion and those new members didn’t know what was going on. Mike
thought the “waves” portion of it gave more opportunities to touch the ball, as a result, Mike said he
felt more relaxed while trying out. Many endorsed the idea of limiting the format to mostly waves to
save time and allow smaller groups. Joe S. said roaming between the two gyms was difficult with
the number of people involved. He also felt, as a captain, that it was hard to have a comment
about everyone because there was no designated time for the player to say his/her number and the
captains to pay attention to that player. Craig said that if we remind the captains the onus is on
1
them to see all the players, tryout numbers need to be larger. Seth suggested more safety pins
and markers and big paper to put the numbers on, so the numbers don’t fall off and the captains
can see them easily. Bob suggested a hitting drill that has two setters, instead of 3 – one line for
middle blockers and one line for outside hitters to make it easier for the captains who are picking.
Leah also said she recommended a reduction to two lines because of safety issues, given the level
of play. The consensus of the group was that the groups need to be smaller to make this
system work. Josh encouraged everyone to keep thinking about this. We had close to 60 in each
gym, but Josh suggested that we cut it down to 45 per gym in the fall, might be more manageable.
As a follow up, Josh asked Board members with feedback to e-mail Josh and Rob. Bob asked if
we intended to use the new format for all divisions. Josh said no, just for Divisions 7-10, because
of the different needs of the different levels. John asked if the committee for tryout improvements
was involved in this, and Josh said Rob has taken ownership of the issue. Josh asked who else

1

Leah arrived at this point (7:52 PM).
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wanted to work with Rob on continued refinement of ideas. Bob, Joe S., Mike, Brendan, and
Pam said would work with Rob on refining these ideas and report back to the Board.
D. Pride Update
i.

Queens Pride – Lots of thanks to Jeffrey who organized Gotham’s first entry into
Queens Pride. Jeffrey reports that there were 8 people came to march with Gotham.
A lot of fun was had by all. Jeffrey aims to make it a bigger event next year, and
hopes to have some handouts to give to people with more information about the
league.

ii.

Manhattan Pride – Gotham will march in Pride on June 26. Omar Portillo will be
organizing the event. Omar has arranged for a vehicle and is working on a real
sound system. The rental is $100 for the day, not excessive, and easily reallocated
from the money we previously anticipated using for a car rental. Jeffrey offered to
look into whether friends of his who work as DJs would be willing to donate speakers
instead. Josh also announced that we would be giving out Gotham stickers, and
invited Board members to come up with a cute slogan for the stickers.

E. End of Season Party – At the last minute, we were moved to a new facility. Lots of positive
feedback from the membership regarding the facility, including that the food was better and the
ambiance was nicer than our previous venues. Some challenges for the future -- The sound
system was too loud and there were impossibly long lines at the Bar, which ultimately ran out of
drinks.
We took a 5 minute break and Craig was presented with a delicious red velvet cake for his birthday! Happy
Birthday Craig!
VI.

New Business
A. Fall Season – Tryouts/EOS Scheduling – Josh wanted to touch base regarding the calendar for
the fall season. Traditionally, we had been able to start tryouts after Labor Day. However, in
recent years, now that Boston hosts a NAGVA tournament every year on the weekend after Labor
Day, our fall tryout schedule is challenging. Because the Boston tournament is in our NAGVA
region, a lot of our members who participate in NAGVA go to the tournament and can’t participate
in tryouts that weekend, making it virtually impossible to have Divisions 1 through 5 tryouts that
weekend, virtually forcing us to start our tryout schedule before Labor Day. Josh suggested that
given these challenges, we need to schedule tryouts starting with the week of August 29. A
discussion ensued about whether to do tryouts on the last weekend in August, or a weekend. We
recognize that holding tryouts on a weekend before Labor Day can often be difficult for some
members who have vacation plans, and holding tryouts on a weekday night can often times be
difficult for members who are used to playing only on weekends. Josh noted that we had success
doing Divisions 1 & 2 on a weekday night, but it was a challenge with Divisions 3 through 6, which
are all very popular divisions, with many members looking to stay in or move up into those
divisions. That makes tryout attendance higher and an evening tryout a logistical challenge. Josh
asked Rob (for Division 6) and Leo to straw poll their divisions to get feedback regarding
their preferences for a weekday night tryout in August, versus holding tryouts on August 28
or 29. Josh said we need to make these decisions by the next Board meeting in order to let
members know as soon as possible and make sure we book space we need.
B. Realignment of Saturday Play in the Fall – Brendan suggested that, for the Fall season, we
move Division 7 to the early Saturday session and Division 9 to the later session. This would
structure Saturday play so that Divisions 5 & 6 would play at Rustin from 12:55 AM until 4:35 PM,
and Division 7 would play at O. Henry from 1:05 PM until 4:45 PM. Divisions 8 & 9 would play at
Rustin from 4:35 PM until 8:15 PM and Division 10 would play at O. Henry from 4:45 PM until 8:25
PM. Brendan said this change would better align the divisions. Brendan also suggested a 3 way
rotation where all divisions would share space in O. Henry and Rustin, but there are logistical
issues because the permit times and schedules do not line up for the two schools. Seth asked
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whether, under the proposed alignment, Division 7 would get enough coaches from Divisions 1
through 4, since under the new system no Division 5 and 6 players could coach Division 7.
Brendan said he thinks there will be enough coaches. Bob agreed. Mike noted that the new
alignment would eliminate the ability of all Division 8 players to coach Division 10, even though the
League guidance is that they can coach at that level. Mike also noted that higher level coaches
sometimes have a higher expectation of players that make for a more difficult fit in Division 10. A
brief discussion ensued about who should coach what levels and how effective they are in each
division. Leah noted that from the reffing perspective, the realignment helps because the skill
levels are closer together. Josh said he wants to see how many players would no longer be able to
play at their level before considering this change. Josh asked Brendan to survey the Division 7
players and ask Scott to survey the Division 9 players, since those divisions are the two that
will have their schedules changed.
C. Reffing Compensation in EOS Tournament – Josh said some refs provided feedback that the
way we compensate referees, by paying equal amounts for a (potentially) 3-set winners bracket
and a 1-set losers bracket match is not fair, because some refs who work losers brackets can have
up to twice the number of matches as those who work winners brackets. Josh wants to propose a
new compensation scheme, and will investigate how NAGVA does it, and ultimately propose a new
compensation scheme to the Board or make sure reffing work is spread out evenly with winners
and losers matches. Craig asked if we are talking about adjusting the payments by paying more
for winners brackets, or less for losers brackets. Josh said he would lean toward paying less for
losers bracket matches. Josh will report back to the Board with a proposal. Seth noted that,
starting in the Spring 2011 season, we added paid R2s (down refs) for championship matches and
it seemed to work out well. He mentioned this because there hadn’t been an opportunity to run it
by the Board previously. The consensus was that this new system worked well and Josh said
we will continue having a paid R2 for championship matches for future tournaments.
VII.

Reports
A. League Manager
i.

Supplies -- Rich bought ice packs for Rustin. He only got one of the two ordered
cases, and it is in his car ready for delivery. Eric noted that the Spring Fling staff
bought 3 new stopwatches, and they have been distributed for use for league play –
each is located in the ref bags in the Rustin Boys, Rustin Girls, and O. Henry gyms.
Mike suggested that we buy new whistles because we are running low.

ii. Summer League -- Josh will forward the summer referee schedule to the Summer
division representatives so they who know who should be reffing if there is an issue.
Josh has asked refs to let him know when they are switching on the schedule.
B. Power Manager – Josh reported that due to O. Henry construction, we cannot hold the planned Summer
Team Power B class, but hopefully will try to get those teams into a class in the fall.
C. Webmaster – John reports that there are no issues with the website and he is working to get the Fire
Island registration site ready to go.
VIII.

Announcements

Craig – Thanks everyone for the birthday wishes and is happy to be back on the Board
Bob – Bought a new Ford Fusion and is picking it up tomorrow!
John – Glad to be back on Board.
Rich – Just came back from a great trip aboard.
Leah – Happy with her move!
Jeffrey – Excited for the summer season and is looking for new job opportunities
Mike – Reports that scores might be in by end of night
Eric – Glad to be back on board
Bren – Bren (and partner Tony) moved into new apartment
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Seth – Closing on a refinance of his mortgage on Friday and hoping for gay marriage in NY by Friday
Josh – Went to Bob Bertucci clinic, recommends it highly, had lots of fun, and won an award
Josh said this is our last meeting at HAF, because HAF will start to use this space for other programming. Clovis
th
th
has generously has arranged for meeting space for the Board on 36 Street and 6 Avenue, starting in July.
IX.

Adjournment
Motion (Rich Reid, Brendan Becker) – to adjourn the meeting – passed by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 8:46 PM.
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